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Lewiston Daily Sun
~.AINE ESTABLISHES
A POLLUTION CENTER

AUGUSTA (AP) - The Environmental Improvement Commission Monday imple
mented a 'round-the- clock air pollution complaint center to receive
citizens' reports of violations of the state ' s new air standards law.
Raeburn W. MacDonald , the commission's chief engineer , said
the center will be connected to a telephone answering service which
will be in operation regardless of the day or hour .
MacDonald said citizens making complaints should clearly give
the time and location of the alleged air pollution as well as their
own names and addresses .

Maine's new air pollution control statues went in Oct . 1 .
Lewiston Daily Sun

November 7 , 1969

Dr . Koons Tells Rotarians
Water Pollution Cost Maine
$150 Million in New Industry
By PAUL KARLSSON
Lewiston- Auburn Rotarians were told Thursday that polluted
water has cost Maine at least $150 million in new industry in the
past year , but with the passage of the pollution abatement bond issue
such losses may be avoided in the future .
Dr. Donaldson Koons , chairman of the Environmental Improvement
Commission , provided the figures in an address to the weekly luncheon
meeting of Rotary at the Heritage House , Lewiston .
Dr . Koons , who is also chairman of the Geology Department at
Colby College. stated that the two companies involved could not
loeate in Maine because they would have been unable to obtain suf·
ficient quantities of adequately pure water for their use .
He noted that they would have had an annual payroll of about
$)0 million . Dr . Koons indicated that he was pleased about the
passage of the bond referendum since it is absolutely essential to
the progress of pollution abatement .
He said that the fact that this bond passed while other worthy
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issues did not shows that the citizens of Maine are seriously con
cerned about the problem and determined that it should be corrected.
Reform Demos
Dr, Koons discussed the opposition to the bond issue expressed
by the Reform Democrats whos aid that the money should not be spent
to treat muniCipal when it is industry which accounts for 90 per
cent of the pollution problem .
While admitting that industry does cause the vast majority of
the pollution he disputed their reasoning. He indicated that it
would be extremely difficult , both legally and morally, for the
state to force industries to spend millions of dollars to correct
t~eir pollution if the cities and towns were unwilling to clean up
tlieirs .
The Reform Democrats also denounced the fact that the projected
costs for the industry programs were $170 and those for the towns
$150 million . Dr . Koons pointed out that municipal systems have to
be duplicated since the output from a town cannot be turned orf in
case of a breakdown , the way the flow from a plant can be controlled ,

He stated further that industries do not have to build miles
of sewers and added that there are probably more than 200 miles of
sewers in the twin city area .
November 7, 1969 .

Lewiston Daily Sun
PARIS; 4 OTHER AREAS
GET 1st POLLUTION AID

AUGUSTA (AP) - The Environmental Improvement Commission's sUDervis 
ing engineer said Wednesday that Bath , Saco , Paris and Bingham will
be the first communities to benefit from Maine 's $50 million pollu
tion abatement bond issue .
George C. Gormley said they were among 25 towns and cities
that have applied for state and federal aid in building and equip
ping facilities to treat municipal sewage .
Some federal funds have already been allocated for the Bath
and Paris projeots , Gormley said , and they are now ready to advance
to the construction phase .
The ~rice tags on the projects are estemated at $2 .1 million
in Saco ; ~5 . 56 million in Bath; $2 . 5 million in Paris and $5 30 , 000
in Bingham . The funds would serve to reduce pollution in the Saco ,
Kennebeo and Little Androscoggin rivers .
Gormley explained that federal law requires the states to set
up a point system to covern priorities for their cleanup projects .
The No . 1 factor , he said , is a community ' s need for pollution
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abatement . Those in which water standards present a hazard to
health would receive the greatest consideration .
Municipalities would also score points , he said , if they have
initiated planning for the projects and raised their 20 per share
of the costs . A third factor would be economic need , based on the
local per capita cost of the project .
Despite approval of the anti pollution bonds in Tuesday's
election , the amount spent on local cleanup efforts will still de
pond on how much federal money comes into Maine .
ttlf we get more federal money than we anticipate ,. we can handle
more projects , " Gormley said .
Even though the federal government is authorized to fund 50~55
per cent of the total costs, he said , the bond money can only be used
to prefund 30 per~nt of the federal share . The state share of
each project is 30 per cent .
Appropriations currently up for consideration in Congress could
give Maine $3 . 9 million in federal funds , he said , and generate
$19 . 5 million worth of cleanup projects .
Gormley said the House has approved $600 million in anti - pollution
funds , while the Senate is attempting to raise that figure to $1
billion .
He explained. that without voter approval of referendum Questions
No 8 and 13, all cleanup efforts would have been halted . No g pro
vides the bond funds and No . 13 permits the state to increase the
maximum interest on previously issued bonds .
November 7, 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun

CURTIS BIDS U. S. MATCH
flAINE POLLU'l! ON EFFORT
AUGUSTA (AP) - Gov. Curtis said Thursday he wants the federal govern
ment "to make the same commitment to water pollution abatement that
the voters of Maine did recently by passing a $50 million bond issue . "
In a letter, Curtis told Elmer B. Staats , the federal comptroller
general : "The appropriate federal matching share would be around
~gO million . With a total of $130 million , we could come close to
solving the entire problem of muniCipal water pollution in Maine . "
The governor was responding to a report to him from Staats
which claimed two municipal pollution abatement projects in Maine
were ineffective .
Although the muniCipalities we re not named , Curtis indicated
they were at Saco and Mars Hill . He added they were ineffective in
two respects - both were for only primary treatment of wastes and
completed "in isolation of a total clean- up of their waterways . "

"There is only one answer to the solving of these problems , "
Curtis told Staats . "Give us the federal share of the funds
necessary to do the total job . ft
The governor said Maine is scheduled to receive only $1 . 8 million
from the federal government for water pollution this year . He called
the sum "infinitestemally small compared to the magnitude of the
program. "
By passing the $50 million bond issue on Tuesday , Curtis said
Maine people "have shown their eagerness to effect a meaningful and
systematic attack on water pollution problems . " He said the federal
government must show "the same high priority concern .
"Unless there is a properly funded effort on the part of the
federal government , the meagre , patchwork funding already advanced
will not be used in the most effective way . "
Lewiston Daily Sun

November 11 , 1969
Oil Spills Into River at
Rumford; to Begin Clean-Up
Rm~FORD

- The Maine Central Railroad , in co-operation with the Maine
Port Authority , will begin clean-up operations on the Androscoggin
River , Tuesday morning , following an oil leakage from a tank car in
the Rumford freight yard .
According to MeR officials , about 10,000 gallons of diesel
oil spilled out of a tank car Sunday night and I\'i onday morning ,
went into a catch basin then through a drainage pipe to the river .
The railroad company alerted the Environmental Improvement
Commission in Augusta and the water users of the area .
The Maine Port Authority will supply the equipment to be used
in the clean- up , including a plastic oil boom and a skimming device .
According to reports , it has been arranged that the Golton Ship
Repair Co . try to skim the oil off the riverts surface at Turner
Center . Operations will begin around 6 : )0 a . m.
The plastic boom is used in Portland harbor to contain oil
spills until they can be skimmed off or dispersed by chemicals .
An MCRR spokesman stated Monday night that the incident re
mains under investigation . The diesel oil is part of a supply the
railroad keeps in Rumford for use in diesel locomotives at that
location.
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Lewiston Evening Journal

November 11 , 1969

River Oil Spill
Proves Elusive
By Betty Libby
TURNER - A Golton Ship Repair Company crew halted their operations
at the Turner Center Bridge at about 10:)0 a . m. Tuesday when it
became apparent an expected diesel oil slick was not going to appear
on that section of the Androscoggin River .
According to Jim McCabe , supervisor, the crew was then going
directly to Rumford where they would add emulsifiers to the water
at the Maine Central Railroad engine house .
Some 10 , 000 gallons of oil spilled out of a tank car , Sunday
night and Monday morning , entered a catchrasin, passed through a
drainage pipe and flowed into the river , officials said .
A boom of 1,000 feet was placed across the river at Turner
as preparations were made to contain the oil , which would have then
been siphoned off with the use of a skimmer , and pumped into tank
trucks .
L. W. Sparrow, MCRR representative , said there were no signs
of any oil accumulation between the Otis Mi ll at Chisholm and the
Turner Center bridge . He said it was assumed detergents and e"ulsi
fiers that are put into the river regularly by the mills had appar
ently helped to disperse the oil.
Company representatives at the Riley Power House , said they
encountered no problems from the oil that reached the area between
7~30 and 11 p . m. Monday .
No damage was caused due to the fact the
011 was on top of the water and they draw from greater depths ,
officials said.
Caption under picture - ATTE~1PT TO CONTAIN OIL SLICK ON ANDROSCOGGIN*
Members of the Golton Ship Repair Company crew set 1 , 000 feet of
boon across the Androscoggin River at Turner Center bridge, Tuesday,
as preparations were made to contain an expected oil slick . The
crew was later dispatched to Rumford to add emulsifiers to the water ,
when a slick from the 10 , 000 gallons of diesel fuel failed to appear
ln the Turner section of the river .
November 11 , 1969

Portland Press Herald
10 , 000 Gallons Of Diesel 011
Leaks Into River

RUMFORD ( AP ) - About 10 , 000 gallons of diesel oil spilled out of
a tank car in the Rumford freight yards Sunday night and Monday
and the bulk of it found its way into the Androscoggin River .
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The Maine Central Railroad said it has arranged with the
Golton Ship Repair Co . to try to skim the oil off the river ' s
surface at Turner Center Tuesday.
Golton will use the Maine Port Authority ' s oil boom and a
skimming device which the MPA has been testing . The plastic oil
boom is used in Portland harbor to contain oil spills until they
can be skimmed orf or dispersed by chemicals .
The spillage here was attributed to a leaking valve on the
tank car , which carried the oil to Rumford for the railroad 1 s use
in locomotives .
Much of the oil went into a catch...basin , then through a drain
age pipe to the river ••
November 12, 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun
Oil Spill at Turner Center
Has Apparently Disappeared

TURNER CENTER (AP) - Several thousand gallons of fuel oil that
spilled into the Androscoggin River at Rumford apparently just
disappeared,
"We never did find it , " said Chief Engineer Raeburn W. Mac
Donald of the state Environmental Improvement Commission . Whatever
happened to it; be said, happened between the International Paper
Co . mill at Jay and the bridge at Turner Center! where an oil.
containment boom had been s et out to <a tch the Oil .
MacDonald said there was a lot of foam in the river Tuesday
and the oil might have b~en absorbed in it . "We ' ll keep looking
for it in case it reappears , " he said .

A leaking valve emptied a 10 , OOO-gallon railroad tank car
standing in the freight yards at Rumford Monday, Railroad men said
the bulk of the oil went down a catch-basin and through a storm
drain into the nearby river .
Above Turner Center the stream has frequent dams and 1s swift .
So , the Maine Port Authority's boom, used to contain spills in
Portland Harbor was set out below the Turner Center bridge in the
relatively calm water of Gulf Island Reservoir.
But no appreciable amount of oil showed up, so the boom was
removed and EIC men, with a crew from the Golten Ship Repair Co ,
of Portland , which brought the boom here, started upstream in search
of oil"
Dispersing chemicals were flushed into the river at Rumford ,
and a railroad spokesman said "no significant amount" of oil was
found anywhere .
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November 12 , 1969

Portland Press Herald
Search Fails To Find
Oil Lost In Androscoggin

TURNER CENTER (AP) • Several thousand gallons of fuel oil that
spilled into the Androscoggin River at Rumford apparently just
disappeared.
"We never did find it , " said
Donald of the state Environmental
happened to it. he said , happened
Co . mill at Jay and the bridge at
tainment boom had been set out to

Cheif Engineer Raeburn W. Mac
Improvement Commission .
Whatever
between the International Paper
Turner Center , where an oil-con.
catch the oil .

MacDonald said there was a lot of foam in the river Tuesday
and the oil might have been absorbed in it . "Wetll keep looking
for it in case it reappears," he said .
A leaking value emptied a 10,000
standing in the r~aine Central freight
Railroad men said the bulk of the oil
through a storm drain into the nearby

gallon railroad tank car
yards at Rumford :Monday.
went down a catch-basin and
river.

Above Turner Center the stream has frequent dams and is SWift .
So . the Maine Port Authority's boom, used to contain spills in
Portland harbor , was set out below the Turner Center bridge in
the relatively calm water of Gulf Island Reservoir .
But no appreciable amount of oil showed up , so the boom was
removed and EIC men , with a crew from the Golten Ship Repair Co .
of Portland, which brought the boom here, started upstream in
search of oil .
Dispersing chemicals were flushed into the river at Rumford.
and a railroad spokesman said tt no significant amount" of oil was
found anywhere.
First reports from the railroad were that the oil was diesel
fuel . Later, MacDonald said, it turned out that it was No . 2
fuel oil, which is less toxic to the thousands of wild ducks and
geese which feed this time of year in the river and in Merrymeeting
Bay, where the Androscoggin empties into the Kennebeo .
November, 1969

Maine Environmental Improvement Commission
Education Building

OIL SPILL IN THE ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER
On November 10 , 10 , 000 gallons of #2 fuel 011 leaked from a
faulty valve on a railroad tank car looated in the Maine Central
Railroad yards at Rumford . The oil ran across a gravelled area
and into a catch basin 'ltlhich drained to the Androscoggin River .

s
Upon confirmation of the oil spill and its general location ,
the Commission made inquires of the Maine Central Railroad regard
ing efforts that company was making to minimize the spill and to
remove oil from the river . The initial reaction of railroad re 
presentatives was merely to let the oil go and to do nothing .
The Commission advised the company that fJiRSA Title 38 , Section
417 prohibited the discharging of oil and that if a discharge
accurred those responsible for it must remove the offending material
from the receivj.ng waters . The immediate response of the railroad
was to ask the question: What would the Commission suggest be done
to remove the oil from the water? The EIe staff insisted that
efforts be made by the railroad to contain the oil at a suitable
location and to pump the collected oil from the receiving waters ,
The Portland Harbor Pollution Abatement Committee was suggested
to railroad representatives .s a reliable source of information in
regard to oil containment . The PHPAC suggested to the railroad
that Galton Ship Repairs Co ., Portland , was in a position to pro
vide expert help on the problem at hand .
Golton Ship
the spill at the
as a containment
quiet water area

Repairs Co . was hired by MCRR to try to contain
bridge at Turner Center . That location was selected
site because it provided a readily accessible ,
where a boom could be set up .

The response of the Golton Company and its personnel was highly
commendable . This firm had been initially contacted around 4:30
p . m. on the 10th and was in the Turner area ready for work by 10 P.M,
In just five and .a half hours the firm had located a crew, off
loaded a containment boom from a barge to a truck . loaded various
skimming devices and other equipment , and made the trip to Turner .
Golton personnel started placing the boom at 4 a . m. (Nov . ll) in a
completely unfamiliar area as well as in the dark of a cold , wet
morning .
A first attempt to place the boom was unsucessful . Shortly
after 6:30 a . m. staff members of the Commission arrived and at
their insistence a second attempt was made to place the boom . It
was in place by 8:30 a . m., two hours before the est:tmated arrival
time of the oil .
. While the boom was being positioned , Commission staff members
scouted upriver for traces of the spill . Small patches of slick
could be observed above Riley Dam , but no slick could be seen in
dead water below the paper mill downriver at Jay . Inquiries made
in the area revealed that the oil had passed Jay between 7 p. m.
and 11 p . m. the previous night ,
Commission investigators relayed this information to people
at the Turner Center boom , and EIC staff members authorized removal
of the boom from the water . All gear was removed from the river
between 11 a . m. and 1:30 p . m.
At no time was oil observed below the outfall from the Inter
national Paper Co . plant at Jay . It has been theorized that the
pulp and paper mill waste waters reacted with the oil spill so
that the spill could not be detected on the waters of the Andros
coggin .
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November 12 , 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun
Oil Spill at Turner Center
Has Apparently Disappeared

TURNER CENTER (AP) - Several thousand gallons of fuel oil that
spilled into the Androscoggin River at Rumford apparently just
disappeared .
"We never did find it , " said Chief Engineer Raeburn W. Mac
Donald of the state Environmental Improvement Commission .
Whatever happened to it , he said , happened between the Inter
national Paper Co . mill at Jay and the bridge at Turner Center ,
where an oil-containment boom had been set out to catch the oil .
MacDonald said there was a lot of foam in the river Tuesday
and the oil might have been absorbed in it .
"We'll keep looking for it in case it reappears , " he said .
A leaking valve empited a lOJOOO-gallon railroad tank car standing
in the freight yards at Rumford Monday .
Railroad men said the bulk of the oil went down a catch-basin
and through a storm drain into the nearby river . Above Turner Center
the stream has frequent dams and is swift . So , the Maine Port
Authority's boom , used to contain spills in Portland Harbor, was
set out below the Turner Center bridge in the relatively calm water
of Gulf Island Reservoir .
But no appreciable amount of oil showed up, so the boom was
removed and EIe men, with a crew from the Goltan Ship Repair Co .
of Portland, which brought the boom here, started upstream in search
of oil .
Dispersing chemicals were flushed into the river at Rumford ,
and a railroad spokesman said nno significant amount tt of oil was
found anywhere .
Lewiston Daily Sun

November 13 . 1969
SENATE VOTES $1 BILLION
TO CUT 'yATER POLLUTION

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate Wednesday passed a public-works appro
priations package for fiscal 1970 , including an unprecedented '1
billion to help states turn the water pollution tide .
The water pollution funds are the largest ever voted by either
house of Congress and are some $7g6 million more than recommended
in President Nixon's budget .
The bill , which allows for a total $4. 99 million in appropria
tions for waste treatment, the Atomic Energy Commission and assorted
flood control and reclamation projects for the year that began

' .. ;-'"
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July 1 , was approved by an S6- 2 roll call vote .
Before it acted the Senate rejected , g2 to 5, a bid by Sen .
John J . Williams , R-Del ., to send the entire bill back to the
Public Works Committee with orders to trim it by $789 . 4 million ,
the amount by which it exceeds the administration's budget .
Williams argued the Senate has a moral commitment not to ex
ceed- especially in a time of severe inflation- the budget c~ilings
it set in a resolution earlier in the year .
"If a particular project is so important it demands new funds ,
money must be cut from other areas , " Williams contended .
Sen . Edmund Muskie , D-Maine , principal sponsor of the water
pollution funding , said Congress is already committed to aid states
and communities that have gone ahead with financing of clean water
projects,
Sen . Allen J . Ellender, D-La ., chairman of the public works
appropriations subcommittee , argued for retention of the water pol
lution funds , saying "Unless we take positive action now , our great
country will drown in its own waste matter . " The bill provides
matching funds to help local governments build waste treatment plants .
November 15 , 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun
Pollution Outlook Hopeful
By Jack Lefler
AP Business Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - The outlook for consumers is becoming more
hopeful in the fields of water pollution , pesticide contamination ,
and retail practices .
Substantial moves were made in government and private areas
this past week to eradicate problems which , as unwanted offshoots
of technological progress , have plagued the public .
The Senate passed a bill providing an appropiration of $1
billion for a war on water pollution which , in one form or another .
touches almost everyone .
The legislation would supply funds to help the states
their individual pollution-control programs . Earlier , the
had passed a bill appropriating $600 million for a control
The differences will have to be reconciled by a conference

finance
House
program .
committee .

~Unless we take positive action now , our great country will
drown in its own waste matter , " said Sen . Allen J . Ellender , D- La "
chairman of the Public Works Appropirations subcommittee .

Secretary Robert H. Finch of the Department of Health , Educa
tion and ~elrare announced that use of the pesticide DDT would be
banned except for "essential" uses within th e next two years .
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November 17 , 1969
The Scqtt Report

Lewiston Daily Sun
Watchdog Agency
Slaps Pollution Program
By Paul Scott

WASHINGTON - The federal government ' s shotgun efforts to combat
water pollution have come under heavy criticism from the General
Accounting Office .
In a blistering report now being circulated among members of
Congress , the Congressional watchdog charges that the government ' s
antipollution operation is badly organized . inadequately financed ,.
and undermined by continued industrial and municipal pollution .
The GAO report , which is expected to spark new congressional
efforts to establish new national goals in the anti-pollution cam
paign states that much of the money invested in cleaning up the
nationts waterways has been wasted due to failure to set priorities .
Total spending for the 9, 400 waste-treatment projects construc
ted since 1957 has been $5. 4 billion of hieh $1. 2 billion ~ms in
grants from the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration .
The l64-page report by the General Accounting Office to Congress
warns :
"Benefits from the construction grant program have not been as
great as they could have been because many waste treatment facili 
ties have been constructed on waterways where major polluters 
industrial or municipal
located nearby continued to discharge un
treated or inadequately treated waters into the waterwaY$ . "
M

The GAO examined eight "typical n areas in fl.1assachusetts , New
Hampshire , Oregon , Mississippi , Louisiana, Maine , and Rhode Island
"where facilities have been constructed for water quality of the
river basins as a whole . "
The Wrong Approach
The report also charged that federal grants were given to areas
that applied for them whether or not the projects had much value in
reducing water pollution .
"The program to date has been administered for the most part
using a shotgun approach - awarding construction gtants on a f1rst~
come , first-served or readiness to proceed basis , " the report said .
"Little consideration has been given to the immediate benefit
to be attained by the construction of individual treatment plants . "
In a memorandum accompanying the report , the Department of
Interior agreed on the need for establishing priorities but dis
agreed with another GAO recommendation for reducing the quality of
treatment given some pollutants to speed construction of facilities .
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The GAO said it made this proposal to reduce the backing of
municipalities a waiting federal funds . It added that the backlog
is increasing rather than decreasing in recent years .
The 1966 Clean Water Restoration Act authorized $1 billion a
year, a level never yet achieved . Last year, $214 million was
actually appropriated to combat water pollution and the Nixon Ad ~
ministration sought the same total for this year .
The Senate voted $1 billion to last week . In an earlier vote ,
the House approved $600 million. House a.nd Senate Conferees will
meet soon to work out a compromise sum .
More Funds Needed
The GAO repoct is expected to help the lawnakers favoring the
$1 billion spending figure . It states!
"The present level of federal funding will not be sufficient
to enable a significant increase the effectiveness of the program
in abating, controlling , and preventing water pollution .
"In view of the magnitude of the problem and on the basis of
the present level of federal funding » it will be many years before
the construction grant program is completed . "
The GAO also recommended :
(1) That the government plan for an entire river basis rather
than project by .project .
(2) That the Interior Department adopt systems analysis - the
controversial method of determining the feasibility of projects
introduced at the Defense Department by former Secretary Robert
McNamara - for planning and carrying out antipollution projects .
(3) That Congress amend the pollution act to provide that
grants be awarded on the basis of benefits to be derived from them
rather than beeause of t he need of the area involved t as is now the
case .

In private meetings with key Congressional leaders , Interior
Secretary Walter J , Hickel has given his approval to GAOts recommen
dation that the government plan its anti pollution program for an
entire river basin .
The other GAO recommendations are now under study by Hickel .
When questioned recently on whether water p?llution can be over
come in the future , Hickel stated:
"I think it can , but we have got to
We've analyzed this in the Department of
responsibility - and we think that it is
10 billion dollars to clean up America ' s

make it a national goal .
Interior - which has the
going to take at least
waters . "
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The Financing Plan
To pay for the huge cleanup , Hickel reported that he is now
working on a new partnership financing which the Nixon Administra
tion will soon propose to Congress , as follows:
"I am suggesting that we spend $10 billion over the next five
to seven years and spread repayment over a period of 30 years . The
federal , state , and local governments , would all be involved .
"In the Interior Department , wetll set up guideline for sol
ving the water pollution problem. Then we ' ll allow states, cities ,
counties , and towns to engineer their plans to fit the guidelines .
When they have done that , the federal government will sign a con
tract to pay capital costs of the projects over a period of 30
years .
The state and local governments would pay the interest over
that period of time . By spreading repayment over 30 years , Congress
would have to appropriate only a relatively small sum every year .
"Such a plan would take tremendous load off the federal govern
ment . Local governments would design their plants to meet certain
criteria . They would handle the bulk of the paper work . We would
guarantee the principal payment . "
Note: To keep the pesticide DDT from polluting the nation ' s streams ,
Secretary Hickel has asked government scientists to develop what
he calls a "self destructive DDT" that will deteriorate in a short
time .
November 28 , 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun
Anti-Pollution Efforts on
Androscoggin Bring Results

Anti"pollution efforts along the murky Androscoggin River are
paying off .

Dr. Walter A. Lawrance of Lewiston veteran rivermaster ; said
Thursday night. in commenting on his annual report , there definitely
was improvement but obviously there's a long way to scratch in this
field .
"The river conditions are fairly good this year , " he noted .
"Or course , we have unusual water flow . It isn't often that you
get high water the last week in July and in early August . " Extended
high water flow aids in the anti-pollution battle .
Dr . Lawrance said the special artificial aeration operation
conducted on the river proved beneficial this year . It waS the
first time this was tried here .
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Three big aerators were working just back of Gulf Island Dam 
they cost $gO , OOO which was paid by the three paper companies up.
river - and they force air into the water . The air improves the
quality of the water oxygenwise and this tends to assist in the
reduction of pollution .
The units have now been taken out of the water for the winter
but the operation will be oontinued next year, just as soon as
conditions permit, he said .
"We plan to use them until the treatment plants are installed
at the mills upstream , " Dr . Lawrance re~orted .
Just when this will be, is anybody's guess at this moment .
"That depends on many variables," the rivermaster noted .
He noted that International Paper Co . at Jay already has a
primary treatment operation under way . in which solids are removed
from the water discharged into the Androscoggin . Oxford Paper Co .
and Brown Co , are working on primary treatment programs which should
bear fruit within two or three years .
Dr . Lawrance said he hopes that the big mills and the com
munities. have their full treatment plants in operation by 1976.
That's the target date but everything might not be ready by then .
Federal grants are slow in coming . and this delays matters ,
he said.
December 10, 1969

Lewiston Evening Journal

25 Years Ago Today
Prospects of a practically-odor-free Androsooggin River by
the summer of 1945 were presented at a meeting of the Maine Sani
tary Water Board meeting in Augusta . No promise was made but
t.here was real encouragement in the reports submitted by chairman
Olifford G. Chase .
December 20 , 1969

Lewiston Daily Sun

So Goes the Nation
Environmental Pollution Next Big Issue
By EDMUND S. MUSKIE
U ~ S . Senator
President Nixon has let it be known that he plans to concen
trate on environmental quality next year , He has instructed his
staff to stress that issue in their drafts for the 1970 State of
the Union message . He has dispatched White House Counsel Daniel
Patrick ?Jloynihan to Brussels to lead a United States delegation
at a NATO conference on the environment . His Science Advisor ,
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Dr . Lee Dulridge, has been carrying the torch of Administration
concern with the environment at various meetings around the country .
On top of all this motion, various Cabinet secretaries and
departmental policy makers have been pledging their concern and
support for anti~po11ution activities . For one who has been fight
ing an uphill battle for effective environmental protection legis
lation for yenrs the Administration 's flurry of interest is encour
aging . I am not convinced, however, that the problem or its com
mitment is deep enough to insure an effective program to upgrade
the quality of our environment . The proof of the pudding will be
in the eating .

To date, the Administration 's performance has been longer on
words than forward motion . It has stressed the importance of com
batting water pollution, but it opposed funding the sewage treat
ment construction grant program at the full one billion dollars
authorized by the Water Pollution Control Act. The Congress voted
to appropriate $SOO million over the objections of the Administra
tion, which wanted only $214 million.
Even more disturbing was an effort by Secretary of Transporta
tion Volpe to shift control of air pollution from aircraft from
the Department of Health , Education and Welfare (which has overall
responsibility for air pollution control) to the Department of
Transportation ~
In arguing for such a transfer Federal Aviation
Administration Administrator John H. Shaffer said that "pollution
is one environmental problem thatts not as bad as it is obvious . "
Mr . Shaffer also .said that jet aircraft account for only one per
cent of the nation's air pollution problem and that "jet exhausts
are . , . almost entirely nontoxic . "
If we only controlled pollution sources which account - by
themselves - for a significant percentage of our total pollution
problem there would be little improvement in the quality of our
air . Power plants, steel plants, and oil refineries could argue
that they are only a small percentage of the "total air pollution
of the United States."
Furthermore , I doubt that people living in the vicinity of
airports would agree that air pollution from jet aircraft is in
significant, or "not as bad as it is obvious . "
The problems of enVironmental pollution will not be solved by
picking up the rhetoric of anti-pollution concerns and assigning
control of pollution to those responsible for support or promotion
of public activities . The Department of Transportation is not the
agency to set air pollution control requirements for the transpor
tation industry. The Atomic Energy Commission is not the agency
to set water Dollution control requirements for nuclear power plants .
The agency which sets standards for enbironmenta1 quality must
be independent of users . It must have only one goal: the protection
of this and future generations against changes in the environment
which reduce the quality of life .
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In addition. such an agency must have direct access to the
President to insure that the Administration will speak and act
with one voice on matters affecting man and his environment . To
date, the Administration has indicated that it prefers to speak
in many voices . That may increase the volume of concern , but it
does not insure the kind of action more and more citizens demand
and need .
Lewiston Daily Sun

Deoember 23 , 1969
Pollution

William Adams of Lewiston

Finds New Job Challenging

By Richard Kisonak
AUGUSTA - William R. Adams of Lewiston , director of the Marne En
vironmental Improvement Commission , has a regular size office here
but a king-size job .
The easy- going department head, on the job only a few weeks ,
is preparing for an all-out assault on the state's water and air
pollution problems . Hets charged up and ready to roll.
"Itt s extremely interesting and challenging , " the former
director of the Lewiston Public Works Department said Monday after
coming out from under a mountain of documents he had been scanning .
"It's a big program , one that is really in its infancy , but
it looks as if now we are about to get into the area of construo
tion and big progress,,"
There is a 10-member Environmental Improvement Commission
which is charged with the responsibility of both preventing further
pollution and cleaning up the existing polluted air and water .
Action along this line has been hampered somewhat in the past by
a lack of federal funds . The outlook is better now .
The 104th Legislature okayed and the voters approved in refer
endum a $50 million anti~pollution bond issue . Adams and the com
mission will see to its distribution to the towns and cities . Also
the state can expect about $4 . 9 million in federal funds this fiscal
year .
Right now , said Adams. the commission is working on an outline
for a oonstruction program aimed at cleaning up the water pollution .
There is a federal river cleanup date of 1973 and the state has a
1976 deadline .
"Our main area right nOW t ~ Adams said . "is to try to establish
a workable program so that we can start construction of these plants."
One of the main intercepter plants will be built in Lewiston and
serve both Lewiston and Auburn .
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Adams also noted the last session of the legislature passed
an air pollution law which allows the commission to set up air
quality standards and emmission standards . Hearings will be held
when the proposals are ready .
The federal government will set up an air quality region in
the Portland area, probably next summer .
Lewiston Daily Sun

December 30 , 1969
Study Of Air In
County Under Way

The Emissions and Control Survey Section of the National Air
Pollution Control Administration is conducting an air emissions in
ventory of Androscoggin , Cumberland , York and Sagadahoc counties ,
according to the Maine Environmental Improvement Commission .
The inventory is a prelude to the designation of the Portland
Air Quality Region by Robert Finch , U. S. commissioner of health ,
education and welfare .
Covered by the emissions inventory survey will be industrial
sources , commercial establishments , schools and hospitals , accord
ing to the MErC .
The MEIC requests that any person , municipality , quasi-munici
pality , business or corporation that receives a form from the Nat 
ional Air Pollution Control Administration or the MErC , complete
the questionnaire promptly and return it to the proper office .
January 3 , 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal
Editorial
Nixon on Pollution

It was heartening to hear President Richard Nixon begin the
New Year and this new decade by stressing the need in the United
States for an all out offensive against pollution . The President
said: "The 1970s absolutely must be the years when America pays
its debt to the past by reclaiming the purity of its air , its
waters and our living environment . It is literally now or never . "
His declaration is no exaggeration . There is extreme urgency
with respect to the problem of assuring a decent environment for
future generations of Americans . The atmosphere of some of our
major cities is so polluted now they are barely livable . Some
deaths in recent years undoubtedly were hastened because of the
congested air people were forced to breathe . Experts on the subject
have warned that under certain weather conditions it would be
possible in such centers as New York , Los Angeles and Philadelphia
for a good many people to become fatality victims of pollution .
The death-dealing power of smoke and smog-laden air would strike
against those suffering from bronchial and chest problems , the
aged and the frailest members of the very young .
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The time for philosophical consideration of the potential
effects of pollution is long past . Action of a forthright nature
must be undertaken 1n this new decade . Effective moves to restore
the American environment to something akin to what it was at the
turn of the century will require enormous expenditures . It also
will demand readiness on the part of the people and of the politi
cal leaders they have voted into office to go ahead with the anti
pollution fight no matter how strong an effort may be made in some
quarters to slow down the drive .
The billions of dollars required industrial profits . If the
task is to be must come out of taxes and out of carried out effic
iently , at least part of the payment must be deferred to future
years . Restoration of a decent environment throughlut the United
States is a matter that will benefit all future generations , so it
will not be unreasonable if some of the cost of what is being done
is delayed for payment until the 1980s or 1990s . What cannot be
postponed is the action itself .
It is important to heed the warning of scientists who are
expert in the field of man's environ~ent . Their advice is to
undertake a nationwide , thorough restoration program environment
by wrihin etivn tol-environmen by whittling away at the problem
on a partial , little bit here , little bit there approach .
Perhaps our readers will grow weary of our frequent emphasis
upon this great pollution 9roblem . We hope not , because we are
convinced this particular problem is likely to prove the most
single and long- lasting problem of this entire decade .
Lewiston Daily Sun

January 6 , 1970
Crusade on Pollution

President Richard m. Nixon has launched a crusade against
pollution with commendable enthusiasm . In his words , "the 1970s
absolutely must be the years when America pays its debt to the
past by reclaiming the purity of its air , its waters and our liv
ing environment . It is literally now or never . "
Those are strong words , As he uttered them , he signed into
law a bill creating a Council on Environmental Quality . The three
members are to be chosen by the President , subject to confirmation
by the Senate . It is expected to hold the same elose advisory
position to the President as the Cofincil of Economic Advisors .
The President is a late comer on the anti-pollution bandwagon .
In a sense , his launching of a crusade is a tribute to our Senator
Edmund S. ~iuskie , who has concentrated on the anti-pollution issue
for several years and has earned himself the nickname , Mr , clean .
Also , seriously he considers the possible presidential candidacy
of Sen . Musk1e in 1972 . The Democratic vice presidential nominee
in 1968 , Muskie has made no public choice . But he continues to be
considered the most likely nominee for his party .
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Politics have unusual twists and turns . When Sen . Muskie first
went to Congress . he was assigned to the Public Works Committee .
That is neither glamorous nor prestigious . Being named chairman
of the sub committee on Air and Water Pollution likewise was not
exciting . But instead of pouting over the minor assignments , Sen .
Muskie set about to do a job . How well he has done 1s evidenced
by the nationwide attention which the work of his oommittee has
gained , as he introduced landmark legislation on the subject .
In fact , Sen . Muskie did his anti-pollution work so well that
the issue is considered by Republican strategists as the most im
portant one for the 1972 elections . And that explains why the
President climbed the bandwagon , and why he will be riding it for
all it's worth !
January 10, 1970

Lewiston Daily Sun

So Goes the Nation
Environment: Key to the Health of Man
By Edmund S. Muskie
U. S. Senator
For many years the conservationists and their allies , the
environmental protectionists , have been a lonely lot . Partially
their loneliness has been by choice; partially it has come from
their insistence that society stop on a number of programs and
projects when the great majority of citizens wanted to go . Now ,
more and more of ·us are horrified at the speed and direction of'
our moves toward self-destruction.
We have gone beyond the point where the issue of conservation
is limited to those who want to protect a stream , or forest , or
stretch of shore . That protection 1s still needed , but it is not
the central issue . The central issue is the health of man , where.
ver he lives and whatever his station .
This is the issue the young people understand . This is the
issue which has placed the environment at the center of campus
concerns following the vietnam war . This is the issue which cuts
across economic , social and racial lines . It binds the suburbs
to .the cities , because we all suffer from the poor - is a deep and
strong pollution of our environment ,
Such an issue - touching as it does the lives of the young ,
the middle aged and the old , the rich , the middle class and the
poor - is a deep and strong political issue . It is real , and
therefore subject to emotional appeals . It is broad , and there
fore subject to many uses .
When such an issue arises , would - be leaders and voters will
look for scapegoats; and those who resist change will dismiss en
vironmental oomplaints as "uninformed demagoguery . " Protection
of man and his environment cannot be achieved by casting out s cape
goats; neither can it be advanced by scorn for environmental
complaints .
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The pollution of our environment is not the product of a small
band of men , and it is not the product of our particular economic
system. It is the product of a society which places the consumption
of goods and services high on its scale of values , and has the
means to provide those goods and services in abundance . It is not
who own the means of production , but how the means of production
are managed, which determines the impact of an industrial-technolog
ical society on the environment .
The impact of our technology has been magnified by the increas 
ing numbers of people , particularly in metropolitan areas , and by
the geometric increase in out demands for energy . The situation
has gotten out of hand because neither we nor our public institu
tions have been prepared to deal with a problem which spills over
jurisdictional lines . In our attempts to cope with water , air , and
solid waste pollution we have created bureaucratic monstrosities ,
with overlapping and sometimes conflicting responsibilitieS .
That is why I have proposed the creation of an independent
watch- dog agency in the federal government to develop and implement
environmental quality standards, to support basic research on pro
blems of environmental quality , to stimulate and support research
on control, t chniques , and to provide technical assistance to
State, interstate and local agencies .
The establishment of such an agency must be backed up by a
commitment of money and manpower , and hard decisions on the alloca
tion of resources , if we are to avoid ecological disaster . And
making that commitment will require more attention to what we con
sider to be the top priorities for public policy. If we don ' t
change our priorities . enVironmental protectionists and subsequent
generations will find cold comfort in our words .
Lewiston Daily Sun
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Planet on Suicidal Course
~tart Is Made to Fight

u.s.

NEW YORK
planet .

(AP)~

Pollution

At last , something is being done about our polluted

In Florida, Lake Apopka is to be drained of its polluted water .
Then , hopefully , the muck-filled lake bed will be sun baked back
to health , and the lake refilled with fresh water .

On New Year ' s Day, President Nixon vowed a "now or never" effort
to overcome pollution of water , air and land, in signing a bill
creating a three-member Council on Environmental Quality to help
guide national policy .
In Erie County , N. Y., a single patrol car prowls on watch for
autos emitting excessive exhaust fumes, and drivers can be given
summonses under a new law.
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On Washington orders , the persistent pesticide DDT - blamed
for harming bird and animal life and perhaps human health - is
being phased out of all but special use .
On Wall Street , analysts predict companies engaged in or
entering the field of air and water pollution control will be new
stars in corporate growth and stock market appeal .
On college campuses, youths are taking up a new supercause 
protecting man's environment - and are demanding action now .

More young lawyers are specializing in cases involving con
servation of natural resources and suits to halt pollutions .
There are proposals to set up schools of human environment
at universities to train professional workers , and proposals to
teach school kids early about dangers to the nation's environment .
So- as the 1970 ' s begin- go some signs that the country might
veer off from a suicidal course of destroying a livable environment
by abuse of land , water and air , and through an avalanche of trash
and garbage .
The planet earth is being recognized for what it really is 
one huge spacecraft . It has one total environment, and only one ,
to support more than three billion passengers .
Neil Armstrong stepped out of the carefully protected environ
ment of his spaceoraft to become the first man to walk on the moon .
That was last July - just a month after the Cuyahoga River in hi s
native Ohio oaught fire from oil pollution .
Perhaps there is one generation of time left to reverse the
present course in disrupting nature's chemical balances , says
Dr . Barry Commoner , Washington University biologist .
The counterattack against pollution so far has been mainly
words . There's been little movement to produce the many billions
of tax dollars that will be needed to control pollution , let alone
repair damage already done .
But some positive steps are being taken, and here is a sampling :
WATER
Congress appropriated $800 million for next year under the
Clean Water Restoration Act , $586 million more than the Administra
tion requested . But it may not all be spent in this tight budget
year .
Interior Secretary Walter J . Hickel cited the city of Toledo ,
four steel companies and a mining company for pollution of inter
state waters in Oklahoma , Kansas , Ohio and Lake Erie , in the first
use of the enforcement provision of the 1965 Water Pollution Control
Act . This opened the way to corrective measure if they were in
violation .
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In New Rochelle , N. Y. , an experimental sewage treatment pro
cess converts waste to fresh water . Whether it would work in a
large-scale operation is not yet known.
Mississippi silvers ide fish introduced into a California lake
are credited with clearing out 80 to 90 percent of algae that had
been befouling it .
Looking ahead , Hickel estimated at least $15 billion will be
needed over the next 10 years to clean up the nation's polluted
lakes and streams.

Am

In 20 of the largest, most polluted urban areas, Air Quality
Control Regions have been established , limiting the amount of
pollutants industries and other stationary sources can emit into
the air. By summer, the National Air Pollution Control Administra
tion expects to have 57 such regions, covering about 90 million
people , States or the federal government have power to enforce
the regulations.
It is hoped this will significantly reduce the 142 million
tons of smoke and noxious fumes poured annually into our atmosphere .
The auto industry says devices on its latest car models re
duce by 80 per cent the amount of unburned gasoline emissions that
formerly were released in exhausts, and cut carbon monoxide emission
by two-thirds .
Continuing research seeks to reduce exhaust pollution even
farther , and to develop devices to put into pre-1968 models , the
first to get such exhaust controls.
Three universities - North Carolina State , Duke , and the Uni 
versity of North Carolina ~ formed the first regional clean air
consortium to spur research and education concerning air pollution .
Over the country, there's a small parade of industries and
companies committing millions of dollars to control their contri 
butions to air pollution .
The federal government and private foundations are supporting
experiments studying new methods of collecting and disposing of
refuse and other wastes .
Among approaches are : turning city trash into lightweight
precast concrete panels , blending wastes with coal for furnaces ,
burning garbage so methane and other gases can be recovered as
fuels , fusing metals, concrete, glass and the like into aggregate
building materials .
All center on the idea of recycling the things we use - but
don't consume - like bottles , canst autos . Each American throws
out five poinds of garbage a day - a total of 183 million tons a
year . Factories and other sources burn or dump almost as much .
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Says the National Academy of Engineering: solid waste should
be regarded as a major natural resource . "Recycling them for econo
mical use must become a national objective."
"We are running out of an 'away' in which to throw things away:'
says Dr. Athelstan Spilhaus, president-elect of the American Assoc
iation for the Advancement of Science .

NOISE
New regulations by the Federal Aviation Agency require future
jet airliners to be half as noisy as existing ones . The Department
of Transportation contracted with Serendipity, Inc . , an Arlington ,
Va . , firm, to study noise and its cure to transportation systems .
The Labor Department Health Code has set 90 decibels - about
the noise of a motorcycle - as the lo~dest continuous noise a work
man can be exposed.to during an eight-hour day _ . Firms not comply
ing cannot bid on government contracts worth '10 , 000 or more .
So some small first steps are being taken to cure America's
ailing environment , but it's still a bit on the order of one aspirin
tablet .
January 13 , 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal

Congress Told of Potential Disaster
From Pollution if Conventional Means
Used to Meet Need for Electricity
By !~ark Brown
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress has been given a chilling account of
potential disaster from air and water pollution if conventional
mathods are used to satisfy the nation's growing hunger for electri
cal power .
The testimony, compiled by the Joint Committee on Atomio
Energy, is expected to bolster the committee's position that nuclear
power , despite drawbacks , is the nation's best bet for the least
pollution in meeting future energy needs .
Witness after witness told the committee:
- America's atmosphere already is fouled by choking clouds of
sulphur spewed into the air by coal and oil-fired generating plants .
Thermal Pollution
-Rivers, lakes, even the sea - none are immune from the l1fe
killing effects of thermal pollution resulting from discharge of
heated liquids into the water by steam and nuclear generators .
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.Even the power dams once believed to be the cleanest of all
instruments for producing electricity now are believed to damage
the water that spills over them by raising its nitrogen content to
levels incompatible with aquatic life .
The testimony was presented at hearings late last year and
released by the committee today. A second series of hearings is
scheduled later this month .
The testimony came as scientists and conservationists raise
more and more objections to side effects of electrical generation .
Government and private experts predict U. S. demands for electri
city will nearly treble by 1990, and double once again by the year
2000 .
'
rtAttacks are being made on all types of electric generating
plants by environmentalists" acknowledged Rep . Chat Holifield,
chairman of the committee , when the hearings opened .
But the California Democrat stated bluntly he takes l ittle
stock in objections to nuclear power plants . The business of
his committee , Holifield said . "is to encourage development of
nuclear electric generating plants . "
And witnesses , from Presidential Science Advisor Dr. Lee A
DuBridge and Atomic Energy Commission Chairman Dr . Glenn T. Sea
borg on down , did not disappoint him .
Both acknowledged nuclear generation has drawbaoks , but con
tended man has the technological know-how to overcome them .
Thermal pollution common to conventional as well as nuclear
generating facilities , can be reduced , according to the testimony ,
by cooling waste water in ponds or towers before returning it to
the river ; lake or ocean from which it was taken.
Another solution is use of a dry cooling tower , which circu
lates water through a reactor much in the manner of an automobile
radiator .
January 13 , 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal
Pollution and PopUlation

There are those who predict the human race will bring about
its o~m extenction , and when one stops to consider just how much
man is polluting his environment this seems conceivable . There
also is concern being displayed about the potential effects of
overpopulation . It 1s certain there will be more people in the
world than the world can supply with food if the population rate
keeps soaring as it has done much of this century .
Viewed objectively there is much to be feared on both of these
accounts . Excessive pollution of the environment could bring about
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a situation wherein the human race would be open to mass deaths as
a result of infection from a host of diseases . Overpopulation in
evitably will lead to great wars. as the starving "have nots" seek
to take from the "haves . " It also will result in the death of
millions through famine and pestilence . There can be no other a1 
ternatives if our globe reaches the status of a kind of continuous
strip city.
Some of the worldts largest cities are hardly livable today .
In them may be found the two major threats that face mankind - pol
lution and overpopulation. The outcome follows the lines laid out
above . People in the great cities are plagued more by disease
than those who live under less polluted and less crowded circumstan
ces. And our street violence and race troubles in metropolitan
areas are nothing more nor less than small wars, much of which may
be attributed to excessive population .
Lewiston Evening Journal
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Maine Agriculture
Seen Facing Trouble
From Pollution
Maine agriculture is headed for trouble if present trends of
water and air pollution are allowed to continue , Prof . David C.
Of Meara , University of Maine animal biologist , said yeaterday at
the annual meeting of the Maine Poultry Industry Association in
Lewiston .
Other speakers at the session included Dr. Richard Gerry,
professor of poultry science at the U-Mf s Orono campus; Fred Haley
of t he Fred Haley Farm, Canton , Ga ., ' and William C. Harkins ,
public relations director of the Hilicrest Poultry Company , Lewiston .
Just Diluted
Professor O'Meara said there is not much water in the state
that has not been affected by pollution and that the present and
past solutions to waste problems have "merely been to dilute them
in our rivers and atmosphere , » He described the earth as having
a closed system , where all forms of life should be kept 1n balance
by allowing them to limit each other . Pollutants, he said , upset
the balance by adding organisms that cannot be assimilated or limit
ed by other forms of life .
Concentrations building up remain in water until a form of
organism can use them for its own needs, he said . and at present ,
there is none for some chemicals or organisms. He stated any free
waste should be "bio-degradable" , or made available to the food
chain. "We must make our waste as acceptable to nature as possible
in the future . "
Organisms cannot exist in pure water, said OfMeara t unless
they have some other material to feed on. When this material is
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exhausted , the organism ceases to reproduce and dies in its own
toxin in certain cases . "The organism dies in its own garbage ,
the same as we will if something is not done about the problem . "
He said that another organism could be introduced to use up the
other and repeat the same cycle .
Removal of wastes can be partially accomplished by the intro
duction of organisms into the food chain that will use the pol
lutant as food , he pointed out . "As yet , we have no cure-all for
this . and I feel there is no one solution to the problem . "
Oil Lost

As an example of pollution levels in Maine rivers , he pointed
out that when 10, 000 gallons of fuel oil were lost into the Andros
coggin River at Rumford in 1969, a check dam downriver failed to
show any trace of the oil .. "There is so much crud in our rivers
now that we can't even find a few tons of fuel oil in them" .
He told Doultrymen that they all must do their share to clean
up the water and air resources of the state , using pollution con
trols on their farms . "You may be the guy up ..stream that is
causing another farmer·s pollution problems," he said . "If every
one can get together the problem will be well on its way to being
solved . "
January 17 , 1970
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FINAL DESIGN PLANS FOR
L-A WASTE TREAn~ENT
PLANT GIVEN APPROVAL
By GERALD J . REED

Construction plans for the waste treatment plant to be con
structed in Lewiston under control of the Lewiston-Auburn Water
Pollution Control Authority were approved Friday afternoon at a
meeting of the authority at the Auburn Sewerage District office .
The final design plans and specifications for the joint treat
ment plant were presented by William Parker and William Freeman,
design engineers for Camp, Dresser and McKee , consulting engineers
employed to desi gn the huge plant .
Now the plans will go before the Maine Environmental Improve
ment Commission for its approval . William R. Adams Jr . , former
Lewiston Public Works Department director and chairman of the pol
lution control authority , is the executive director of the state
commission .
Announcement of the receipt of final design plans and specifi
cations and their approval was made by Earle A. Tarr Jr ., the new
authority chairman , and superintendent of the Auburn Water and
Sewerage Districts .
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Get Costs Next
After approval of the plans by the Maine Environmental Impro
vement Commission, Tarr said , application will be made for state
and federal construction grants totaling about g5 per cent of the
project costs .
Tarr said that some time in February it is anticipated that
Camp, Dresser and McKee will furnish cost estimates.
The chairman said completion of the construction plans for
the jOint pollution abatement facility is an important milestone
in the program of pollution control initiated by the Twin Cities
in 196), It is anticipated that construction will start as soon
as the financial aid grants a re made available.
Attending the meeting Friday afternoon were Phillip Watson ,
president of the trustees of the Auburn Sewerage District; Ernest
Paione, the new member of the Lewiston Public Works Boars; Engineer
Harlan H. Hatch , LPWD engineer; Robert W. Hudson, the public
member and secretary; and Chairman Tarr.
The treatment plant will be located on the Lewiston side of
the Androscoggin River, It has been designed to handle an initial
flow of up to 24 million gallons per day. with provision for con
venient expansion to 41 million gallons per day " the estimated
flow in the year 2020.
The state timetable now is for completion of the cleanup of
the Androscoggin River by Oct . 1, 1976.
The plant will use the aotivicated sludge process and will
produce an effluent which will meet the water quality standards
established by the Maine Environmental Commission for the Andros
coggin River.
Lewiston Daily Sun
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Scientist "Brigade" Urged
to Bar Environment Crises

WASHINGTON ( AP) - A panel of top scientists urged Wednesday creation
of a brigade of researchers who ucould function like a fire depart
ment" in quickly exploring potential environmental crises such as
suspicious rises in water or air pollution.
The recommendation to the government was made by the Environ
mental Studies Board of the National Academy of Sciences .
It said that un~se and thoughtless use of the environment
is creating "an onerous national debt that will increasingly burden
future generations . Then the board added:
"In order to reverse the trend of haphazard destruction we
need effective mechanisms for the management of our environment at
the highest levels of government • •• "
The board called for establishment of a "National Laboratory
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for the Environmental Sciences" that might be patterned after such
other contractor-operated national laboratories as those of the
atomic energy commission .
The panel said the main function of such a laboratory would
be to oonduct basic and applied research aimed at such goals as
"development of the capacity to predict environmental changes •••
and generally control the environment . "
"The capacity of the national laboratory to conduct environ
mental expeditions will also permit it to carry out quick - reaction
field studies pertinent to potential environmental crises , " the
board continued .
.
"Quick reactions might involve the rapid deployment of a field
force for a period of a few weeks or months . This requires a pool
of experienced scientists and technicians familiar with fteld
operational needs , equipment and instruments .
"The pool could function like a fire department , with members
on standby, in training, or doing research when not in the field . "
For such a pollution- sleuthing organization to function pro
perly , the board said , will also require establishment of a national
early warning system of possible environmental threats - based on
constant monitoring of such things as air and water purity , and
noise levels throughout the land .
«At present ,. \"/e do not systematically , comprehensively , or
regularly measure environmental quality , nor do we know how and
to what extent it is changing and has already changed .
"We reoommend , then . that a comprehensive federal program
for the monitoring of the environment be initiated and assigned
high priority . "
The Democratic leaders of Congress joined President Nixon
meanwhile in declaring pollution to be one of the nation's most
pressing problems that must be solved soon .
Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield , Speaker John W.
McCormack, and House Democratic Leader Carl Albert called for a
comprehensive program costing billions of dollars to clean up the
nationts air and water.
Their joint appearance at a news conference , a rare event on
Capitol Hill, was apparently designed to take some of the edge off
Nixon ' s State of the Union address to be delivered to Congress
Thursday .
"It could be said to be anticapatory , " said Mansfield with a
smile when asked if that was the intention .
Nixon issued a New Year ' s statement saying the fight against
pollution would be a major activity during the next ddcade and he
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1s expected to enlarge on the theme in his address .
Mansfield praised Nixonts efforts in the field , and said he
expected the President would cooperate with Congress in carrying
out an antipollution campaign .
But Albert took a more partisan stance . The House majority
leader c aIled Nixon "a Johnny-corne-lately" to the fight against
pollution , and said the Democratic-led Congress has been waging
the battle almost alone for years .
Congress added $600 million to the $212 million Nixon budgeted
this year for water pollution .
January 24 , 1970
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Sen . Muskie Urges Vast
U. S. Program to Fight Pollution

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Sen . Edmund Muskie urged Friday a start this year
on heavy federal spending to dight pollution . And he questioned
the scope of President Nixon t s plans in this field .
The Maine Democrat said $2 billion should be spent in fiscal
1971 starting next July 1 and $3 . 5 billion in fiscal 1972 "because

we oannot afford to spend less . The environment will not wait for
our priorities to re-order themselves . "

Over-all , Muskie proposed federal expenditures of $15 .5
billion through 1976 with a matching amount from state and local
governments , supplemented by heavy private expenditure .
"And Do It Now"
Nixon in his State of the Union message Thursday said he will
propose to Congress "a $lO-bi llion nationwide clean-wat8rs program
to put modern municipal waste-treatment plants in every place in
America where they are needed ••• and to do it now. "
But Muskie , who heads a Senate subcommittee on air and water
pollution . told newsmen Fridayt
. "It seems increasingly clear he's talking about total cost .
Well, if it is total cost of which he speaks ,. then the program he
has in mind is not the program that he described in his rhetorio
yesterday in which he said he is going to propose the most costly
and expensive program in this connection that's ever been pre
sented .
Only $4 Billion
"The program he has in mind falls short of the program that
Congress •• authorized in 1966, because ••• he is speaking of a $10
billion - 4 billion spread over nine years , and not five years as
implied in the State of the Union message . "
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Informed sources within the administration confirmed Muskie's
estimate that the federal share of the $10 billion would be $4
billion with state and local governments expected to provide the
remaining $6 billion .
These sources conceded that there is yet no fixed plan under
which the non- federal government units would finance their share,
and new legislation may be required,
I~ unicipal

Waste

The sources noted also that the program Nixon mentioned would
deal only with improvement of municipal waste - treatment plants and
would not attack other major contributors to water pollution such
as soil erosion , acid mine drainings, industrial wastes and over
flows from combined storm and sanitary sewers .
An official said that while Nixon mentioned meeting much of
pollution-control expense through the price of goods this does
not mean abandanrnent of the idea of tax incentives for control
measures , which would spread the cost among all tax-payers ,
Muskie noted that Nixon "reminded us (that) in the past ,
government had generated great expectations only to fall short
of those expectations in its programs to implement .
"So , the President appears to have been guilty of exactly
the same thing yesterday with respect to environmental pollution .
"His rhetoric gave rise to great expectations but such ad
ditional information as we've been able to get since falls far
short ••• of programs that are already on the books approved by
the Congress . "
He said he is "going to assume that the President meant to
make a commitment that is meaningful. that will really launch us
into a program to come to grips with all forms of environmental
pollution .
"So , I am willing to give him the time to sum up his environ
mental message in the hope if not now the expectation that it will
measure up to his rhetoric of yesterday. "
Stronger Role
Muskie's own program puts a stress on a stronger role for
government , instead of private initiative .
While Muskie was questioning Nixon's procedures the federal
education commissioner followed up the call for a drive against
pollution by announcing plans for "reorientation of American educa
tion towards man-centered environmental study . "
"It is essential for students reaching the university level
and just as urgent for those whose education will not take them
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that far - that they already know the basic facts about environ
ment , " said James E. Allen Jr ., U. S. commissioner of education .
"Educational Capability"
"We must begin immediately to use our full educational capa
bility to learn as much as we can, as fast 1S we cant about how
to save our environment , " Allen said in a speech prepared for a
meeting of the American Council of Learned Societies .
"Our goal must be that every school has access to an environ
mental study area where youngsters of all ages can grow up with
the concept of environment as being everything that makes up their
world , and with an understanding of the interdependence of all its
numberless elements , " he said
p

"The entire level of mass citizen understanding and partici
pation must be raised if we are to reverse the environmental skid,"
Allen said . "In this effort we must rely on educational teleVision ,
on community colleges, on business, on labor- in fact on a total
fusion of individual and group effort . "
New Steps
Among the steps Allen announced:
-Establishment of a new staff within the Office of Education
to redirect eXisting and plan new environmental programs .
-A major national conference in June on ecological education .
-Endorsement of a national enVironmental teach-in planned for
April 22.
-Cooperative efforts with the Department of Interior for new
educational use of National Park Service land .
-Support for legislation to finance new federal initiatives
in environmental education •.
"Tough Talk"
Discussing his program Muskie said:
"Tough talk is necessary, tough enforcement is necessary, but
in the last analysis at some point we ' ve got to have the money,
the resources and the man-power to do the job - and that isn ' t
cheap . "
"And you don't get it simply by exhorting housewives to clean
up their litter . "
Muskie 's proposals for legislation and financial commitments
would "establish estronger role for government , " he said , "because
we have learnee that we cannot afford to depend on private initia
tive .

))
Highlights of Plan
Here are highlights of the Muskie pollution control program:
Water quality - authorized $2 . 5 billion per year in federal
construction grants for the next five years , the federal portion
for $25 billion worth of facilities; provide incentives to en
courage river- basin development and financing of treatment systems
for all sources of waste within the basin ; tighten up enforcement ,
speed up timetables , require stricter standards and greater publie
participitation .
Air Quality - double the pace of the standards- setting process ,
attack every source of pollution and eliminate unneeded delays in
enforcement; extend federal enforcement authority to intrastate vio
lations ; permit class suits to enforce standards .
Resource recovery - develop new methods to reduce , re-use and
recycle wastes; provide grants for local and regional resource re
covery and solid waste disposal facilities .
Noise pollution - create office of noise pollution abatement,
study impact of such pollution on mants mental well- being .
Reorganization - establish environmental control administra
tion to manage nation t s protection programs .
Marine resources protection ~ apply conservation theory to
the sea , permits .creation of marine preserves and prohibits develop 
ment or removal of minerals such as gas or oil from such preserves .
California's Santa Barbara oil leak crisis - permit federal
government to acquire all oil leases in the channel , do what must
be done to abate oil leakage , remove drilling platforms and set
remaining oil reserve aside to be tapped only in national emergency
or by act of Congress .
Technology assessment and environmental research • examine the
technology as a basic threat to the environment , such as the impact
of supersonic transport aircraft , underground use of nuclear energy ,
aluminum cans and throwaway bottles .
Electric power and environmental quality - let the public
partioipate in Dower plant site selection process; have proposed
facility meet standards .
Lewiston Evening Journal
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Sen . Muskie Happy That
Pollution Fight Speeches
Now Have Audience Appeal
By Carl C. Craft

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Edmund S. Muskie says he is happy that
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fighting pollution
ience appeal .

~

once "a lousy speech subject" - now has aud

The Maine Democrat . who views President Nixon as a relative
newcomer in the crusade against encironmental filth , was delighted
by the crowd of newsmen showing up Friday for a briefing on his
pollution control proposals .
"Pollution is a great cause - but it is a lousy speeoh subject , "
Muskie said when asked how more "sex appeal" could be added to at 
traot interest to the costly crusade .
No Happy Medium
"You either cry with alarm and hold up all the horrible ex
amples • which are endless - or you talk about techniques of dealing
with pollution . There's very dull and technical . There's no happy
medium , " said the chairman of the Senate subcommittee on air and
water pollution .
The senator , last year's Democratic vice presidential nominee
and who is now viewed as a possible contender for the White House
in 1972 , said Nixon's pollution control references in the State of
the Union address Thursday were unclear on financial details .
50-Point Plan
The senator put forth his own 50- point pollution battle plan
calling for federal spending of $15 . 5 billion through 1976 , with
a matohing total in state and local government funds , plus a vast
amount of private investment .
Nixon told Congress he would recommend a $10 billion "nation
wide clean-waters program to put modern municipal waste- treatment
plants in every place in America where they are needed ••• and to do
it now . "
Muskie said it "seems increasingly clear" that the President
means total cost and if this is the case "then the program that he
has in mind is no t he program that ' he described in his rethoric in
which he said he is going to propose the most costly and expensive
program in this connection that's ever been presented . "
Informed administration sources later confirmed Muskie ' s
estimate that the federal share of the $10 billion would be $4
billion - with state and local governments expected to pay the
remainder .
These sources conceded there is no fixed plan as yet through
which the non- federal governmental units would pay their portion 
and new legislation may be required .
Meanwhile , James E. Allen Jr ., federal commissioner of educa
tion , announced plans Friday for "reorientation of American educa
tion towards man- centered environment study . "
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Allen explained that it is essential for students to "know the
basic facts about environment . " His action included :
. Creating a new staff within the Office of Education to redi
rect eXisting and plan new environmental programs •
• Announcement of plans for a major national ecological educa
tion conference in June .
-Backing for legislation to finance new federal initiatives
in environmental education .
Lewiston Daily Sun
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Maine Conservationists Now Are Getting
Response - and Big One - to Their Appeal
By Jerry Harkavy
Associated Press Writer
Environment used to be a bland polysyllabic word found in text 
books and spelling bees . Now it's Maine's hottest political issue .
To veteran campaigners in the state's battle for clean water
and unpolluted air , the current groundswell of conservationist
sentiment is the culmination of years of unheeded cries from the
wilderness .
"After all these years of steady plugging , wetre starting to
get a response from the people , " said Lew Colomy . a member of the
Environmental Improvement Commission and a longtime leader of fish
and game clubs .
"It kind of makes me laugh , " remarked former State Sen . Ezra
James Briggs of Caribou, who 15 years ago sought to alert the legis .
lature to the dangers of pollution . "It ' s almost respectable to
be for clean water now. "
Around 1945 , Colomy recalled , he and a handful of conserva
tionists began to stump the state , appealing for preservation of
its natural resources .
"At that time , it was nothing to speak to 200 empty chairs , "
he mused .
Today , conservationist philosophy has prospered as never
before . Virtually all leading Maine politiCians have expressed
concern about industrial pollution and state legislators are cur
rently considering several bills hailed as landmarks in environ
mental protection .
Once the exclusive preserve of outdoorsmen and garden club
members, the conservation issue has become popular, fashionable
and emotional .
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Paper mills, tanneries, poultry processors and other leading
employers are now pictured as despoilers of this basioally wild
land state . The oil industry , lurking in the wings , is cast as
the potential arch-villain .
Some image-conscious industrialists have responded by mapping
out detailed cleanup projects and publicizing new techniques to
prevent pollution .
The conservation movement is snowballing , said Marshall F.
Burk of Augusta , executive secretary of the militant Natural
Resources Council of Maine . "It's getting to be the 'in thing' . "
In 1964, Burk pointed out, the NRC had eight affiliated organ
izations and 200 individual members . Today, the II-year - old
groups is made up of more than 50 organizations and 1 , 400 indivi
duals .
"There has always been interest in conservation," Burk main
tained , pointing to the turn-of-the-century efforts of ex-President
Theodore Roosevelt and the more recent campaigns to preserve Calif
orniats redwoods and ~aine ts Allagash .
But the current level of concern mout the environment, ma.ny
claim, has come about because the pollution problem has simply
gotten out of hand, "It's worse ," said Briggs, "a lot worse than
it was 10 years ago . "
People are becoming more aware of the problem , noted !>lrs.
Charles D.McEvoy Jr . of Bangor, a former president of the Maine
League of Women Voters, an organization long active in espousing
the benefits of clean water.
"The news media , " said Burk , "is just waking up to the fact
that there is this concern . " Conservationist lobbyist Horace A.
Hildreth Jr. a former state senator, said the public has become
alarmed by "the stupidity and commercial selfishness that has des
troyed the environment in other states . "
"This alarm has filtered into the press , the magazines and
into the national concern," he explained.
While others see no particular group in the forefront of the
antipollution fight, Hildreth maintains that the environment has
become a major preoccupation of the young .
Many older persons hearken back to the less complex past, he
remarked , while youth is "more flexible in accepting the fact that
regulation is necessary for the good of society . "
But is conservation, like many popular issues, destined to
lose its glimmer and fade into obscurity once the initial burst of
enthusiasm is spent?
Interest wontt dissipate , predicts Burk .
problem is going to go away overnight . "

"I don't think the
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But Hildreth forsees that the issue will reach a peak and then
begin to recede.
"It's unfortunate," he said. "but it's a national character
istic . We get terribly involved with things and then have trouble
sticking with them."
But the current outpouring of interest in the environment , he
added, "will leave a residue of people to do the nitty - gritty
work ,"
Briggs doesntt feel the issue will die . "It's comforting , "
he said , "to see that everyone's against sin now."
February 2, 1970
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Conservationists Suddenly
Find Their Cause Has Become
A Political Rallying Point

By Jerry Harkavy
Associated Press Writer
Environment used to be a bland polysyllabic word found in
textbooks and spelling bees . Now itts Maine 's hottest political
issue .
To veteran campaigners in the state's battle for clean water
and unpolluted air , the current groundswell of conservationist
sentiment is the culmination of years of unheeded cries from the
wilderness.
"After all these years of steady plugging, we're starting to
get a response from the people ," said Lew Co1omy, a member of the
Environmental Improvement Commission and a longtime leader of fish
and game clubs.
"It kind of makes me laugh , " remarked former State Sen. Ezra
James Briggs of Caribou, who 15 years ago sought to alert the
legislature to the dangers of pollution. "It's almost respectable
to ~ for clean water now. "
Around 1945, Colomy recalled, he and a handful of conserva
tionists began to stump the state, appealing for preservation of
its natural resources.
"At that time, it was nothing to speak to 200 empty chairs , "
he mused .
Today, conservationist philosophy has prospered as never before ,
Virtually all leading Maine politicians have expressed concern
about industrial pollution and state legislators are currently con
sidering several bills hailed as landmarks in environmental protec
tion.

Onoe the exclusive preserve of outdoorsmen and garden olub
members , the conservation issue has become popular , fashionable
and emotional .
Paper mills , tanneries , poultry processors and other leading
employers are now pictured as despoilers of this basically wild
land state . The oil industry, lurking in the wings , is cast as
the potential arch- villain.
Some image-conscious industrialists have responded by mapping
out detailed cleanup projects and publicizing new techniques to
prevent pollution .
The conservation movement is snowballing , said Marshall F.
Burk of Augusta , executive secretary of the militant Natural Re 
sources Council of Maine . nIt ' s getting to be the 'in thing' . "
In 1964. Burk pointed out , the NRC had eight affiliated organ
izations and 200 individual members . Today , the 11- year.o1d group
is made up of more than 50 organizations and 1 , 400 individuals .
"There has always been interest in conservation , " Burk main
tained , pointing to the turn-of-the- century efforts of ex- President
Theodore Roosevelt and the more recent campaigns to preserve Ca1if
orniats redwoods and Maine's Allagash .
But the current level of concern about the environment , many
claim , has come about because the pollution problem has simply got 
ten out of hanci. . "It's worse , " said Briggs, "a lot worse than it
was 10 years ago . "
People are becoming more aware of the problem , noted Mrs .
Charles D. McEvoy Jr . of Bangor, a former president of t he Maine
League of Women Voters, an organization long active in espousing
the benefits of clean water .
"The news media , " said Burk , "is just waking up to the fact
that there is this concern . "
Conservationist lobbyist Horace A. Hildreth Jr ., a former
state senator , said the public has become alarmed by "the stupidity
and commercial selfishness that has destroyed the environment in
other states . " "This alarm has filtered into the press , the maga
zines and into the national concern." he explained .
While others see no particular group in the forefront of the
antipollution fight , Hildreth maintains that the environment has
become a major preoccupation of the young .
Many older persons hearken back to the less complex past , he
remarked , while youth is "more flexible in accepting the fact that
regulation is necessary for the good of society . "
But is conservation , like many popular issues , destined to
lose its glL~er and fade into obscurity once the initial burst of
enthusiasm is spent?
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Interest wontt dissipate , predicts Burk .
problem is going to go away overnight . "

"I don ' t think the

But Hildreth forsees that the issue will reach a peak and then
begin to recede .
"It's unfortunate," he said , "but it's a national character
istic. We get terribly involved with things and then have trouble
sticking with them . "
But the current outpouring of interest in the environment , he
added "will leave a residue of people to do the nitty - gritty
work ~l, "Briggs doesn't feel the issue will die . "It's comforting , n
he said , "to see that everyone's against sin now."
February 3, 1970
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Riverbank Cleanup
By Paul H. Karlsson

The Lewiston-Auburn Jaycees continued their efforts on behalf
of "re-beautification" of the banks of the Androscoggin River in
1969, following up their successful program of the previous year .
This past year , ten signs were placed at strategic locations
along the Lewiston bank by the Jaycees , and ten others were sched
uled to be erected on the Auburn side, by employes of that city .
The signs shout nNo Dumping!" and are large lettered, designed
to persuade citizens not to dump their trash onto the banks, or
into th e river .
The signs were provided by the ywo cities . Those in Lewiston
read "Per Order Lewiston Health and Police Departments ." Although
it was the city, at the request of the Jaycees, which provided the
signs, labor supplied by the organization's members resulted in
getting the placards erected at the rear of business establishments .
The co-chairman of the Jaycees' "Clean Up River Banks" project
were Jaun Rivera and Laurier Biron.
Lewiston Daily Sun and
Evening Journal Annual Review
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$1 Milion
Earmarked
By Govtt for Nezinscot Project

Ne~rly

s

By Gerald J. Reed
Federal approval of the plan for the Nezinscot Watershed
Project came in the spring of 1969 but up to the end of the year
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that was about the only major accomplishment on the project designed
for both flood control and for the development of additional re 
creation facilities in three Maine towns .
The Nezinscot project is located in the towns of Sumner ,
Buckfield and Turner and it is the question of town finances that
iscausing the delay in actually getting the watershed project into
operation , according to H. Donald Hatch of Auburn , a member of the
State soil and water conservation organization .
The federal funds of some $l-million were voted last April
through the Public Works Committee in Washington . The federal
approval means , according to Hatch , that the funds have been al
located in Washington for the watershed project and now it is up
to the towns to finance their portion of the project .
The watershed project actually is in two parts, one of which
deals strictly with flood control measures while the second portion
includes the creation of additional recreational facilities .
The latter is accomplished principally through creation of
larger ponds or lakes through building dams , In the entire pro
ject there are four dams , two strictly for flood control and the
other two being of the mUlti-purpose type • flood control and
recreation .
Jersey Brook
The big lake to be created under one recreation and flood
control dam is on Jersey Brook , with the lake to be located in
both Buckfield and Turner. The other such project is located in
Sumner. The Sumner lake would be approximately twice as large as
Bear Pond , while on the Jersey Brook site the lake to be created
would be about the same size as Bear Pond , which is in North
Turner .
Both of these new man-made lakes would open up a lot of new
shore frontage for cottage sites and , according to Hatch , would
add considerable revenue to the town treasuries through additional
taxes on the cottage sites and cottages to be constructed .
However, the major drawback at present is the apparent lack
of tax funds within the communities to get the work underway .
Numerous meetings have been held with the town offiCials by the
conservational authorities . The Oxford and Androscoggin Valley
Soil and Water Conservation Districts have played an important
role in drafting the Nezinscot Watershed Project and , of course ,
these groups are anxious to see the project get underway .
Hatch said the FHA stands wim1ing to make loans to the towns
to finance their portions of the project costs .
Planning Three Years
The Nezinscot Watershed Project has been three years in the
planning stage and finally in the spring of 1969 federal funds for
the project were approved .

Numerous meetings have been held by the conservation distri cts
and others with the Sumner , Buckfield and Turner town officials but
through the years there have been changes in the town selectmen .
There seems to be no general agreement among the towns concerning
the watershed project . One tO~in reportedly has said it is willing
to go into the project and make the required expenditures provided
the other two towns agree to do the same . This agreement has not
been reached .
The amount of funds which the towns would be required to ex
pend is not large, according to Hatch , and these could be reoouped
in a relatively short time through the additional tax revenue
which would be oreated .
Town Costs
Hatch said that the amounts whioh the towns would have to put
into the project would be financed through FHA . He listed the
amounts required as $100 , 000 by Sumner , $40 , 000 by Buckfield and
$30 , 000 by Turner .
These would be required only on those areas where new recrea
tional facilities would result from the new manmade lakes . In the
area where only flood control is involved the only money involved
from the towns would ~e the nominal amounts paid for easements to
flood certain lands during high water periods . The rest of the
time the land would be under normal use . Hatch said some easements
have been obtained by the towns .
Fishing Available
In those areas were there would be the new manmade lakes ,
the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Game has indicated
its willingness to step in and stock the lakes with game fish ,
adding to the eventual value of cottage sites around these lakes .
February 3, 1970
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Sewerage Treatment
Plant Plans Ready
By Alyce Bouchard

A giant step in pollution abatement will be taken with the
construction of a waste treatment plant on the banks of the
Androscoggin River .
Final design plans for the new plant, to be constructed on

the Lewiston side of t he Androscoggin River under control of the

Lewiston-Auburn Water Pollution Control Authority , were approved
Ian . 16 at a meeting of the authority. The plans for the jOint
treatment facility were presented by William Parker and William
Freeman , design engineers for Camp , Dresser and McKee, consulting
engineers employed to design the huge facility.
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To Submit Plans
The plant has been designed to handle an initial flow of up
to 24 million gallons per day , and can be easily expanded to handle
41 million gallons per day, the estimated flow in the year 2020 .
The large facility will use the activated sludge process , and
will produce an effluent in accordance with the standards established
by the Maine Environmental Commission for the Androscoggin River .
The plans must now meet the approval of that commission before
construction begins . If the plans are acceptable to the commission .
the authority will begin making applications for state and federal
grants, totaling about 85 per cent of the project cost .
No specific target dates have been established yet , according
to Robert W. Hudson. secretary of the authority . The state timetable
now is for completion of the cleanup all along the Androscoggin
River by Oct . 1 , 1976 . "I'm sure we ' ll be ready by 1976 , " said
Hudson .
The alacrity with which the project progresses will depend
largely upon the availability of federal , state and local funds .
Hudson said he anticipates that federal funds will be available in
greater quantities by the end of the current federal fiscal year .
Another factor in determining the speed of Lewiston- Auburn ' s
share of t he cleanup is the action taken by other communities up
river . "They will have a bearing on what we decide , " said Hudson .
"There is no sense in spending our money before conditions upriver
are improved . "
Indications are , he noted , that other communities are progress 
ing at the same rate as Lewiston-Auburn .
Earle A. Tarr Jr ., new authority chairman and general manager
of the Auburn Water and Sewage District , said completion of the
construction plans for the facility is an important milestone in
the program of pollution control initiated by the Twin Cities in
1963.
February 4. 1970
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Soviets Appear on the Way
to Ending Water Pollution

MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet officials are expecting big things from the
vast new auto plant being built at Togliatti, but some of them
think the prize exhibit will be its system for purifying water .
"We ' ve never
gineer working on
"The Russians are
from this plant .

seen anything to equal it t " says an Italian en
the automotive project on the banks of the Volga ~
really serious about eliminating any pollution
They have spared no expense . "
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Soviet law makes pollution a crime and all new factories are
requested to purify their waste . "If the waste disposal system
is not good enough, we can block construction of the entire plant t "
says Nikolai Ovsyannikov , deputy minister for land reclamation and
water conservation in the Russian Federation .
He asserts the Soviet Union is on its way to mastering the pol
lution problem . Even if pollution does not increase, however , there
is a big residual to clear up .
"We are frankly worried by the threat of pollution," a plan
ning official remarked at a published round-table discussion of
the Volga River a little over a year ago .
"At present nearly 10 million cubic meters of industrial waste
is drained into the Volga daily, yet only half of this passes through
purification systems . "
The Volga is the country's largest river. Its yeild of fish
has been dropping annually due to pollution , a fisheries offiCial
said at the same symposium.
The chief problem lies in the plants and mills built during
the Soviet drive for industrialization, when every effort went into
increased production, Output weighed pollution .
Plans for purifying the waste from these plants ahve been
drawn but installation is lagging, Conservation officials complain
that plant manag~rst pressed to meet production quotas , are reluc 
tant to devote money. time and labor to anti-pollution systems .
Ovsyannikov observed: "It is an open secret that when this
or that director is fined for sluicing waste, he blames it all on
not having the means to build purification systems . Usually this
is just an excuse . The state allots money for protection from
pollution •• , but these allotments are not fully used . "
Water contamination is the chief concern here. Officials say
they have no serious air pollution problem . Casual observation
shows some air pollution in the cities but it is far less than in
many U. S. cities .
The relatively fewer automobiles and the now widespread use
of natural gas as a fuel have helped keep the air pure .
In addition , even in more heavily settled European Russia
the country is relatively thinly populated , with many forests and
open plains .
.
Development of Siberia, and particularly exploitation of its
petroleum wealth, has presented new problems . Petroleum wastes
and accidental dumping have contributed to contamination of the
Ob River and its tributaries in central Siberia , conservationists
have reported .

~-

Paper and chemical plants designed to use Siberia ' s vast
timber and petroleum resources, have been rushed into production
without adequate facilities fort reating wastes . New towns , strug
gling to provide the amenties of civic life in a wilderness , rarely
have placed sewage treatment among the priorities.
The same anti pollution laws apply to Siberia as in other
parts of the Soviet Union, and towns and industrial complexes are
ordered to comply with them . But articles by conservationists
complain that measures are carried out too slowly.
The big cellulose factory on Lake Baikal stirred conserva
tionists to one of their loudest campaigns two years ago.
Baikal is sacred to Soviet citizens for its scenic beauty and
mile- deep , pure waters .
Judging by the absence of recent complaints, the conservation
ists apparently are satisfied that the anticontamination installa
tions are adequate. A Soviet official reported that 7 per cent of
the capital cost of the plant and 5 per cent of its operating costs
have gone into purifying waste waters . Guides explain to visitors
that sensitive aquatic life nearby is regularly checked for any
sign of pollution.
February 5, 1970
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Flood Plain Study Expected
to Aid Lewiston-Auburn
by Edmund A. MacDonald

A final report on the flood plain study conducted in the
Twin Cities by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers was completed in
1969 and disclosed a potential flood crest in the two cities which
would be considerably in excess of the peak reached during the
1936 flood .
Originally requested in 1965 by the Auburn Planning Board,
the final report was not received until late summer although the
Corps of Engineers did make a preliminary report available last
spring when the cities were threatened by floods at that time .
No Solutions
The nature of the report is that it 1s designed to serve as
an aid in management of looal flood problems as well as in the
utilization of land areas subject to flooding . The scope of the
report is such that solutions to flooding are not included , but
rather that d,a ta incorporated in it provide a basis for further
studies and planning on the part of the Twin Cities in arriving
at solutions to minimize the effects of flooding .
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One of the first results of the receipt by the cities of the
flood plain study report was an action by the Auburn City Council .
This was in the form of approval of notifying the federal govern
ment that Auburn has a flood plain zone in its zoning ordinance
and by giving this notice, Auburn residents are made elip,ible for
flood insurance.
The two cities were given this information last September by
Robert McIntosh, chief of the flood plain division of the New
England Division of the Army Corps of Engineers .
Leidston Plans

In Lewiston , where there is at present no flood plain zoning,
City Planner Arthur O. Clark said the city's planning board intends
to give consideration to such zoning in the city. The information
included in the report will be utilized as a basis for deliberations
on this point .
One of the intentions of the study was its utilization both
by the cities and industry and business to determine what area , fo r
example, they might wish to remain away from when giving considera
tion to construction out of flood threat areas .
The study set forth two classifications of floods - one the
intermediate regional flood and the other the standard project
flood .
Two Types
In the report , the Corps of Engineers state the intermediate
regional flood has an average frequency rate of occurring once in
100 years. and is listed as being lower in general than the 1936
flood.
The standard project flood is of a magnitude that would be
produced under the most severe hydrologic and meterologic condi
tions which are, as the report states, "considered reasonably
characteristic of happening" in the Androscoggin River basin .
This would be approximately 30 per cent greater than the flood of

1936.

According to the report the intermediate regional flood and
the standard project flood could occur in any year , with the
intermediate having a one per cent chance of occurring but that
the standard would be a rare event .
The flood plain report includes topographical maps indicating
Androscoggin River would rise in the event of either classifica
tion of flooding .
February 5, 1970
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NIXON ORDERS U. S.
AGENCIES END POLLUTION

$359 Million Given to
Launch Effort for Next 3 Years

WASHINGTON (AP) ~ President Nixon said Wednesday he is giving
federal agencies three years and $359 million to stop polluting the
air and water.
It already has been federal policy to conform with existing
air and water quality standards, but Nixon said previous orders
were "ambiguously worded, poorly enforced. and generally ineffec 
tive . "
Nixon issued an executive order requiring all federal facili 
ties - including "buildings, installations , structures , public
works, equipment aircraft , vessels, and other vehicles and pro
perty" ... to complete or at least begin necessary pollution abate
ment actions by Dec . 31 , 1972, at the latest.
June 30 Deadline
Agency heads were ordered to send their plans for meeting
that deadline to the Budget Bureau by next June 30 . Funds appro
priated to clean up federal pollution may not be used for any other
purpose, Nixon ordered.
Undersecretary of the Interior Russell E. Train , chairman
designate of the Presidentts Environmental Quality Council , told
newsmen "this has been one of the big problems in the past - the
program agency would reprogram the pollution abatement funds and
the job would not be done."

By that he meant they would spend the money on something else.
$92 Million in 1971
Train said the federal budget proposed ~~onday for fiscal 1971
included $92 million as the first segment of Nixon's $359 million
program against federal pollution - $40 million from "reprograming"
of Defense Department money and ~52 million spread among the budgets
of other agencies .
By comparison, Train said the funds ap~ropriated for federal
pollution abatement in fiscal i968, 1969 and 1970 together totaled
$129 million and not all of that reached its goal .
Nixon said in a statement, "Over the past several years, the
federal government has become one of the nation's worst polluters . "
Train declined to estimate just how bad; nationwide, he said,
the federal contribution to air and water pollution might be a
small fraction, "but in specific local situations it could be quite
serious . "
Defense Dept .
"The largest single agency involved will be the Defense De 
partment , " Train said . "Defense facilities all across the nation •••
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almost all have serious pollution problems . "
Nixon's order reauires federal installations to meet water and
air quality standards 'established in cooperation with the states
under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act and the Clean Air Act .
Where such standards include deadlines earlier than Dec . 3l p
1972, the federal agencies are to meet the earlier deadlines.
May Set Standards
Where there are no applicable standards , the appropriate Cab 
inet secretary - the secretary of the interior in the case of water
quality , and of health , education and welfare , for air quality 
may set standards and schedules of implementation for federal instal
lations .
Nixon's order directs agencies to fight pollution not only in
final waste discharges but "through the complete cycle of operations
of each facility . "
Train called that "a some-what fa.r - out provision" and said it
means that federal installations must guard against pollution at
every stage of handling the substances they use, starting with pur
chasing and storage .
Train said the government must police itself because "the
states do not have the constitutional authority to enforce state
pollution standards against the federal government . "
Lewiston Daily Sun
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NIXON PUSHES A HUGE
DRIVE ON POLLUTION
President Brushes Aside
Foes Talk of Political Gains

CHICAGO (AP) - President Nixon called Friday for "total mobiliza
tion" against air and water pollution , brushed off what he said
were critics' assertions that he seeks political benefits from the
issue , and asserted:
"If we don't act now, we will not have an environment fit to
live in in the next 10 to 15 years . "
The President told a news conference after a meeting with
Republican governors of four states bordering Lake Michigan:
"Only through total mobilization can we deal with the problem
of water pollution , air pollution and other problems that affect
our environment . "
Earlier he announced that he would send a special message on
environment improvement to the Congress Tuesday .

Two- Day Swing
The meeting with reporters closed a two- day swing into the
Midwest to dramatize the nation's urban and environmental concerns .
He met Wednesday in Indianapolis with a group of mayors ,
Before his conference with the governors , the President toured
an innovative sewage treatment plant in suburban Hanover Park . He
exchanged greetings and hanshakes with some of the 4 . 000 persons
who met his helicopter at an adjacent airport and told the many
young persons in the crowd:
"I am here to work with the governors for the younger genera
tion ••• to see that it has a proper environment in the future . "
At the plant which processes raw sewage into 99 per cent pure
water , he was offered a sample of the finished product but shrank
in mock dismay , saying, "I never drink in the morning . "
"10 Cents A Glass"
A sign carried by one of the crowd at the Shaumberg Airport
read "Sewage 10 cents a glass . " It drew a chuckle from the
President .
He told that audience the administration has evolved a new
set of 3 R's: reform - bringing government and its institutions
up to date , restoration - of environment , and renewal - of the spirit
of the people and their faith in government .
Five members of his cabinet and several lesser officials and
advisers accompanied the President on his helicopter hop to Hanover
Park and sat in on the conference with governors at Field Museum .
The Cabinet offioials who came to Chicago were secretaries
Walter Hickel of Interior , Maurice H. Stans of Commerce , George
Rommey of Housing and Urban Development , and John Volpe of Trans 
portation , They also are members of the President's Council on
Environmental Quality .
Mitchell Returned
Atty. Gen . John Mitchell attended the meeting in Indianapolis
Thursday but returned to Washington .
At the time Nixon's motorcade arrived at the museum , about
30 young demonstrators were marching with banners protesting against
what they called a police crackdown on the Black Panthers . The
President smiled and waved a greeting to them across the street be
fore striding into the museum where hundreds of school children
screeched in joy .
After the conference, Nixon said the governors were mostly
concerned with the problems of saving Lake Michigan .

Nixon said Lake Michigan is not now polluted , but he added :
"Unless something is done now ••• it could become like Lake Erie ,
which ••• could be classified as a dead sea . "
Details His Plan
The President then detailed the administration plan for a $10
billion program to meet the nation's need for sewage disposal plants .
The federal government would provide $4 billion, and state and local
governments the rest .
He said the federal government would guarantee debts incurred
by state and local governments whose credit ratings might make it
difficult to sell their own bonds .
Nixon said $10 billion is the government's best estimate of
the cost~ and he declared "what ever it costs , we're going to do
the job .
Some critics, he said , maintain that "this administration found
pollution late , and that the crjdit really should go to others who
recognized it earlier .
"There is no partisan gain . I think, to
making this ••• a political issue," he added .
is successful, he said , "There will be credit
we don't succeed, who is to blame isn't going

be derived • •• by
If the total effort
for everyone . If
to matter , "

Caption under picture - NIXON Dips into Subject of Pollution
President Nixon dumps water into tank during visit to sewage treat
ment plant at Hanover Park , a Chicago suburb, Friday , From left ,
Gov . Warren Knowles, Wisconsin; John Egan, president , Metropolitan
Sanitary Dist ., Chicago; the President, Illinois Sen . Ralph Smith,
Alton, and Joe Pavnicka, of the plant stafr .
February 7 , 1970
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Nixon to Outline Plans
On Fight Against Pollution

By Ken Hartnett
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon sounding a call for total mobili
zation against unclean air and water , says he will send special
message to Congress Tuesday spelling out his plan to fight pollution .
The Presid nt disclosed, Friday , in pollution-ridden Chicago
that tne first of 22 messages he promised Congress in his State of
the Union address will concern the anti-pollution campaign .
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"It will cover water pollution, air pollution and also the
acquisition , through new innovative financing as well as other meth
ods, of open space for the future generations," Nixon said.
The President, careful to guard his political flanks , took
note of what he called "a rather sterile discussion as to who really
deserves the credit for discovering the issue ••• of pollution."
Fundamentals
But , Nixon said, "Letts just get right to the fundamentals, ••
There is pollution of air, t here is pollution of water. We do have
a major problem with regard to recreation areas in this oountry,
"If we do not act now on all these problems. we are not going
to have an environment that is fit to live in the United States
within 10 to 15 years." ·
Needed to cope with the problem, said the President , is
"total mobilization . " "I think that is the term I would like to
apply to all of the efforts of the federal and state governments l
local governments, of industrial producers and of also the indlv 
dual citizens." he said.
The Presidentts comments came after a meeting in the marbled
chambers of Chicago's Field Musseurn of Natural History with four
Republican governors from midwestern states.
Symbolic
The meeting - similar to one with nine mayors in Indianapolis,
Ind., Thursday on urban problems - was symbolic of what the Presi
dent said was his administration's attempt to reverse the flow of
power from Washington back to the states and cities .
And just as Thursday's meeting focused on urban problems Fridayts
session brought preservation of the environment to center stage.
"If we sucoeed in initiating a program that is effective in
cleaning up our air and in cleaning up our water and in saving our
recreation lands, there will be plenty of credit for everyone."
the President said. "If we don't succeed . who is to blame isntt
going to matter."
The President gave few details of what he has in mind in his
forthcoming meassage but he did elaborate on the $10 billion sewage
treatment program that he first announced in his State of the
Union address.
Avoid Pitfalls
The five-year program, the President said , will avoid the pit
falls of earlier clean water measures which failed to gain the needed
financing because the money authorized was never appropriated by
Congress.
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The President said the $4 billion federal share of the $10
billion program will be appropriated on a $1 billion a year basis .
The government also will guarantee the credit of the states and
localities participating in the program , he said .
President Nixon said his message will also cover new restric 
tions and regulations for industrial users .
Nixon's call for total mobilization echoed that of the gover
nors - Indiana · s Edgar D. Whitcomb , Illinois· Richard B. Ogilvie ,
Wisconsin ' s Warren Knowles and Michigan 's William H. Milliken.
Whitcomb presented the President with a draft proposal for a
comprehensive pollution control plan and Ogilvie told the President
a major scientific effort like the Manhattan Project - which pro
duced the atomic bonb - should be started to save the environment .
February 9, 1970
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ENVIRONMENTAL BILL OF RIGHTS
NEXT IN POLLUTION BATTLE

AUGUSTA (AP) ... A conservation lobbyist says an "environmental bill
of rights, t. the next step in the battle against pollution, will be
submitted to the l05th Legislature in 1971.
Such a measure, Horace A. Hildreth Jr . said Saturday, "would
be an expression . of the people's right to the environment in which
they live - the right to clean air and water . "
The bill of rights , which might take the form of a constitu
tional amendment with statutory guarantees, would allow the publio
to seek court action against polluters which do not violate the
state's air and water pollution laws , Hildreth said .
Certain industries, the Portland attorney explained , have
drawn complaints because of water and air pollution , but technically
do not violate any laws .
He said lawnakers should also attempt to regulate the large
scale sale of building lots in the state and try to encourage cities
and towns to enact municipal zoning ordinances .
The l04th Legislature's special session , which ended Saturday ,
enacted two far-reaching environmental measures , believed to be
among the most stringent passed by any state . They regulate the
handling of oil along the Maine coast and authorize the State Envir
onmental Improvement Commission to have a say in the site develop 
ment of certain industries .
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Washington Merry-Go-Round
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Sewage, Muck Dumping Kills Ocean Life
By Jack Anderson
WASHINGTON - For 40 years, sludge from sewage plants in the New
York areas has been hauled by barge outside New York harbor and
dumped unceremoniously into the ocean.
Now an alarming new report has shown that the practice 
which is widespread along America's coastal areas - has destroyed
all sea life for miles around the dumping point .
The study lends credence to the warnings of ecologists that
the increasing use of the ocean as a national waste dump could
eradicate all life in the country's coastal waters within a half
century.
The report was commissioned by the Army Engineers to determine
whether licenses should continue to be granted for offshore dumping
around New York and other coastal cities .
The study also found that the offshore dumping of muck , dredged
from harbor channels and river bottoms in the New York area. has
an equally devastating effect on marine life .
The sewage sludge is solid residue from 19 metropolitan New
York waste-treatm.e nt plants . More than four million tons of it
are emptied into the Atlantic every year at a point about seven
miles from both the New Jersey and Long Island shores .
Ordinarily, these waters would be teeming with shellfish and
other sea life . But the researchers found that in a 14-square- mile
area around the dumping point, most marine life has vanished.
In one five-SQuare-mile area. there was no sign of life what~
soever . Even durable varieties of sea worms , which normally sur
vive in polluted water, had been killed orr .
The report found further that marine n. ife had been virtually
wiped out in still another five-square-mile area where muck dredged
from nearby harbor and river bottoms had been deposited .
This information comes at a time when both industries and
municipalities are looking increasingly toward the oceans as a
possible cheap solution to the pollution problems that have turned
the nation's inland waters into open sewers.
If the damage to sea life from sludge , which is at least partia
lly treated, can be so severe, then raw sewage from industrial
plants and city sewers poses an even greater threat.
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GOV'T CHARGES 11 FI~tS
WITH CHICAGO POLLUTION

CHICAGO (AP) - The federal government charged 11 companies Monday
with polluting waters in the Chicago area . The suit was filed
three days after President Nixon visited the city and promised a
cleanup of Lake Michigan.
The complaints, filed by the Justice Department , marked the
first major antipollution action by the Nixon administration and
resulted from investigation by the Army Corps of Engineers.
Atty . Gen . John N, ~ itche11 announced the action in Washing
ton and said also that the federal grand jury will investigate the
deposit of solid waste materials in the Calumet River and Lake
Michigan ,
This also will mark the first time such a panel has been or
dered to investigate cases of mass pollution .
The charges, Mitchell said , were filed under an 1899 statute
Convic
which forbids the dumping of refuse into navigable waters
tion on the misdemeanor charge carries a maximum fine of 2, 500
and one-year imprisonment for each offense .
The companies charged are: General American Transportation
Corp . ; International Harvester Co .; Lake-River Terminals , Inc.~
Chicago National Sheet r·':ieta1 Works t Inc . ; Excelsior Truck Leasing
Co .; 01inkraft , Inc .; Pure Oil Co .; Smith Oil and Refining Co . ;
Olin Corp . ; Penn Central Railroad; Procter and Gambe1 Co .
Olinkraft is a

s~bsidary

of Olin,

One individual , Clarence Abrams, superintendent of oil storage
and transfer for Pure, also was accused of violating the antipollu
tion law.
Company spokesmen said telephone calls from newsmen were the
first information they had received about the charges and added
that they would have no comment until they knew the specific charges
against their companies .
In Chicago , Thomas A. Foran , U. S. district attorney, said he
is filing 10 criminal informations and two civil suits against the
defendants and that this is "only the first step" in a tfnew program
to enforce vigorously the federal criminal law against water pol
lution."
Foran said the companies are charged with discharging various
types of waste material into the Little Calumet River, the Chicago
River , the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal, the Illinois River and
the Des Plaines River . Some of these waterways empty into Lake
Michigan.
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The substances listed include syobean 011 , grease , ground
limestone , suspended solids , syanide , petroleum , solvent , kerosene ,
gasoline and fuel oil .
Will R. Wilson, an Assistant attorney general who 1s chief of
the Justice Departmentts criminal division , said in Washington that
the Interior Department's federal water pollution control adminis
tration and the State of Illinois have been pursuing a joint pro
gram to clean up the federal waters around Chicago , a terminus of
the St . Lawrence Seaway .
In general, he said , companies have cooperated . The grand
jury will investigate instances in which some firms appear to have
failed to adhere to their commitments under the program, Wilson said .
President Nixon was in Chicago Thursday night and Friday and
met wj.th four state governors and some Cabinet members to discuss
moves to curb Lake Michigan pollution and other pollution problems .
Officials said afterward that the Lake Michigan Enforcement
Conference will be reconvened soon to review moves by pollution
sources to meet deadlines for pollution abatement .
February 10, 1970
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The Environment and Polities

We hope the , fight against pollution in the nation can be under
taken on a nonpartisan basis . President Richard Nixon was right
this past week 1n suggesting that the effort to protect the national
environment should not become a political issue . While it may be
too much to expect the struggle to assure clean water and pure air
wi~l be kept out of politics , perhaps the recognized leaders in
the anti-pollution effort will do their best to achieve this and
thereby free the effort from the readblocks and harassment that
politics often brings .
It isn't so important to know who was the first to call for
preservation of the environment as to make sure an intelligent ,
serious attempt to do so is being carried out today . Contaminated
water can affect the health of Republicans as greatly as that of
Democrats. Impure air will interfere with the breathing of a
Democrat as much as with that of a GOP member .
Protecting the environment, which includes sensible conserva
tion of all natural resources is in every American's interest .
The sooner we all recognize this fact, the more rapid the advances
will be in terms of such protection .
This doesn't mean there cannot be disagreement with decisions
made by the Nixon Administration relative to the national effort .
Disputation can concern itself with how much the Administrati on
proposes to spend; for what specific purposes it plans to spend it;
and with the manner in which the anti~pollution is being undertaken .
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But such criticism certainly should not seek to make the pure
water, pure- air question a political issue . Doing this simply
will weaken the overall effectiveness of the nation to deal with
the problem .
February 11 , 1970
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To Cut U,S . Pollutiog
SPEC IAL NIXON 1JIESSAGE
BIDS ENVIRONMENT FUND

WASHINGTON (AP) - In his fifth major environmental action since
the start of the year, President Nixon asked Congress Tuesday to
give his administration new power, jurisdiction and money to im
prove the quality of life in the United States .
In a special message, Nixon proposed a $4 billion program for
municipal waste treatment to improve water quality , backed by stric
ter clean-up standards and enforcement powers .
To fight air pollution, Nixon proposed authority for the Depart
ment of Health , Education and Welfare to regulate the composition
of vehicle fuels, and ordered a 5-year research program to develop
a pollution-free automobile .
At the same time , the Health, Education and Welfare Department
issued proposed new standards to control vehicle pollution emissions ,
applying to 1973 and 1975 models . These are years when major model
changes are due .
Nixon sought nationwide federal enforcement powers against both
air and water pollution, to be armed with the threat of court...im
posed fines of $10 , 000 a day against violators .
The President took no direct action against solid wastes
trash-but ordered research to reclaim and re-use materials from
discarded products, or at least to find ways of disposing of waste
materials more easily .
He singled out junk automobiles as one of the major solid
waste problems and directed his new Environmental Quality Council
to find ways or promoting their prompt scrapping, so they would
not clutter up the landscape.
Nixon said the price of an automobile "should include not
only the cost of producing it, but also the cost of disposing of
it , " While most of his message dealt with pollution problems ,
Nixon also proposed a pinoermovement to carve out new park and
recreation lands .
One approach would be to step up federal and state purchases
of land for parks and recreation through full use of the Land and
Water Conservation Fund .
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The other half of his plan was to see whether some of the land
already owned by the federal government - one~third of all the land
in the nation - could be adapted or converted to park use , or sold
to raise money to create new parks .
Nixon asked Congress for full funding in fiscal 1971 of the
$327 million now available in the Land and Water Conservation Fund,
and said he would propose legi lation to assure a reliable income
for the fund .
Nixon has called the protection and enhancement of the envir·
onment one of the major challenges of the 1970s .
One of his first official actions this year was to sign, on
Jan. 1 a bill establishing a new Environmental Quality Council.
Since then he has issued major pronouncements involving the envir
onment at the rate of about one a week,
He appointed the three members of the Environmental Quality
Council with Russell E. Train, a noted conservationist and under
secretary of the interior, as chairman; environment was a prominent
concern in Nixon's State of the Union address. and then 1n his 1971
budget . And the President issued an executive order last week giving
federal agencies three years to stop adding to air and water pollu
tion .
Tuesday's special message to Congress spelled out some details
of plans announced earlier and added a few new ones .
February 12, 1970
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Heavy Rains Trigger Floods in
Me . Areas; Many Roads Blocked

AUGUSTA lAP) - Heavy rains and unseasonably high temperatures
brought. nor lowland flooding to various sections of Maine Wednesday .
In Augusta, the Kennebec River was reported about three feet above
flood stage, with water overflowing onto a Front Street parking
lot and other lowlying areas .
. Leslie H. Stanley, state Civil Defense director, said his
office would remain manned during the night to receive any calls
for assistance . He predicted that colder weather would diminish
any threats of serious flooding.
"We don't see as great a threat as last December , u he said ,
referring to the extensive lowland floods along the Kennebec and
Androscoggin,
Area Evacuated
In northern Maine, he said, residents along the Pleasant River
from Milo to Medford evacuated their homes, as they had done several
times in recent weeks , because of the rising water level . Stanley
said about 20 families were affected .
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In most areas, Stanley reported, the major rivers were stay
ing within their banks, with dams and reservoirs handling the extra
flow caused by the rain and melting snow.
State police reported that numerous highways were closed
because of water, while others were covered but could be used .
Hardest hit by flooding, Stanley said , was Rumford which is on the
banks of the ice-jammed Swift River .
Sandbagged
Town Manager Leo J . Morency said sandbags were being piled
around the townts pumping house , which purifies drinking water
received from nearby wells and brooks,

By nightfall the water was within la inches of the pumps and
officials said they would be shut down if the level rose another
foot so the motors wouldn't be burned out ,
The Water District advised consumers to save two days' supply
of water for use in case the pumps are halted . The storm brought
Rumford 3. 46 inches of rain up to 6 p.m. and it was still raining .
Nicholas Puiia, owner of the Puiia Hardware and Lumber" Co .,
said water from Bean Stream had overflowed into the firm's storage
yard and into the basement of the store , causing what Puiiaestimated
to be between $50 , 000 and $75 , 000 worth of damage .
Schools Closed
Schools in Rumford and Mexioo closed down Wednesday at noon
because water was coming across numerous roads and highways .
Stanley also said the Wilson Brook at Wilton and the Spear Stream
at West Peru was over-flowing, although no serious damage was
caused, he said .
An engineer from the Army Corps of Engineers was expected at
Rumford later in the day to determine whether the jam could and
should be blasted .
At Camp Ellis in Saeo , the retaining wall at Villa Muir of
the Bay View Convent was partially washed away by waves.
The U. S. Weather Bureau at Portland said the Augusta area
received the largest amount of rain, with 2,50 inches recorded by
7 p . m. Other readings at that time were: Rumford 2.37; Old Town
l . gg; Bangor 1. g6; Greenville 1 . 77; Millinocket 1. 26; Portland l .la;
Eastport 0.61; Houlton 0 . 19 and Caribou 0. 07 .

No precipitation was expected Wednesday night and Thursday ,
with the exoeption of some snow flurries in the north and west .
Temperatures were expected to be in the teens and low 20s through
out the state.
The Androscoggints flow at Rumford almost doubled - from

4,600 to 8L300 cubic feet a second and was reported still rising
swiftly.

However, flood stage there is 30.000 c. f . a .

Into Androscoggin
The ice- jammed Swift River flows into the Andros coggin at
Rumford . Another ice jam was reported on the Sandy River between
Strong and Farmington.
Cold, dry air began to flow into most of new England Wednesday
on the triil of the heavy rainstorm. River spillovers closed some
state roads in the area, but most streams and rivers that approached
flood stages began receding with the influx of cold air .
Ski areas close in New Hampshire include Mont Cranmore ,
Dartmouth , Gunstook, Loon Mountain , Mount Whittier , Pat's Peak ,
Ragged, King Pine and Wilderness .
Caption under picture in Lewiston Evening Journal on February 12 :
NEZINSCOT FLOODS TURNER ROAD - The Nezinscot River in Turner .V11lage
rose rapidly early Thursday morning. flooding the School House Hill
Road below Priscilla Turner Rug Guild, and causing some residents
to fear for their homes . A large ice jam near the Ronald McLaughlin
residence apparently created the conditions . The waters had started
to recede by late forenoon .
February 12 , 1970
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Androscoggin Apparently
Stabilized at 30 , 500 CFS

The Androscoggin River rose steadily as it passed through the
Twin Cities last night and this morning, but by mid-afternoon today,
it had apparently stabilized at a flow of about 30 , 500 cubic feet
per second , having briefly reaohed a high of 31 , 000 c . f . s .
William Grove, assistant engineer for the Union Water Power
Co " noted that the flow at Gulf Island Dam had been steady for
several hours - but he was unsure , he aoknowledged, of what the
river might do later in the day ,
Grove said he felt the river might go higher, but , on the
other hand . the crest may have been reached . He had indicated
earlier that he expected the flow to peak at about 33 , 000 cfs.
Although the reaent rain tapered off in the Lewiston- Auburn
area by morning, the river continued to be swollen , due to the
heavy precipitation upriver.
Grove said the situation on the river above Lewiston seemed
to have improved considerably since yesterday, and further flood
danger was not expected - unless the ice broke free and jammed .
Paul W. Bean, agent for the UWPC. reportedly traveled as far
as Errol , N. H,., to inspect the dam on the Androsooggin River there ,
and to investigate flood conditions .
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Bean said that as of Wednesday night the flow at Gulf Island Dam
was 18 , 850 cubic feet per second . At Rumford at the same time the
flow was 9 ,3 70 and rising while at Berlin , N. H., the flow had
about stabilized at 4 . 300 cfs .
Heavy Rainfall
Agent Bean reported the heavy rainfall upriver , with 3 . 5
inches being recorded at Gorham . N. H., while at Berlin , N. H•• the
precipitation measured slightly more than two inches . At Upper
Dam the rainfall was Ii inches, and at the upper end of the Rang
eley Lakes area it was less than an inch .
Bean said that as of 4:15 p . m., the rain had turned to snow
at Aziscohos and Upper Dam . He said it seemed that there was a
strip through the mountain area that received heavy rain .
The Lewiston-Auburn rainfall was 1 . 83 inches for Tuesday and
Wednesday.
River Flow Jumps
With the heavy rains upriver, the runoff was reaching downriver
by 7 p . m, Wednesday . Prior to the storm , the Androscoggin River
was flowing at about 7, 500 efs, according to Bean . By 4 p.m t Wed
nesday , this had jumped to 16,600 Cfs i and three hours later the
Gulf Island Dam reported the flow as 8,850, according to Agent
Bean .
Keep Close Watch
Bean was keeping a close watch on weather developments and
the river flow. He said that for much of the distance there is
an open water channel in the river but that this fact could cause
trouble should the shore ice break away and jam into the channel .
Such a situation could result in big ice jams which could
cause some lowland flooding , Both Bean and Normand J . Vermette ,
Androscoggin County Civil Defense director, reported Wednesday
night that while there has been some flooding in low land areas
there has been no general flooding and no appreciable damage oaused .
Lewiston Daily Sun
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Cleaning the Environment

President Richard M. Nixon has presented to Congress a far
reaching program to deal with pollution in its various forms and
to clean up the human environment . If he had a Republican majority
in Senate and House to implement his proposals, there would be far
more chance of effective action. As it is his program faces a
hostile Democratic majority .
The program outlined by the President Tuesday calls for $4
billion for municipal waste treatment plants to improve water
quality , as well as higher standards and greater enforcement
powers . To fight air pollution , the President wants the Depart
ment of Health , Education and Welfare to be authorized to regulate
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the composition of vehicle fuels, while setting standards to control
emissions from vehicles . He also ordered a five year research pro
gram to develop a pollution-free automobile ,
The President recognized the increasingly serious problem of
solid waste disposal , especially junk cars he did not have a ready
solution for the problem but he did order research to reclaim and
re - use materials from discarded products aa well as ways to dispose
mora easily of items which cannot be re-used .
The President's program emphasized how anxious he is to
identify himself with the cleaning of the environment . Both he
and Republican Part strategist are convinced that the issue of en
vironmental pollution is attractive to the voters this year and
will be a major national issue in the presidential campaign of
1972 . Since Seg. Edmund S, Muskie prominently has been identified
with anti- pollution legislation to the extent that he has been
nicknamed Mr . Clean , the President is especially anxious to put a
Republican brand on effective action. The competition is good
insurance that some new legislation will emerge from the current
session . But the President · s proposals are likely to have a bad
time .
Federal Pollution Suits
The filing of suits in federal court in Chicago against 11
companies accusing them of polluting the waters in the Chicago
area is a clear indication that the Nixon Administration means
business . Not only is the President seeking new law to fight the
battle against pollution , he intends to make full use of existing
laws .
The Chicago suits were fined under an 1899 statue which for
bids the dumping of refuse into navigable waters, according to
Attorney General John N. Mitchell . Conviction oarries a maximum
fine of $2 , 500 and a one year imprisonment for each offense . The
firms against which the federal government has taken action include
some well known national concerns, among them the Olin Corp .
Proctor and Gamble Co . and the Penn Central Rai l road , The
companies are charged with dumping such substances as oil , grease ,
cyanide , solvent and ground limestone into the Little Calumet River ,
the Chicago River, the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal, the Illinois
River and the Des Plaines River. Some of those waterways empty
into Lake Michigan, where a serious problem of pollution exists .

Ii

U. S. District Attorney Thomas A. Foran of Chicago described
the court action as "only the first step" in a "new program to
enforce vigorously the federal criminal law against water pollution . "
The results of the Chicago cases will be watched countrywide .
Succes ful prosecution will serve notice to industry that it must
put its house in order, or face court action . At the same time it
will encourage states to move in the same dire6tion , either under
existing state laws. or through the enactment of new ones .
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Oaption under picture February 13, 1970 in Lewiston Daily Sun:
Oil Tank Joins Kennebeo River Ice Jam - A million gallon oil storage
tank, broken loose from its riverside base. near Gardiner. is
halted a half.mile downstream by an ice jam in the Kennebec River
Thursday, TNT charges failed to break up the jam and a Coast
Guard icebreaker was expected upriver from Bath Friday morning .
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Curtis Says Maine
a "Disaster Area" as Floods Recede
Makes Request to Nixon for Storm Damage Aid
AUGUSTA (AP) - Gov . Curtis said Thursday he is asking President
Nixon to deolare Maine a "major disaster area" because of increased
damage from midwinter floods .
The ohief executive's announcement came as the state Civil
Defense director voiced hope that the worst was over. "This cooling
weather is encouraging," Leslie H. Stanley said . " He said the
Kennebeo, where an ioe jam had caused flooding of basements in
~ardiner, had dropped from 19 to la feet at Augusta.
The governor said his request to the President was under a
federal law permitting designation as a major disaster area when
ever flood damage. goes over $750,000 for any l2-month period .
Damage Being Surveyed
Curtis said the loss in previous winter flooding was $726 pOOO
and therets~o doubt" the total would go over $750,000 . He said
he'd know definitely Friday when Stanley oompletes a preliminary
survey .
There has been damage along the Kennebec. tributaries of the
Androsooggin, the Pleasant River near Milo and numerous lesser
streams as a result of rainfall Tuesday and Wednesday.
. The governor said that if President Nixon accedes to the re
quest, Maine could be reimbursed for up to half of the cost of
repairing damage to public facilities. This could mean $500,000
to Maine , Curtis said.
Numerous roads, primarily in west central Maine. have been
washed out. An empty 1 million-gallon 011 storage tank broke loose
Thursday from a Gardiner depot wharf and floated down the Kennebec
to a major ice jam in South Gardiner. The tank is 40 feet high and
40 feet in diameter.
Stanley said the jam, 12 feet thick in places. was keeping the
tank from going further. The Highway Commission ls anxious the
tank be salvaged, he said, before a break-up in the ice could send
it crashing into the Richmond-Dresden bridge further downstream.
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A Navy demolition team from Brunswick Naval Air Station de
tonated 110 pounds of explosives in the jam but it failed to br ak
it up . However, the blast broke windows in several homes at Pitt
ston, on the East shore of the river .
Meanwhile, there were reports of threatening ice jams else
where. Officials said that one in the Sebasticook River at Clinton
could cause more trouble on the Kennebec , into which the Sebasti
cook flows, if it breaks up soon.
And Brunswick police were reported to be evacuating about a
dozen families on Water Street because of jams in the lower Andros
coggin River . The jamming began shortly before high tide. Below
the Brunswick-Topsham dam the river is tidal .
Police said the trouble began when a jam upriver at Lisbon
let go, sending the ice to Brunswick, where it jammed again .
Explosives Fail
Stanley said the Kennebec had dropped to 18 feet at Augusta ,
after crestine at 19 feet around midmorning , and was reported re
ceding at Skowhegan and flowing at 3g,OOO cubiC feet a second or
flood level . Earlier, it had crested at 45,000 efs.
The CD director said basements in homes and businesses along
the river between Augusta and Gardiner had been flooded, although
no downtown streets were reported covered .
A Gardiner shopping center located next to the backed-up
Cobbosseecontee Stream said its parking lot was filled with three
feet of water . Numerous homes were reported without heat. because
of flooded basements .
Cutter To Try
The Coast Guard cutter shackle based at South Portland, was
scheduled to start up the Kennebec Friday morning in an effort to
smash through the ice and open a channel.
Kennebec Crests
Elsewhere nround the state, Stanley said minor flooding had
occurred in lowland areas along small streams . He said he had
received no reports of any coastal flooding .
A Bangor Hydroelectric dam on the Sebec Lake opened its flood
gates late Thursday morning to lower the level of that brim-full
lake . Officials were keeping a close watch on the ice-choked
Piscataquis River and one of its tributaries, the Pleasant River ,
to see if the extra water from the sebec would cause flooding .
The U. S. Weather Bureau at Portland said no precipitation was
expected throughout the state Thursday night and Friday . Tempera
tures were expected to get into the teens Thursday night and in the
208 Friday .
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Area Towns Are Recovering
After Flooding Subsides

The threat of flooding was lessened considerably Thursday as
temperatures went below freezing in area communities . Ice jams
were reported between Brunswick and Lisbon Falls and the Andros
coggin River was still rising there , although it had crested in
the Berlin , N.H., and Rumford areas .
U. S, Army Engineer Corps representatives visited several towns
during the day to survey the areas affected and give advice,
FARMINGTON - Army Engineers Corps representatives Richard Marble
and Lewis Nason returned Thursday to Franklin County to survey the
damage caused by Wednesday's flood in the Sandy River Valley, also
damage which occurred in Wilton due to high water in that area .
The engineers serve in an advisory capacity , according to
Franklin County Civil Defense Director Richard H. Bell, Farmington .
They study the problems which arise in the various towns of the
county and make suggestions as to how the problem may be solved so
that the same problem will not occur another year .
The engineers advised the Town of New Vineyard that to prevent
another flooding of the own from water running off one of the hills
into the center of the business rea , a dyke should be constructed
at the top of the hill to divert the water and thereby prevent a
similar flooding as occurred Wednesday and other times in the past.
There has been much discussion around Farmington concerning
the possibility and in some instances the probability of dynamiting
the ice jams which have built up along the lower Sandy River Valley ,
According to the engineers this procedure is not feasible.
Director Bell said an ice jam which broke up in the Devil ' s
Elbow section , Wednesday , on Route 4, Farmington to Strong Road ,
roared southward in and along the shores of the Sandy River , spread
ing out over the intervale lands just north of Farmington and
finally jamming again on top of another jam near the Maine Central
Railroad bridge which spans the river between West Farmington and
Farmington .
The official said the ice had built up to at least a depth of
20 feet . He said water was flOwing freely beneath the surface ice
and that "hopefully the water would remain w rm enough to soften
the ice above it until it too floated downstream . " This ice jam
starting at the trestle continues southward to the Pillsbury and
French intervales. There 1s a tremendous amount of packed ice on
the Allison Hoar intervale , also on the Bragdon t Pease and Pratt
intervale lands bordering Route 2 on the Farmington-Wilton high
way _ If possible these areas appear more formidable than they did
from the late December flood and ice jams which had remained about
the same until Wednesday's grandstand performance .
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Town Manager Harold Bean reported Thursday that there was
minor road damage in the town of Farmington . He said a few washouts
had been reported and were being repaired but that the damage was
minor compared with the December catastrophe .
The Franklin County Sheriff's office reported receiving several
hundred calls during the crisis hours on Wednesday and Wednesday
night . The officer personnel was in constant contact with the Civil
Defense radiO , the town police locally and with outside agencies .
Cliff Bubier , Wilton , assistant CD Director for the county, and his
wife , Helen , were on duty also during the entire period , keeping
citizens informed and relaying messages, adVising residents when
their properties were in danger from ice and flood waters and other
wise serving the general public ,
Farmington 's CD Director George Lewis surveyed the various
strategic points throughout the period and was back on the job
Thursday taking a post look at the flooded areas .
Temperatures dropped to below the freezing mark and froze
over large areas of flood water , Presumably the water will drain
and finally the ice will cave in as it did following the December
flood .
It was learned Thursday that Hrs . Percy Dennison had returned
to her home on the so-called back road leading to Temple . Mrs .
Dennison left her home just prior to the buildings being completely
surrounded by deep water. Wednesday .
BERLIN, N.H. - The Brown Company Power dispatcher reported Thursday
night that the Androscoggin River flow had dropped to 4 .100 cubic
feet per second from a high of 4 . 600 cubic feet per second earlier .
BRUNSWICK - The Androscoggin River was still rising here Thursday
night , and four ice jams were reported between Brunswick and Lisbon
Falls . No immediate action was contemplated . The attitude was
that of "wait and see". Some families on Water Street had been
evacuated as water had flooded back yards.
Lewiston Daily Sun
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Rising River Threatens
Lisbon Falls Trailer Park

LISBON FALLS - An Androscoggin River ice jam a quarter mile above
the old Worumbo Mfg . Co . plant was threatening Thursday afternoon
to cause inundation of a trailer park here,
County Civil Defense Director Normand Vermette said members
of his organization were keeping a close watch of the situation and
were prepared to aid park residents.
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Director Vermette reported the river was creeping towards the
South River Road and he believed it would cover this highway at
points northerly of Southwest Bend, Durham , Ferry Road , Lisbon ,
also was under water .
Near the Worumbo plant now known as Lisbon Mills , the water
dropped four feet during the morning indicating the jam was holding
back a big amount of water .
February I) , 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal
Editorial
Action Is Wanted

The presidential message on protecting the environment was
broad in its coverage . In all President Richard Nixon presented
the Congress with 23 proposals for new legislation . He covered the
need for action relative to the quality of both water and air ;
advocated financial penalties for violators of laws designed to
combat pollution ; urged studies aimed at developing a pollution
free automobile; bore down upon the need for quicker action in dis
posing of junked cars; proposed more state and federal purchase
of land for parks and recreation , plus a appraisal of federal land
holdings to determine whether some of the land could be converted
to parks or sold to enable purchase or even more desirable land
areas .
Naturally there \'Iere attempts to downgrade the presidential
plans for improving the environment . The Democratic reaction. tor
the most part centered around the theme that Nixon is a kind of
"Johnny come lately" with reference to the anti-pollution fight .
Yet a few weeks ago they were complaining that the Administration
to date had been long on talk and short on action in terms of the
environmental issue . Now the President has presented an extensive
and comprehensive program , and so the reaction ohanges to efforts
to find fault with it .
It is our frank opinion that political leaders of both parties
will be well served to forget about who showed an interest in en
vironmental protection first . After all one of the earliest poli
ticians to think about conservation seriously was the late fh odore
Roosevelt . Yet this hardly entitles the Republicans to claim they
discovered the need for a nationwide clean-up of both water and
air .
There is no question the average American cttizen has vdtnessed
a decline in the environment in which he was reared . Even here in
a state regarded as more blessed with pure air and good water than
most there has been a definite retrogression in environment . The
average citizen wants to see progress made toward righting the
great wrongs that have been imposed upon the world around us, and
he isn't going to be particularly pleased if federal government
leaders spend more time wrangling about who deserves the credit for
fighting pollution than in carrying out the battle itself .
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Cleaning up the mess we have made of our land and the numerous
smog- laden segments of atmosphere dotted above it require much ener
gy, time and patience
We shouldntt waste time debating which po
litical party has displayed the most concern about the problem .
Our time should be spent in developing practical ways of combatting
pollution and of conserving our natural resources and natural beauty .
All living generations of Americans have shared in oreating
the problem we faoe today . There was nothing political about the
pollution itself and the country will be served best if the problem
is tackled on a completely nonpartisan basis .
Caption under picture February 13, 1970 in the Lewiston Journal:
TOUGH JOB - The Coast Guard cutter Shackle ran into ice two feet
thick today as it started breaking open a channel in the Kennebec
River to reach a huge ice jam near Gardiner. This aerial photo
was taken while the Shackle was still 20 miles downstream.
February 13 , 1970
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Maine Officials Prepare
Request For Flood Aid

AUGUSTA (AP) - State Civil Defense Officials were meeting with
federal , regional and other state officials today to draw up a
request for federal assistance to Maine because of recent flood
damage .
Leslie H. Stanley , state CD director , said those attending
the meeting were two members of the Office of Emergency Prepardness ,
two members of the New England Corps of Engineers, representatives
of the State Highway Commission and a representative of the gover
norts office .
~Disastrous Area"
Gov. Curtis asked President Nixon Thursday to declare Maine
a "major disaster area" because of flood damage that occurred with
in the past three days and loss from flooding last December~ The
disaster designation is permitted by federal law when an area
suffers over '750 , 000 damage within a 12-month period .
Stanley said Maine had $726 ,000 damage from December ' s flood
ing . He said oommunity officials were being asked to forward to
his office rough estimates of damage fram the recent floods .
The Last Time In 1954
The last time Maine applied for suoh federal assistance.
Stanley said , was in the wake of the 1954 hurrioane . The director
said any forthcoming funds would go to both the state and indivi
dual oommunities _ Stanley said the flood situation around the
state had lessened 'c onsiderably today, thanks to a lack of preCip
itation and oooler temperatures ~
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"The water has receded a great deal . " Stanley said . He added
that the major problem at the moment was a quarter-mile long ice
jam on the Kennebec River at South Gardiner .
Resting against the 12-foot thick mass of angular ioe was an
gOO , OOO-gallon empty oil tank that broke loose Thursday from a
gardiner wharf . Officials said they will attempt to push the tank
to shore with bulldozers before a Coast Guard ice breaker, tries
to smash through the ice jam and open a channel .
Icebreaker
The 65- foot cutter Shackle hit ice two feet thick as it began
the long job of bucking through to the Gardiner iee jam. By mid
morning the vessel was still some 20 miles downstream from Gardiner .
The Shacklets skipper hoped to get as far as Richmond today.
A sister ship, the swivel , is expected to join the Shackle Saturday
and share the ice-breaking chore .
'
Stanley said parking lots and basements in the Augusta-Hallo
well.Gardiner were still flooded from water that had backed up
because of the ice jam. The Kennebec ' s flow at Skowhegan was meas
ured at 27 , 000 cubic feet a second today , down from the 38,000 cfs
reading Thursday .
The director also said Central Maine Power Co . had closed
dams at Bingham and W~an holding back water and ice and helping
to lower the river level .
Officials reported some minor flooding at Brunswick Thursday
night . Some roads in the Milo area were still cut off because of
High water.
February 16, 1970
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MALLEY TO DIRECT
POLLUTION EFFORT

PORTLAND (AP) - John C, Malley of Presque Isle has been named coor
dinator of Threshold to Maine , a program aimed at speeding up land
use and pollution control efforts in Cumberland, York and Oxford
Counties .
The planning phase of the program is financed by a $30.000
grant from the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Malley a former district conservationist for the Washington
County and Central Aroostook Soil and Water Conservation Servioes ,
will begin his new duties April 19 .
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EFFORT TO CURB POLLUTION FINDING
A POTENT POTENTIALALLY - POLITICS
NEW YORK (AP) - Early in 1970 , the growing publio cry for oleaner
air , water and general environment is finding a most potent potential
ally politics .
The rising political concern could help remedy two crippling
weaknesses in past antipollution efforts - a lack of money and lack
of legal authority and governmental determination to enforce cor
rective actions ,
To politicians - from city halls to Washington - the answeri ng
of public oomp1aints about pollution could bring the reward of
votes .
Governmental battle lines in the pollution war began to be
more clearly drawn in a period that witnessed these other gains
and losses in matters of Americans · envir onment :
..Plans were dropped for a jetport for Miami in the Florida
Everglades, after conservationists argued it would threaten the
Everglades National Park .
Effects of Bees
.Bee keepers reported disastrous lethal effects upon bee col
onies from use of some pesticides which farmers or others began
using in place of longer- lasting DDT , The DDT was blamed for
taking a toll of birds, fish and other life , while bees seemed to
tolerate it better_
- Research chemists at the Bureau of Mines Coal Research
in Pittsburgh produced , in laboratory experiments . a type of
petroleum from ground-up garbage and paper . A next question
whether the technique would work practically to help dispose
solid wastes .,

Center
crude
is
or

- Governmental agencies brought suit against a score of indus 
trial firms on charges of polluting or interfering with navigation
on New York City waterways .
Garbage Pile- up
-In CinCinnati , a strike by city employes
on the streets and led to spilling of millions
sewage daily into the Ohio River . One hundred
Louisville , Ky •• uses river water for domestic
officials protested •

piled garbage up
of gallons of raw
miles down-stream .
purposes . Kentucky

• Citizens for Clean Air picketed a New York City department
store selling plastiC toy trucks that emit exhaust smoke - not
because of the infinitesmal physical contribution to pollution ,
but because the toys might encourage kids to think "air pollution
is an acceptable way of life . "
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. Three Oregon newspapers campaigned for a ban on sale of soft
drinks and beer in one-way. no- deposit , no-return bottles or cans .
- General Motors announced it would modify future car engines
to run on lower octane . lead-free gasoline , and Ford and Chrysler
were expected to follow suit . The action means the petroleum in~
dustry must develop powerful but less polluting gasoline ~
Low-Sulfur Oil
-The Hawaiian Electric Co. announced it was converting its
Waiau power plant to use of low-sulfur oil to reduce air pollution
in Oahu . It had already done so with its downtown Honolulu plants.
-Michigan State University set up a center for Environmental
Quality , It will call upon many university speCialists and re 
sources to study threats to the environment and to seek solutions •
• A Presidential Water Pollution Control Advisory Board said
Galveston , Tex. , was "polluting itself into extenction" by threat
ening its turist industry and beaohes through discharge of 1 . 5
million gallons of raw sewage per day into a lveston Bay, But it
complimented Corpus Christi. far to the southwest in Texas, for
its cleanliness.
Members of Panel
- President Nixon appointed the three members of his new Council
on Environmental Quality - Russell E. Train , undersecretary of the
interior Robert Cahn of the Christian Science Monitor , and Gordon
J . F. Macbonald, vice chancellor of research and graduate affairs
of the University of California at Santa Barbara . Conservationists
generally liked the appointments , questioned only whether their
work as advisers and watohdogs over influences upon the environment
would be funded sufficiently in times of tight budgeting .
The President in his State of the Union message gave high
priority to oleaning up the environment, and in his budget message
sugge ted specific sums for antipollution programs .

$4 Billion Share
. He enriched some of these proposals last week . For example ,
he authorized $4 billion immediately for fiscal 1971 to cover the
full federal share of a $lO- billion program to clean up waste waters ,
with $1 billion to be spent each year for the next four years .
Congress earlier had voted $800 million for this purpose for next
fiscal rear , while the administration had originally asked for only
$214 mi lion.
In other steps , Nixon proposed a means of helping states raise
money through bonds for water clear-up. establishment of state
federal w~ter quality standards to impose precise effluent require
ments on all industrial and municipal sources; authority to impose
fines up to $10 , 000 daily for failure to meet water and air quality
standards; and research under the Solid Waste Disposal Act to em
phasize techniques for recycling materials .
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Before the President submitted his environmental message ,
Demoorats had taken the view his programs involved more rhetoric
than action and money muscle, and some like Sen . Edmund S . Muskie
of Maine, could point to their own long-standing efforts to halt
environmental pollution .
"That vlins the Most"
Interior Secretary Walter J . Hickel said the party with the
best record on environment "is going to be the party that wins the
most elections . "
Republican Sen. Clifford p. Case of New Jersey praised the
initiative expressed in Nixon's proposals , but said "they are still
not enough . "
Muskie plans to introduce legislation to provide $12 . 5 billion
over a five ..year period for waste treatment grants, with states
and cities matching for a total of $25 billion. He will also seek
$325 million a year for three years beginning in fiscal 1971 for
clean air programs .
New York State's Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller says the cost of
cleani.ng up his state's waters is estimated at $3 billion, and that
the national bill for sewage and waste control would be more like
$30 billion .
Illinois Water
The State of Illinois needs over $1 . 5 billion to clean up its
water, says C. Wallace Poston, director of the Great Lakes Regional
Office of the Federal Water Pollution Control Administration . Res
cuing Lake Michigan from pollution would cost upwards of $1 billion ,
he adds . Other members of the same agency think the bill could be
$2 billion to $10 billion .
On Matters of air pollution:
The Occidental Chemical Co. in Houston , Tex ., with an annual
payroll of $500 , 000, shut down operations and was put up for sale
after the Texas Air Control Board denied it additional time to con
form with state clean air standards . Vice President John Harris
said the company had already spent too much money trying to control
pollution with fluorides from producing fertilizer . "If you take
the pollution out of the air , you have to put it in the water and
that would have meant a whole new set of problems , " he said .
In Washington the General Services Administration announced
that more than 1,000 federal truoks and autos would be converted
this year to burning natural gas in a system that cuts noxious ex
haust emissions by about gO per cent.

Burner Cans
The National Air Pollution Control Administration and the
nationts airlines agreed the airlines by the end of 1972 would have
installed devices, ~alled burner cans, that would eliminate up to
gO per cent of the carbon particles in the smoke left by jet plames
exhausts .
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But the devices , producing a higher temperature, would also
bring an increase of about 40 per cent in the amount of nitrogen
oxides in the exhausts . While this is invisible , it nonetheless
is blamed as being one culprit in producing smog when sunlight
breaks it down into ozone .
Lewiston Daily Sun
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5 Me . Schools Expose Tots
to Problems of Pollution
AUGUSTA CAP) - A pilot program underway in four schools in southern
Maine is exposing five-year.olds kindergarten students as well as
12th graders to the state's environmental problems .
School officials say the program is a long-range effort to
develop a generation sensitive to the need for sharing the envir
onment instead of conquering it .
The educational approach also fits in with Maine's efforts
torecome established in the vanguard of the environmental protec
tion movement , The legislature recently passed two landmark en
vironmental bills on oil handling and development of industries
which could substantially harm the enviromment .
The school systems of Yarmouth , Falmouth , Freeport and Cumber
land-North Yarmouth are participating in the project . Yarmouth
actually started the program in the fall of 1968 and developed it
into a regional effort last September.
Dean B. Bennett of Yarmouth , coordinator of the program , says
application has been made to the U. S, Department of Health . Educa
tion and Welfare for a grant to train over a three-year period six
more persons to work in six other school systems in setting up
other regional environmental education programs in Maine .
At the present , over 5, 500 students are participating in the
program . It 1s being funded by the five towns at a cost of less
than $3 per student per year .
Bennett , 34, said in an interview that "the purpose is to
give young people a better understanding of the environment and
problems of the natural and manmade worlds and see how they can
help create a better quality of life for us .
"Where children are involved , they create an adult interest ,
and so hopefully we are reaching whole families , " he said . Bennett
added that "through this area of communication, we try to set exam
ples for sensitivity about the environment; respect for property ;
and give each child a sense of social responsibility toward the
environment .
"Education is a long-range approach in view of the critical
need now for adult action at every level . " he went on , "but we must
have this is we are to turn the tide in destroying our natural
resources . "
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A visit to one of the kindergarten classrooms in the pilot
program might find five-year~olds talking about the lack of
wildlife attraction near school buildings; lack of ground cover;
erosion; elm tree stumps; and litter .
Bennett explained that in kindergarten and grade one, the
children study the environmental of the school; grades 2-3, the
neighborhood; grades 4-5, the community; and grade 6, the region .
In addition to problems of land, water, air, plants and ani
mals, students in grades 7-12 also look into the resource use of
mants needs; structural design; transportation, utilities, recrea
tion and pollution and pest control.
Bennett said the "work with students starts with a pretest
to find out how they view their environmen ,
"The test is designed to bring out their interests, feelings
and understanding of the environment and its problems , " he con..
tinued , "The results of the test are used to gear the program to
student interest and are used in the program's evaluation , "
Bennett said .
Between 40-50 volunteers serve as field trip guides for the
students . They are taught in workshops about their roles and
aquire the necessary teaching techniques .
Bennett said in addition to setting up the cirriculum, he
helps schools utilize the school site in developing it as a teach
ing resource , such as providing a pond for ecological studies .
He also gets students involved in acturally improving the en
vironment by landscaping or developing the site as a nature center
or community outdoor recreational area if the lot is suitable .
February 26, 1970
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Editorial
Pollution Control in Perspective

Whenever a good cause comes along, there is danger that
emotionalism will take precedenoe over common sense . And when
that happens, it is necessary for someone to have the vision and
the courage to set things right . That is just what Stanley R.
Tupper, former Maine congressman, has done for environmental control .
Choosing a University of Maine, Portland, audience to put
pollution control in perspective, Attorney Tupper declared :
"While it is fashionable now to be against all pollution, the world
is not yet prepared to suddenly end pollution . " He added that if
all pollution were to be halted at once, commerce and transporta
tion would cease and most persons would be left without heat and
fuel . He could have added food and water .

~
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Mr . Tupper pointed to the need for eventual pollution control ,
while praising the interest of the rising generation in seeing that
the necessary steps to that end are taken . "Industrial polluters
fooled or bluffed several generations of American , but finally a
generation emerged with courage to say 'enough'" he said .
Desirable as are pure air and water and a clean environment .
they are n~t objectives which can be attained overnight , even with
massive governmental funding . Results will take time and it is
essential that that point be recognized if the sincere interest
and efforts of the young people is not to be turned to frustration
and discouragement . A beginning has been and is being made . But
the whole job must be kept in perspective .
February 26 , 1970
POLLUTION AND THE FUTURE

Lewiston Daily Sun
Letter to Editor

To the Editor :
It seems reasonable to ask a great organization like the
Associated Press to tell us what kind of stewards we are in caring
for the world God has given us .
In our form of government it is important for the people to
know the answers to some very important questions such as: What
kind of world are we passing on to our children and grandchildren?
At the present rate of increase in the world consumption of
gasoline , oil, wood , etc . how long will it be before our fuel
supply is depleted to such an extent that there will not be enough
left to heat the homes of our posterity?
Is our air pollution a matter of our air becoming unfit to
breathe because of smog alone or 15 there also a matter of the
oxygen being consumed faster than it can be replaced?
At the present rate of increase in disposal of vegetable
matter in our rivers , the ocean , and elsewhere , how long before a
barren wasteland?
Is our problem one of just removing pollution or should it
include restoring natural elements?
We should not be unduely alarmed and neither should we live
in a fool's paradise . We need to know . Only by knowing will we
know how to act .
Our politicians are not thinking deep enough in their arguments
for Quoddy and Dickey power plants . Every available source of water
power should be developed , not because of economy , but because it
will not pollute the water or air and because it wi1l1not consume
valuable fuel in producing the power we must have .
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Light electric automobiles can and should be produced to
replace the heavy and costly cars that are used for transportation
to and from work , to help prevent air pollution .
The only necessary moving parts on such a oar would be an
electric motor and worn gears, for each wheel , and a steering gear .
The motors could serve as power and dynamic breaks .
This car should be designed to sell for around a thousand
dollars and tires and batteries should last two or three years .
The other important cost of running such a car would be the
electricity that it took to charge the batteries when plugged in
at night , which would be a small amount ,
Just think , no pollution , no noise , very economical , and no
problem in starting in cold weather .
Nelson A. Tucker
Buckfield
Lewiston Daily Sun
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Nixon Declares Maine
Flood Disaster Area

AUGUSTA (AP) - The state Civil Defense director Friday pre
dicted that floods damage would exceed $3 million as President
Nixon declared Maine a disaster area .
The President issued the disaster declaration at the request
of Gov . Curtis because of flooding caused by ice jams in more than
a dozen rivers starting in late December .
Leslie H. Stanley , the CD director, said his dollar figure was
based on preliminary estimates . He noted that heavy ice in the
lower Kennebec River still constitutes a flood threat .
The Army Corps of Engineers has been requested to ask Coast
Guard officials to continue use of their cutters to keep the river
open .
In All 16 Counties
Albert D. O'Connor , the federal official directing a disaster
field office here , said Nixon's declaration will make assistance
ranging from unemployment compensation to funds for debris removal
available to flood victims in all of Maine's 16 counties .
Stanley said there was major damage to roads and bridges throu
ghout the state as well as to at least one water company and several
sewage treatment facilities .
As waterways overflowed their banks , Stanley said a large
amount of debris was carried onto private property and will have
to be cleared out.
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The hardest hit area was Waldo County with an estimated
$250 , 000 total damage in a few small towns .
Other Major Areas
Stanley listed other major damage areas as Fryeburg in western
Oxford Coupty; Mi lo in Piscataquis County; Skowhegan and Norridge ~
wock in Somerset County and Farmington in Franklin County .
Civil Defense directors from all counties will be in Augusta
on Tuesday for a briefing on how the disaster relief program will
be administered.
O'Connor said the federal aid program now includes several
provisions for assistance that were not available last year , in
cluding such things as unemployment compensation .
State Employment Security Offices will acdept applications
compensation from residents of all 16 counties who are out of work
as a result of the disaster .
Apply For Help
Property owners who wish flood-caused debris removed from
their lands should apply to their local government disaster offices
if they live in an incorporated community or , if they are farm
owners, to a County Agriculture Extention Agent .
O'Connor said long-term, low-interest loans for those who
suffered property loss or damage as a result of the floods will
be available from the Small Business Administration and the Farmer's
Home Administration.
Under provisions of the new disaster act , flood victims may
be eligible for food stamps, enabling them to purchase food at
greatly reduced prices .
O'Connor said that , in addition to aid being provided to
individuals, governments in other areas that relate to the public
welfare .
No Dollar Amount
O' Connor said the President ' s declaration contained no dollar
amount , so there will be no minimum or maximum amount of federal
aid Maine may receive .
He indicated that ~ny additional flood damage would require
further consideration by his office before being put into the dis
aster category .
March 1 . 1970
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Pollution Threatens Sebago Water Supply

The public water supply for 145 , 000 southern Maine residents
1s in danger .
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Sebago Lake , long noted as the source of some of the cleanest ,
best tasting water in the nation , is fast being thickly surrounded
by camps and year- round homes , and faces a real pollution danger.
So concerned are state and local officials that court action
tostop the development of nearly 1 , 400 camps on Sebago ' s Frye
Island was initiated on Friday .
And within the next two months the state's plumbing code will
be amended , calling for much tighter plumbing and waste disposal
requirements near rivers , lakes and ponds .
The state's second largest lake , Sebago is a natural target
for entrepenreneurs who hope to develop large tracts of camps
and year-round homes . If offers natural beauty and a host of re
oreation opportunities .
Also , as leisure time and the money to enjoy it beoome avail
able to more people , the demand for property near places like
Sebago Lake rises rapidly.
Because of this , the old safeguards used by the Portland Water
District (PWD) to ensure a continuing supply of clean water simply
aren't adequate any longer .
Until now , the P\iD's controls were extremely limited . Anyone
building within 200 feet of the lake shore was required to place
his septic tank at least 100 feet from the shore . Soil conditions
weren't even considered .
In addition , the PWD controls the shoreline within a two-mile
radius of its water intake point , at the southern tip of the lake.
No new dwellings can be built there, and a the existing ones be
come available , the district buys them up .
But these relatively weak controls just aren't enough to pro
tect the lake t swater quality anymore . There are about l t500
camps and homes within 200 feet of the shore , and at least that
many again located just behind the 200-root distance .
Large new developments , including the 1 , 400-unit project
planned for Frye Island , are being planned at various points around
the lake . Undoubtedly even more will be proposed •
• • 4 • • For this reason. a restraining order against J.
Allen Bowron ,
developer of the island , was granted Friday in Superior Court .
The state and the PWD asked the order and Iso asked that a court
hearing be scheduled for late this month on a permanent injunction
against further development on Frye Island .

In the meantime, the officials want to conduct a detailed
study of the island ' s soil , to determine beyond doubt the island's
suitability for development.
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There are already about 140 houses on the island , and many
officials believe that even this number is too great . Further
development would be extremely damaging to the lake , they feel.
ALL OF THIS , unfortunately for those who own property around
the lake , is merely a temporary solution to the long-run problem
facing Sebago Lake and Greater Portland's water supply .
Eventually - and nobody is really denying it any more - a
sewer system and sewage treatment plant are going to have to be
built to serve the lake .
The same people who grudgingly admit that this will one day
be necessary refuse to offer even a wild guess at the cost of such
a project . It would cost millions at today·s prices and more at
tomorrow's .
There are 54 miles of shoreline around the lake , to give an
idea of the length of any sewer line . Then a treatment plant would
have to be built , and the effluent piped off somewhere , probably
to a point along the Presumpscot River .
BUT WHO \'in.L PAY the huge cost? And who will build the system?
It t s improbable that the several communities bordering on the lake
could afford such a costly project , much less agree to cooperate
on such a massive undertaking .

For this reason, an obscure piece of legislation which was
passed almost unnoticed by the l04th Legislature , looms large in
Sebago Lakets future .
The legislation authorizes the PWD to go into the sewer busi
ness . Requiring only the permission of the lakeside towns , the
PWD now has the authority to issue bonds and build a Sebago Lake
sewer system and treatment plant .
How would the PWD pay for such a project? William D. Monie ,
PWD manager isn't spec.ific but estimates that at least a portion
of the cost would be borne by those who used the sewer , through
normal sewer usage charges .
AND SINCE THE project would benefit all of PWD ' s water custom
ers , they also would foot a portion of the bill through increased
water charges .
In admitting that eventually only sewers can meet the growing
problem . PWD and state officials are hopeful that it will be years
before such a project is necessary .
But assuming that the demand for Sebago Lake property will
continUe , and that soil conditions are such that the lake will be
the recipient of more pollution than it can handle , there seems
no other way out .
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Algae : An Endless Cycle
By James C. Saunders
Pollution
from sewage is
moves with the
of Frye Island

through bacteria and the a1,ae - building nutrients
the Portland Water District s fear in its legal
state this week against proposed major development
in ~ebago Lake.

William D. Monie general manager and treasurer of the district ,
says "It ' s my opinion that concentration of develppment on the is
land would result in sewage bacteria and nutrients reaching the
waters around the island . And the island is only 3! miles from
our intakes . "
The PWD Monie said fears two types of lake pollution that could
result from ground seepage of septic wastes - bacteria and even
more serious nutrients .
Bacteria from human and animal wastes are something the dist 
rict fights to keep at minute levels at all times through strict
enforcement of plumbing codes in dwellings and ground septic systems
around the lake regular water smap1es allover the lake and periodic
summer inspections of all shore properties .
A big help in fighting bacteria is that they die naturally .
But nutrients the phosphorus and nitrates of wastes do not . They
become the food 0.£ algae and microscopic plants and can support
generations of algae in an endless cycle .
When the algae and plants die and decompose on the lake floor
they release foods for new generations to feed on . And as the
nutrients increase so will the colonies of life they support .
Algae growth Monie says will upset the lake's biology bal
ance give a distinct taste to qebago water cut down its dissolved
oxygen and eventually affect its recreation uses .
Can ' t Sebago's great size cope with the problem of nutrients?
Replied Monie: "Look at Lake Erie . It's just about dead . "
March 1 , 1970
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Pollution Figures In Many Town Warrants
By Albert F. Barnes
State Editor

Pollution, a problem that has the increased attention of law
makers on both the national and state levels , reaches the local
scene this month when Maine's more than 400 towns hold their annual
meetings .
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Traditionally the highlight of town meetings has been the
battle of the budget . The more heated discussions usually are
reserved for schools . roads and keeping the tax rate down .
But suddenly people have become aware that all is not right
with their environment , that pollution 1s not just a happening
someplace else .
It could be oil spillage near a coastal town , raw sewage
being dumped into rivers or bays, smoke from an industrial plant ,
or , a Southern York County residents were horrified to learn
recently, the desire of large metropolitan areas to send their
garbage to rural Maine for burial .
At least two rJIaine communities have articles in their town
meeting warrants which would give town officials authority to
approve or disapprove location of any commercial enterprises that
contribute to air or water pollution.
In the Kennebec County town of Readfield a last minute in
sertion into the warrant would include enterprises that make
excessive noise or emit odors "detrimental to the environment . "
The coastal community of St . George in Knox County has an
article that would bar industry "that threatens to pollute the
air , water, soil or to devaluate in any way adjoining property
without the vote of the town . "
However, the. Maine ~1unicipal Association has expressed the
opinion that the St . George article is invalid because the town
does not have complete zoning .
Lisbon voters will have three warrant articles designed to
help end pollution of the Androscoggin River by taking preliminary
steps toward revisions and extensions of the existing sewage and
storm drainage systems . A preliminary estimate puts the cost at
$2 . 3 million . State and federal aid grants would keep the cost
to the community at a reasonable level .
In York County , Wells and Ogunquit at special town meetings
have taken action to stop importation of garbage from the Boston
area . Nearby Berwick , where out-of-state interests have reportedly
been trying to buy land for such an operation, will seek to beef
up its present dumping ordinance - through a brand new zoning
ordinance ,
Zoning ,. an accepted fact in cities and larger towns, is con
troversial in many of the smaller communities .
Kennebunk, another York County town where voters will be
asked to apnrove a protective dumping ordinance . has had a zoning
ordinance article in the warrant for the past several t own meetings .
The opponents have always managed to shoot the article down . It
is there again this year and as usual feelings are running high
in both camps .

eo
Many residents of communities without zoning look askance
at any law they feel might restrict their freedom of choice ,
Others, looking ahead to a time of expanded population and im
pact of new industry , want the rules laid down now before it is
too late .
March 3, 1970
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Flood Aid for Maine

A broad program of direct grants and loan assistance to
individuals, businesses and governmental units which have suffered
10s5 and damage as a result of the widespread floods in December
and January has been opened by the President's designation of
Maine as a flood disaster area . The federal program will apply
in all 16 countries.
Gov . Kenneth M. Curtis appealed to the President for assistance
after the second round of floods had pushed damage far in excess
of the minimum required for a disaster area designation . The state
Civil Defense director , Leslie H, Stanley, has predicted that over
all damage from the flooding of more than a dozen of the state ' s
rivers would be in excess of $3 million ..
The far ranging nature of the aid program is indicated by the
fact that it includes umemployment compensation for persons foroed
out of work by the floods; funds for the removal of debris which
the flood waters .1eft on private property ; long term, low interest
loans for those who suffered property losses; and assistance for
governmental units in dealing with the utilities and highways
problems brought on by the flooding .
A special briefing in Augusta today will prepare the state
wide Civil Defense organization to help in the federal program .
CD directors from all of the counties are to meet with the State
Director Stanley to learn the details of the disaster relief plan
and how it will be applied through the various agencies such as
the Employment Security offices , the Small Bus:1.ness Administration ,.
the County Agricultural Extension agents , and the Farmer's Home
Administration .
The program which is going into effect applies only to the
flood damage whioh already has occurred . If the forthcoming spring
freshet brings new misfortunes, they will have to be handled separ
ately .
March 3, 1970
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Air and Water Pollution
Can Be Monitored , Traced
By Survey Satellites

ANNAPOLIS , Md. (AP) - Air and water pollution can be monitored

effectively and traced to the souroe by survey satellites being
developed by the United States, researchers reported today .
Two teams of researchers who are testing camera and sensor
systems for the satellites , the first of which will be launched in
March 1972, made their report to an Earth Conference .
A team from Barringer Research Limited , Rexdale Ontario ,
Canada, said it had successfully tested sensors in pianes and on
balloon flights .

A group from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administrations electronics
research center reported results of an airborne test of satellite
sensors along the northeast coast of the United States . It saidl
"The application with the broadest current user interest is
detecting elements of water pollution, tracing them to their source,
and in measuring the dispersion and concentration of the pollutants . "

To illustrate , the MIT-NASA team showed a picture of Massa
chusetts Bay , near Salem, and identified a plume-like image as the
flow from a combined sanitary and storm sewer and a smaller plume
as a surface slick created by a power plant coolant .

A thermal infrared nighttime image of Boston Harbor showed
two dark plumes - which probably were petroleum products surround
ing wharf complexes .
The Canadian team reported on a balloon flight it conducted
to an altitude of 114,000 feet over Chicago last Sept . J.
The report said the balloon sensors recorded a higher-than-normal
concentration of sulphur dioxide in the Chicago area because ot
an air inversion condition .
After the balloon drifted over Lake Machigan, the report said ,
"sulphur dioxide levels ''fere negligible . The buildup of sulphur
dioxide over the city is obvious and it is significant that the
maximum sulphur dioxide signals recorded by the balloon sensors
correspond to the maximum surface levels as recorded by the ground
stations . "
The report concluded that "satellite surveys are capable of
giving an entirely new look at global air pollution . For the first
time it now appears pos ible to sense global air pollution on a
very short time scale, updating data every few hours . "
The satellites also will scan earth for oil and mineral de
posits, arable land. fishing grounds and diseased crops and timber .
March 3, 1970
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Landscaping Ideas For
Great Falls Project Presented

Mrs . Bronislawa Noyi of Vassalboro made a presentation to

members of the Auburn Urban Renewal Authority last night on
scaping ideas in the Great Falls URA project area .

land ~

l-1rs . Noyi t a teacher at Oak Grove School at Vassalboro , is
a professional landscape architect who has become interested in
beautification work. She utilized maps of the Great Falls project
area to give URA members some ideas on beautification of the project
area through use of grass , shrubs , trees and flowers .
Mrs . Noyi said she became interested in the URA project in
Auburn because of the Androscoggin River and the Great Falls . She
gave no price tag on what she evisioned as beautification of the
area . She did tell the authority representatives a real beautifi
cation program could be costly.
She utilized maps and drawings provided by the Auburn URA in
outlining her suggestions . The maps show the proposed locations
of various buildings including a ne,'f post office wi thin the pro
ject area and Mrs . Noyi took these and based her beautification and
environmental work on the placement of the structures and the grass
plots, shrubbery, trees and flower beds . The Great Falls and the
river bank were given attention and she told the authority members
and professional staff that these should be beauty spots in the
overall picture •••••
Lewiston Daily Sun
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Water Content of the Snow
Along River Valley Is Down

Water content of the snow cover throughout the Androscoggin
River Valley is below normal this year .
This will be good news to riverside property ownerw concerned
about a possible flood this spring . However, weather conditions
will still play a vital role in determining what does happen.
Paul W. Bean , agent for the Union Water Power Co . which con
trols the river dams, reported Tuesday the water content of the
snow in the 1 , 045 square mile lake storage area, which takes in
the Rangeley Lakes chain and AZiscohos, 1s 10 per cent below normal
at 6. 65 inches . Average water content, deterMined by records kept
many years, is 7 . 53 inches . The data was secured from 17 stations
spanning the storage area .
Between Errol and Berlin. N. H., the water content of the snow
is over 20 per cent below average, Bean reported, at 6. 74 inches.
The average 1s g. 2l inches .
Between Berlin and Lewiston-Auburn , it is about 25 per cent
below normal . The water content measurement was compared to an
average 7. 25 inches . The lowest water content measurement was
recorded in Lewiston and was two inches .

$)

Snow depths during the recent ohecks ranged from about eight
inches in the Lewiston area to a deep 43 inches in the Dixvi lle
Not ch area .
Just a year ago , the water content of the snow was well above
normal because of the huge amount of snow which fell last winter
all along the river valley and in the storage area ,
March 4, 1970
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I1Lm~INATION

PROPOSED

JC Plans Include Task of
Cleaning River Rock , At
The Falls, Maybe With Fire
Lionel J . Beaucage Jr . has appointed Gary J , Duarte to this
year ' s Jaycee fall lighting project .
The project was originally chairmaned by Dieter rJ1ueller, and
was a "division" of the "clean-up the riverbanks project" which
was begun in 1968-69 by now President Beaucage .
During the Jaycee riverbank campaign, the Le".Jiston-Auburn
Civil Defense Department, and several local business establishments
donated their mechanical and physical resources to the riverbank
project .
This year, Beaucage noted, has seen the planting of "NO
DUMPING" signs along the river . Some are slated to go up this
spring . Jaun Rivera chairmaned the sign planting portion to the
continuing river bank project .
In talking with Lewiston-Auburn Mayors John Beliveau and Clyde
E. Goudey, Duarte said, both were interested in the fall lighting
project . Beliveau said Lewiston will consider funding part of t he
project , and it is hopeful that Auburn will fund part .
Flame Throwers?
The Jaycee plans entails the cleaning of the entire rock
structure of the Lewiston-Auburn falls . There are a number of
methods , but the least expensive way seems to be that of burning
them with flame throwers . The Jaycee plans also call for a massive
lighting system which will light the entire fall area . A proposal
was drawn up by the Kerr Electric Co . , Oct. 25, 1969, for an esti
mate of the cost of this lighting operation .
The system 1s composed of some 12 Infranor I A-gl, 1000 watt
lighting fixtures . The lights are planned to illuminate the en
tire width of the falls and the heights, from water level to the
top of the rock structure .

Duart said the Jaycee chapter is hopeful that the twin cities
of Lei-liston-Auburn will look favorably toward this community im..
provement project . "We are also hopeful that the twin city fathers
will take an initiative to act on this proposal as soon as they
are able to. so that our commuhity can enjoy this beautification
project now, and in the years to come , " he declared .
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Would Provide Pollution
Levels By Telephone

WASHINGTON (AP)- You nay someday get the levels of air and water
pollution when you dial your telephone for the weather .
Sen . John Sparkman, D-Ala . who wants the Weather Bureau to
provide this information, says ~if we can throw the pollution re.
port right into normal weather reporting , then we shall have
reached a most effective way to bring home to millions of people
three or four times per day the seriousness of the pollution
problem . "
Sparkman said his proposal is designed to create the kind of
public awareness of the pollution problem that will help to build
widespread public support of a crash program to stop pollution .
March 7, 1970
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February Turned Out to Be
Warmer, Wetter Than Usual

February , weatherwise , was warmer and wetter than normal and
a thaw in the early part of the month led to flooding in some areas .
The average temperature for the month was 23 . 031 degrees , a
fraction less than last yearts 23 . 509 degrees but well above the
84- year average of 20 . 525 degrees . Much of the warm weather carne
within a few days , The 3rd had a high temperature of 49 degrees
at 6 p . m. , the highest reading in the month since 1961 . The day
averaged 44 , Oe3 degrees and caused part of the snow cover to melt .
Aided by 0. 92 inches of rain on that day , the warm weather jumped
the river flow and flooding occurred at Rumford , almost knocking
out an auxiliary pumping station .
On the following day , 1 ~ 6 inches of rain came down to aggra
vate the problem . dn the 5th, the situation promised to worsen
when 48 degrees was recorded in the morning , but luckily , the
mercury dropped to zero b:r sunset and froze things up again .
Low temperature for the month was minus 2 degrees on the 27th .

Rain fell during the month on 12 days , bringing a total of
5. 25 inches to Lewiston- Auburn less than the 7 . 74 inches recorded
last year and much more than the 94- year ave r age of 3. 6g inches .
Snow occurred on eight days , the maximum being recorded by the
Union Water Power Co . gatehouse a 4 . 5 inches on the 15th. A
total of 6 . 1 inches fell during February , the most since 1961 .
Last year, February saw blizzard follow blizzard and the snow bury
the twin cities .
The winds blew for 672 hours, from N, 73; SE t 80; SW,176; and
NW, 343. Eight days were judged as clear and 20 as cloudy .
Maine Sunday Telegram
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lJIAINE in DC
Clean Air May
Lose Sex Appeal
By Don Larrabee

WASHINGTON - A breakfast meeting may not be the most ideal time to
talk about pollution and the environment - but Senator Edmund Mu kie
D- Me . was in the mood last Tuesday morning and he had something of
a captive audience - the leadership of The American Legion from
Maine .
The hierarchy of the legion comes here every year to help
present the organization's program to Congress . It's the one
time when every member of the Maine Congressional delegation turns
out for bacon and eggs like one big happy family .
Senator Margaret Chase Smith R-Me . had to rush off to a White
House leadership meeting and Muskie had to drive to Annapolis for
a hearing on a controversial nuclear power plant proposal . Congress
man Bill Hathaway said he had to go on to a nsecond breakfast with
another Visiting group and Congressman Peter Kyros was under the
gun to attend a committee hearing on the drug problem in America .
But when Muskie got his adrenalin going on the conflict over
economic development and environmental quality , everyone listened .
He wanted the visitors from Maine to know that the supposedly
glamorous enVironmental issue has its drawbacks .
"People say this environmental question is politically sexy , "
said l.'luskie J "But it ' s not going to be so sexy when the question
is between jobs and the economic growth of the state . It ' s going
to be a tough problem. "
When he was Governor some 15 years ago , Muskie recalled , the
big question was economic development - how to provide more jobs
and new industry .
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"Today , " he said , "It t s different . People say , ' we ' ll take
your new jobs, provided they don't do anything to the environment .
"Now, " he went on "if the present oil import quota policy is
continued , I assume Machiasport would make economic sense . But if
Machiasport gets a green light , all of us in Maine are going to
have some tough questions to answer with respect to the environment.
"There ' s no question that Machiasport would mean lower fuel
oosts , " said Muskie . "But we have to ask ourselves , is that benefit
worth it , in the face of the risks that go with oil? These are
tough questions .
"We're just at the pOint when the prospects for Maine t s
economic growth are brighter than ever and now weare challenged
by someone who says , 'don ' t grow that way . it will hurt the envir
onment . ' "
Muskie , who has built a national reputation fighting environ
mental pollution . complimented the Legislature for enacting two
landmark anti-pollution measures in January . He said he expects
the lawmakers to be confronted with the issue increasingly .
But beyond this , he told the legionnaires that
the people of Maine are going to be confronted with
tougher decisions" , as the days go on, in trying to
the legitimate economic interests of Maine with the
serve her good earth , her water and air .

they and all
"tougher and
accomodate
desir e to pre

Muskie is goin~ through some agonizing moments these days as
Republicans attempt to charge him with helping to pollute a Maine
stream . He is the conflict in micrososm . Both Republicans and
Democrats at a critical point in 1965 opted in favor of temporary
downgrading of the Prestile Stream in order to win a permanent
upgrading of the economy . There were no winners on this one .
But Muskie seems to have won another battle , according to the
testimony of John K. Evans , the imaginative oil man - about·
town in Washington who was the creator and originator of the Machias
oil refinery project . Evans wrote a letter the other day to set
the record straight on the origins of Machiasport and Muskie ' s role
in it .
It seems that Evans originally planned the refinery for Port
land Harbor , Maine ' s center of population and the terminal of the
Montrial pipeline .
WWhen I asked Senator Muskie to endorse the plan , he told me
I would have to find a better harbor far removed from the heavy
ocean traffic of Portland and in a thinly populated area , " says
Evans .
Thus the search began and , according to Evans , after months
of looking , he zeroed in on the port of Machias , one of the safest
and finest harbors in the world - located in a thinmy- populated
area and an economically - depressed one at that .

The objectibes of this plan, which , incidentally have turned
the powerful 011 industry upside down in the past two years , were
to locate a refinery in a foreigh trade zone that would make it
possible to process cheap foreign crude oil and produce anti
pollutant, low-sulfur residual fuel oil so that New England's power
and industrial plants would have a safe, secure and cheap source
of fuel.
Evans said he is as concerned as anyone over clean air and
clean water and the only solution is to take the "necessary pre
cautions" which, he suggests, were done because Muskie insisted
upon it .
Having vetoed this plan, Senator Muskie reportedly looked
with apprehension on the more recent project for a fuel terminal
on Long Island in Portland Harbor . But he was not consulted and
had no jurisdiction in the matter which was strictly a zoning ques
tion to be settled locally.
The conservation conflict is particularly acute now with the
old.line industries in many small New England communities which
have allowed wastes to be dumped into once - productive streams .
Do the towns kick out the old plants and eliminate the jobs
that are their life blood? Can these marginal plants foot the
bill for the kinds of cleanup and treatment facilities now being
demanded by the federal government and an aroused pollution 
minded populace?
These are the questions that Muskie and many other members of
the Congress are kicking around these days . They illustrate why
the environmental issue, sexy as it may sound, may turn out to be
an unattractive political partner .
Caption under picture in Lewiston Evening Journal March 9, 1970:
HUCK FINN COMES TO MA INE? In Mark Twain's claSSiC, the Huck Finn
spent a good part of his time floating down the Mississippi River
on a raft with his friends .
The pleasure which he experienced is probably not shared by
the orew of this Mraft", however, whose purpose in floating in the
middle of the Androscoggin River is somewhat more serious .
On the shore, on the barge and on the small boat, are workers
of the State Higbway Commission, who are checking out the condition
of the river bottom. That's Boxer Island in the background , and
the new Lewiston-Auburn bridge will span the river at this point .
Knowledge of the condition of the river bottom is vital, of course.
when it comes time to decide where to erect the piles supporting
the span .
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Environmental Committee
Is Proposed by Hathaway

WASHINGTON - Second District Congressman William D. Hathaway of
Auburn called Monday for the creation of a 40-member congressional
panel to conduct a continuing study of the effects future environ...
mental and technological changes will have on population , communi
ties and industries .
Proposed legislation introduced by Hathaway and a number of
his House colleagues would establish a joint House - Senate committee
on environment and. technology, which would be charged with the res 
ponsibility of formulating policy recommendations that could be
forwarded to the administration and the individual houses of Cong
ress for appropriate arninistrative or legislative action .
Among the chief functions of the proposed committee , Hathaway
listed the develppment of policies designed to encourage maximum
private investment in means of improving environmental quality , the
review of Presidential recommendations relating to environmental
policy and the study of measures , such as financial and technical
assistance, which might foster and maintain conditions under which
man and nature can exist in harmony.
"For some time , " Hathaway said , "I have believed that Congress
because of its current diffusion of responsibility for environmental
problems , is not -equipped to assume a role of leadership in the
oomplex business of attacking pollution and other forms of environ
mental deterioration on a broad front . I think the joint committee
concept proposed today can provide this kind of leadership . "
The committee would be comprised of 21 House members and 19
from the Senate, Hathaway said . with the chairmanship alternating
between each house with each Congress .
Lewiston Daily Sun
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Washington Merry-Go- Round

Army Engineers Have Condoned Pollution
By Jack Anderson
WASHINGTON - Going all the way back to 1899 , the Army Engineers
have had a powerful legal weapon to prevent polluters from dumping
garbage into America's streams and harbors .
Yet more often than not , they have catered to the politicians
and the polluters . The results are seen in the nation's spoiled
rivers and beaches .
Rep . Henry Reuss , D- Wis ., sometimes gets so angry with the
nature spoilers that his words came with a splutter . But there is

a bell-clear tone in the outrage of his House Conservation Sub
committee , over the Army Engineers' Failure to enforce the 1899
Refuse Act all these years .
The love affair between Congress and the engineers Corps has
been an open secret . Together they have created pork-barrel pro
jects , so dear to the hearts of congressmen , on the streams and 1n
the harbors of every congressional distriet .
But Reuss is ready to break off the long romance over the
Corps' failure to protect the public from pollution . In a confi
dential staff report, his subcommittee blasts the Army Engineers
for letting American waterlands turn into refuse dumps and instructs
them to get busy cleaning up.
Promises vs . Performance
The 1899 1 a\'1 gives the Corps power to ban from all navigable
waters and tributaries ~any refuse matter of any kind" except liq
uid sewerage . Lately, the Corps has made some noises about carry
ing out the law, but the report complains: "There have been recent
instances where there appeared to be a substantial gap between
promises and performances . n
Adds t he Reuss committee: "The Corps of Engineers must make
an about-face in handling applications for new landfu1ls , dredging
and other work in navigable water . "
Incredibly the Corps has compelled the conservationists to
prove their complaint against the polluters but hasn't required
the purveyors of sludge and garbage to show their dumping is harm
less.
In submerged lands and tidelands, the Corps carefully has
ignored the fish and wildlife service which might have opposed
despoiling the breeding places of ducks , sea life and many small
mammals .
In fact, the committee report "questions whether the Corps'
practice of allowing anyone to fill or construct structures land
ward of harbor lines without a permit has been~lid since lS99.
"The Corps emphasized navigation and port uses, and gave little
or no attention to such matters as fish and wildlife, air and water
pollution control ••• "
Sewage Not Regulated
All along the Corps could also have made developers and others
give data on the ~effluent to be discharged from the proposed sewer
outfall," but didn't bother .
The 1999 act, ooncludes the report, has been used against
ships which dump garbage but only "sporadically. "
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The staff report demands that the Corps" arrest and take into
custody" offenders . "Both the Corps of Engineers and the Federal
Water Pollution Control Administration should request the Attorney
General to institute injunction suits , " it urges .
If the Army Engineers take the Committee ' s advice. instead of
listening to the siren song of sewerage from the special interests ,
maybe the 1999 statute can bring some cleanliness to America before
another 75 years go by .
Lewiston Daily Sun
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Great Northern Is Praised
as Waste Plant Dedicated

MILLINOCKET (AP) -By constructing a $10 million chemical recovery
plant , Great Northern Paper Co . "has realized an elementary truth , ••
that pollution control can be good business," Gov t Curtis said
Tuesday .
Speaking at the dedication of the new plant, Curtis said it
will reduce by some g5 per cent the paper firm's pollution of the
Penobscot River , while also cutting down on company costs .
In 1960, Great Northern officials began studying methods of
removing the dissolved organic materials that result from the wood
pulping process , The waste, known as sulfite liquor, was formerly
pumped into the ~enobscot .
But the new complex, started up last September, burns organic
waste and recycles the pulping chemicals for re - use in the pulping
operation.
Curtis commended Great Northern "for having put into practice
a concept that may well be the key to mankind ' s solving of its
problems of waste disposal . "
"I might almost accuse the Great Northern Paper Co . of having
rushed through the completion of this magnificent abatement facility
in response to the need to be in tune with the fashion of the times , "
he said .
"But I know for Great Northern," he added, "as for many of us ,
a concern with the environment has been a long-standing commitment . "
"As i ~ aine is about to embark on the greatest antipollution dt'i ve
in our history , it is encouraging to know that huge industries
like Great Northern are complementing our state efforts , " the gover
nor said .
The new plant , which began operations last September , burns
up organic wastes and recycles pulping chemicals for furthe r use
in the pulping operation . During the six-stage recovery process ,
steam generated in the recovery boiler is used to generate electri
cal power, evaporate spent liquor , cook wood and dry paper .
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If you're a chemist, you would be interested to know that the
basic innovation of the new plant was to convert to a bisulfite
process, using a magnesium rather than a sodium base . If you 're
not a chemist, the new process means the waste that goes into the
water consumes g5 per cent less of the river's oxygen .
March 19 , 1970
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POLLUTION EXPERTS FEAR ENTHUSIA~l
TO WANE AS GAINS RUN INTO REALITY
By Alton Blakeslee
AP Science Editor
The golloping popular oampaign to clean up the nation's
polluted environment won't witness some magical quick fix . And
that is worrying some experts in pollution control .
They are concerned that enthusiasm will fade when the drive
to clean up air J water and land runs into inevitable practical
realities, even if ~iven all the good will in the world to do the
job ,
Disappointment and fading interest could deflate the pressure
to do what is really required - a continuing commitment and motiva
tion to raise the money, to pass and enforce the laws , to develop
technology and to do all the work first to halt and then correct
nam. made insults to the environment . And then to keep improving
antipollution oontrols as population expands .
River Basin
As one reality, take a river basin which is being polluted -by
raw sewage from a number of towns . By popular demand , even law,
all towns are asked to halt their pollution , right now. People
along other rivers make similar demand .
But would there be enough engineers to make the essential
surveys , then to plan and design the sewage treatment plants or
would there be enough skilled construction firms - given contracts
for the lowest bids - to build all the plants for all the towns
and cities at the same time?
Wait Their Turn
The point is raised by Reinhold W. Thieme, a deputy assistant
secretary of the Interior , not in terms of sugesting any slowdown .
but merely to point out that some cities might have to wait their
turn to complete the clean.up of the entire river .
Another caution against expecting instant paradise comes from
a distinguished leader in efforts to save mants environment . Dr .
Rene Dubos of Rockefeller University , New York City . He says much
basic knowledge 1s lacking concerning some actions to take .
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While a river of dollars will be needed to stop pollution ,
"even if we had limitless resources we could not formulate really
effective control programs because we know so little about the
origin , nature and effects of most air pollutants , " Dr . Dubos
writes in Psychology Today .
Most Not Identified
Seventy per cent of the solid particles contaminating urban
air have not been identified, and "no one really knows at present
which of the air pollutants are most dangerous and where priority
should be placed in control measures . "
Even greater ignorance exists concerning chemical pollutants
in water supplies , and about which ones may be harmful to health ,
he adds .
But it is essential that as a society Americans commit them
selves to solving problems of pollution "not becauwe we are threat
ened with extinction but because, if we do not understand what the
environment is doing to us, something worse than extenction will
take ' place - a progressive degradation of the quality of human
life , " Dr. Dubos declares.
Give Perspective
Specialists such as Thieme and Dubos are not suggesting any
excuses for not going ahead immediately with a mammoth attack
against pollution but to give perspective that the struggle will
take time, and wi 1 involve more than the most obvious sources of
pollution, such as sewage , chemicals pouring into the air and water ,
and noxious fumes from auto exhausts .

r

Standards of control will have to rise with population growth ,
Thieme points out .
Suppose, he explains, that a city is treating its sewage so
that 95 per cent of what is discharged into a river or lake is
safe enough not to harm the quality of the water - at this time.
Tf the city's population doubles, or more, then the 5 per cent of
contaminated material could, by sheer volume, become a damaging
amount .
"The Right Priority"
Charles C. Johnson, administrator, and Dr . John J . Hanlon ,
deputy administrator of the Environmental Health Service, RockVille ,
Md., stress the importance of "channeling our energies and concerns
into the right priority of needs . "
While it is very important to protest wildlife and natural
and to preserve recreational areas, they give the highest
priority to cleaning up air and water to protect human health.
And Johnson adds, in this respect: "What is good for man is good
for animals, too."

re~ources

The outlook is promising for truly effective control in a few
years time of pollutants from automobile exhausts , but "the picture
for self control of pollutants from stationary sources is not SQ
rosy , " says Leighton A. Price of the Environmental Health Service .
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No Large Scale Tests
Major problems are sulfur oxides and solid particles of matter
coming from power plants , factories , incinerators and burning of
coal , but "you just can't calIon engineers now and say, 'Control
my sulfur . ' Some processes for doing this look good , but haven't
been tested on a large scale yet . There's nothing on the shelf to
do it with . "
The dimensions of the problem of disposing of solid wastes
are just becoming apparent to the ppblic , says Richard D. Vaughan ,
director of the Bureau of Solid Waste Management of the Environmen
tal Health Service .
What , for example is to be done with seven million old auto
mobiles abandoned every year . Only 10 per cent now are scrapped
and the metal reused; the rest are eyesores , occupying more and
more land .
Questions abound . Who should pay to have them transported
for use as scrap-taxpayer , auto owner , auto maker . Should steel
mills be required to use a certain percentage of sorap in making
new steel • suppose their furnaces are not designed for this , who
should foot that bill .
Billion a Year

4;

The national bill for collecting , transporting and disposing
of solid waste~ .. paper , plastics cans , bottles , broken furniture ,
whatever - is $4,- billion a year now , Vaughan says .
"Collection methods , while archaic , aren't too bad, but dis
posal surely is bad . 111.o stly the stuff is thorwn into dumps . Only
about 6 per cent goes into sanitary land-fill , and g to 10 per
cent is incienerated, but only about one-quarter of the inciener
ators have adequate air pollution controls . "
Research is needed to create more efficient incienerators and
better land-fill techniques and deVices, he says .
"But if we put all our eggs into one technological basket we
are bound to lose . The amount of our solid waste 1s doubling every
10 years , and that's a conservative estimate . One reason is more
prople . The other is that what we discard , as individuals , is in
creasing at an even faster rate than doubling every 10 years . "
One great goal has to be to learn how to recycle more produots
to use the same materials over and over again, and somehow to pay
for doing this Vaughan says . The problem exists only with man t s
material things . Nature has always recycled all living things ,
after they die .

Environment Panel Alr eady
Piled Up- Without a Staff

:....

WASHINGTON
members is
ready , but
already up

( AP) - It hasn ' t hired a staff yet, one of its three
still in California , and its temporary offices aren ' t
President Nixon ' s new Environmental Quality Council is
to its neck in work .

Its task is to develop policies to alter the quality of life
in the United States ; at the same time , it must help fight today ' s
environmental problems .
"We cannot be simply an ivory tower , academically oriented
outfit dealing with philosophical concepts . " days Chairman Russell
E, Train . "It just won ' t wash .
"We ' re going to have to do both somehow.
neat trick . "

It ' s going to be a

In its advisory role the council must try to understand the
environment , which is like trying to understand all nature ; it
must monitor the environment , spot trends and analyze them; re 
view federal programs and activities , ooordinate them . recommend
priorities , set guidelines , recommend organizational changes , and
propose new programs where needed .
Meanwhile , the council is collecting a growing list of here 
and- now environmental problems that need solving . It must , i n short
order , come up with plans to encourage the removal of junked autos
from the nation ' s landscape ,
It has to help develop incentives and regulations to keep
other products from becoming environmental litter . Nixon has assig
ned the council to direct research aimed at developing , within 5
years , a pollution- free automobile . The oouncil also must push
research on prevention of pollution from farming operations .
The White House even asked the council to review a conrovrsial
Cross - Florida Barge Canal , a $160 - million project to create a
more direct link between the Atlantic and Gulf coasts .
In addition , says Tran , the council is setting up an environ
mental pollution division - "That's where the action is" - and
plans to get involved in land use planning; nose problems; popula
tion policy; 011 tanker spills, and the supersonic transport plane .
Its most immediate problem , however , is to get organized , and
find an office . Train says the council can afford a total staff
of about 25 this fiscal year . Some of the key figures have been
chosen but are still tied to jobs elsewhere . "There ' s been a fan 
tastic outpouring of jobs applicants , " says Train . "Up around 1 , 000
from very extraordinary backgrounds . "
There ' s also been an outpouring of requests for personal ap 
pearances by Train and his council colleagues, Robert Cahn and
Gordon C. F . MacDonald .
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"The speech thing has beoome incredible , " Train says . "A
large proportion of them is from universities , and every trade
association and professional association has made environment the
keynote of its annual conference . "
Train still uses the office he occupied as undersecretary of
the interior until January - so far there is no new undersecretary
to claim it from him ; Cahn, a former Pulitzer- price reporter for
the Christian Science Monitor , 1s making do in a small office down
the hall from Train.
MacDonald , a vice chancellor at the University of California
in Santa Barbara , isn't due to move to Washington until April .
Train , however , figures the council might as well set sail on its
environmental sea, even though it hasntt finished nailing its boat
its boat together.
March 19 , 1970
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The Campaign to Clean Up
Our Polluted Environment
Will See No Magical Quick Fix
By Alton Blakeslee
AP Science Editor

The galloping popular campaign to clean up the nation ' s
polluted environment won't witness some magical quick fix . And
that is worrying some experts in pollution control .
They are concerned that enthusiasm will fade when the drive
to clean up air , water and land runs into inevitable practical
realities , even if given all the good will in the world to do the
job .
Disappointment and fading interest could deflate the pressure
to do what is really required - a continuing commitment and motiva
tion to raise the money, to pa s and enforce the laws, to develop
technology and to do all the work first to halt and then correct
man-made insults to the environment . And then to keep improving
antipollution controls as population expands .
As one reality , take a river basin which is being polluted
by raw sewage from a number of towns .
By Popular Demand
By popular demand , even law, all towns are asked to halt
their pollution , right how. People along other rivers make similar
demand .
But would there by enough engineers to make the essential
surveys , then to plan and design the sewage treatment plants , or
would there be enough skilled construction firms - given contract
for the lowest bids - to build all the plants for all the towns and
cities at the same time?
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The point is raised by Reinhold W. Thieme , a deputy assistant
secretary of the Interior , not in terms of suggesting any slowdown ,
but merely to point out that some cities might have to wait their
turn to complete the clean-up of the entire river .
Another Caution
Another cautioh against expecting instant paradise comes from
a distinguished leader in efforts to save man ' s environment , Dr .
Rene Dubos of Rockefeller University , New York City . He says much
basic knowledge is lacking concerning some actions to take .
While a river of dollars will be needed to stop pollution .
"even if we had limitless resources we could not formulate rea i ly
effective control programs because we know so little about the
origin, nature and effects of most air pollutants," Dr . Dubos
writes in Psychology Today.
Seventy per cent of the solid particles contaminating urban
air have not been identified , and "no one really knows at present
which of the air pollutants are most dangerous and where priority
should be placed in control measures . "
Chemical Pollutants
Even greater ignorance exists concerning chemical pollutants
in water supplies , and about which ones may be harmful to health ,
he adds . But it is essential that as a society Americans commit
themselves to solving problems of pollution "not because we are
threatened with extinction but because , if we do not understand
what the environment is doing to us , something worse than extinc 
tion will take place - a progressive degradation of the quality of
human life," Dr . Dubos declares .
Specialists such as Thieme and Dubos are not suggesting any
excuses for not going ahead immediately with a mammoth attack
against pollution, but to give perspective that the struggle will
take time , and will involve more than the most obvious sources of
pollution, such as sewage, chemicals pouring into the air and water,
and noxious fumes from auto exhausts .
Standards of control will have to rise with population growth ,
Thieme points out . Suppose , he explains, that a city is treating
its sewage so that 95 per cent of what is discharged into a river
or lake is safe enough not to harm the quality of the water - at
this time . If the city's population doubles , or more t then the
5 per cent of contaminated material could, by sheer volume , become
a damaging amount .
The Right Priority
Charles C. Johnson, administrator, and Dr . John J. Hanlon ,
deputy administrator of the Environmental Health Service, Rock
ville , Md ., stres~ the importance of "channeling our energies and
concerns into the right priority of needs."
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While it is very important to protect wildlife and natural
resources and to preserve recreational areas, they give the high
est priority to cleaning up air and water to protect human health .
And Johnson adds, in this respect: "What is good for man is good
for animals, too . "
The outlook is promising for truly effeftive oontrol in a few
years time of pollutants from automobile exharsts, but "the picture
for control of pollutants from stationary sources is not so rosy,"
says Leighton A. Price of the Environmental Health Service ,
Major problems are sulfur oxides and solid particles of matter
coming from power plants, factories, incinerators and burning of .
coal, but "you just can't call on engineers now and say, 'Control
my sulfur.t Some processes for doing this look good , but haven't
been tested on a large scale yet . There's nothing on the shelf to
do it with . "
Solid Wastes
The dimensions of the problem of disposing of solid wastes are
just becoming apparent to the public, says Richard D. Vaughan,
director of the Bureau of Solid Waste Management of the Environmen
tal Health Service.
What , for example, is to be done with seven million old auto
mobiles abandoned every year? Only 10 per cent now are scrapped
and the metal reused; the rest are eyesores, occupying more and
more land.
Questions abound . Who should pay to have them transported
for use as scrap - taxpayer, auto owner, auto maker? Should steel
mills be required to use a certain percentage of scrap in making
new steel - suppose their furnaces are not designed for this, who
should foot that bill?
$4i Billion Yearly
The national bill for collecting , transporting and disposing
of solid wastes - paper, plastics, cans, bottles, broken funiture ,
whatever - is $4i billion a year now, Vaughan says .
"Collection methods, while archaic aren't too bad, but dis
posal surely is bad. Mostly the stuff
thrown into dumps . Only
about 6 per cent goes into sanitary land-fills, and g to 10 per
cent is incineraged, but only about one-quarter of the incincerators
have adequate air pollution controls . "
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Research is needed to create more efficient incincerators and
better land-fill techniques and devices, he says . "But if we put
all our eggs into one technological basket, we are bound to lose .
The amount of our solid waste is doubling every 10 years, and that's
a conservative estimate. One reason is more people . The other is
that what we discard, as individuals, is increasjng at an even
faster rate than doubling every 10 years."

One great goal has to be to learn how to recycle more prod
utcs, to use the same materials over and over again, and somehow
to pay for doing this , Vaughan says .
The problem exists only with man's material things .
has always recycled all living things, after they die .
March 21 , 1970
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Letters to the Editor of The Sun
r1echanic Falls Water

To the Editor:
In the year IS96 , (74) years ago , the town of Mechanic Falls
entered into a contract with ItMechanic Falls Water Co . " so called ,
to install a water system for the inhabitants of said town . When
the system was installed it was the intention of the company to
use springs as a source of supply . This is have found from old
records . Evidently these springs, wherever they were located did
not produce an adequate supply. At what date it was decided to
use Waterhouse Brook as a source of supply I do not know.
Waterhouse Brook flows from Lower Range Pond and empties into
the Little Androscoggin River in the town of Mechanic Falls . At
no time does any water from the river reach the intake of the water
supply . At the point where intake is located there is always a
current running toward the river . In order for river water to
reach the intake it would have to run upstream . Of course this is
impossible .
The terrain surrounding the brook on its course from Range Pond
is a wooded area , but to cut these trees and bushes would be invit
ing erosion of the topsoil with the result of more debris being
washed into the stream 'b ed . Of course leaves do enter the stream
and cause color . The cutting of the bushes would only increase
this problem as there would then be nothing on the banks to prevent
the leaves from blowing and washing into the stream . There are
several little streams that run into the brook between Poland and
the water company intake , especially after heavy rains. At the
time leaves are falling in the fall they will be seen on the surface
of any pond, lake , brook or river in this state . This falling of
leaves is regulated by the Good Lord Himself and cannot be controlled
by any man.
Equipment has been installed at water company plant this Jan
uary 1970 to cope with the problem of color caused from leaves .
At the time of hearing was held at Poland Town Hall regarding the
application of the people operating the Job Corps at Poland Spring
for permission to discharge the effluent from their waste treatment
plant into r.Iiddle Range Pond, there were many people present from
the town of Mechanic Falls . I was present and heard many formal
objections presented . These were from individuals , the State Fish
and Game Dept ., the Div . of Sanitary Engineering of the State of
Maine, the Mechanic Falls Water Co . and many other interested
parties .
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These objections of course resulted in the app~ication being denied
by the Water Improvement Commission . Subsequently Worthley Brook
was chosen to receive the effluent from this plant .
I believe these ponds, Upper, Middle and Lower Range , were
always used for recreational purposes , and presume they were at
the time it was decided to use Waterhouse Brook as a supply fo r
the town of Mechanic Falls . The development of a recreational area
by the State Park Commission, I believe would be an asset . The
beaches would be cleaned up and kept clean , They would be under
proper supervision and the proper sanitary facilities would be
provided .
Arnold Williams
86 El St .
Mechanic Falls .
Lewiston Evening Journal
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Will Win Pollution Fight
Ecologists have reason to worry about whether the current
enthusiasm to clean up our environment by halting pollution of
air , land and water will dwindle once it is realized some sacrifices
must be made . Americans in majority have become so used to a high
standard of living and so accustomed to doing about as they please
that the restrictions and costs of restoring our land to something
approaching its original state will prove painful on occasion .
Somehow , though , we are convinced the drive to battle pollu
tion will be fought and won within the next 10 or 15 years . Our
conviction is based upon two major pluses in the fight against
pollution .
There is no question but for the most part science and technol
ogy have the answers needed when it comes to eliminating nearly all
kinds of pollution . While the cost of doing so may create a finan 
cial pinch , it will not be prohibitive, Along with the ability of
scientists and technicians to cope is the fact the greatest interest
in restoring our environment is to be found among the younger gen
eration .
Frankly we do not believe for one minute that today ' s teen
agers and twenty-year-olds are going to permit the anti-pollution
struggle to die for lack of sponsors and enforcers . Here is one
instance where what older folks reBard as rebellion against "the
establishment" makes considerable sense .
,~
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Pollution Question Discussed
at Bates College Program

Stuart Cooper of the Oxford Paper Co . and Harold Pacios , a
lawyer , were the speakers last n:I.ght at the first of a series of
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programs on

~~an

and His Polluted Environment , " at Bates College .

They are both concerned with the pollution problem but from
different angles. Cooper's work involves the abatement of water
pollution originating from the Oxford Paper Co., and Pacios is
involved in influencing legislative action against pollution.
Cooper presented a series of slides taken along the banks
the Androscoggin River and explained why the river is polluted ,
what pollution is, and what Oxford Paper is doing about it .
Not Trye
He said he doesn't believe reports that rate the Androscoggin
one of the ten most polluted rivers in the country, and the most
polluted river in Maine.
But his company, Cooper said, has decreased its water usage
almost 50 per cent over the past 30 years, and is continuing to
decrease the amount yearly. Cooper explained the process for the
constructi on of a ltlater treatment plant, ""hich will be located
between Rumford and Mexico, in keeping with the legislative order
to clean up the Androscoggin River by 1976 .
Well aware of the spoiled water which flows downriver , Cooper
pointed out that mistakes are made in the mill , since workers are
only human, and these mistakes end up as waste discharged through
pipes into the river . This problem, he said, can only be cor
rected by means of an external treatment plant ftwhich is badly
needed and will be built . "
Water pollution control by ~eans of treatment plants will be
expensive, Cooper noted. Figures drawn up in 1966 estimated the
cost to Lewiston-Auburn would be $12 , 103,000 1 and that figure has
gone up since . The cost to keep the plants In operation, he said ,
would be about five to ten per cent of the capital cost.
The cost of the program , he pointed out, will have to be borne
by everyone involved; those who contribute to the pollution and
those who will benefit from the clean-up.
Radical Approach?
Pacios said he wants to see more definite action taken . ~e
must either give up our hopes and dreams of raising the standards
in Maine, or live with pollution," he said .
Using the S. D. Warren Paper Co. as his pOint of departure ,
he accused such companies of spending more of their capital income
on advertising and construction larger plants for more production ,
rather than using funds to reduce their own polluting wastes,
The legislature, he said, supposedly is the body which looks
after public welfa~e, but he finds that many who are involved in
the legislatures, as lobbyists, legislators or other'tTise . are too
concerned with their own private interests .
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Industry has vocally expressed concern for the problems of
pollution, Pacios said, "but it ' s just talk . They have spent a
lot of money to defeat the (anti-pollution) bills . tt Pacios said
until Maine people are willing to adapt a new ethic until they are
willing to take on a heavier tax load and sacrifice some of the
luxuries , "there will be no way to raise the quality of our lives .
We have got to be prepared to accept the inconveniences and added
expenses . "
There is too much talk, and not enough being done , Pacios said .
The only effective way to control the problem is -to educate the
masses . "If students can overthrow a government , they can put
pressures on polluters . They have the devices . "
He proposed a sort of McCarthy campaign in which students
would go from -door-to-door distributing pamphlets and information .
In conclusion , Pacios said the pollution laws, numerous as they
may become , are often impossible to police . If people were made
aware of the dangers they are creating by contributing to the pol
lution of Maine waters, they might possibly police themselves .
More Speakers
The series , which is sponsored by the Student Advisory Board
and the Bates Campus Association~ will continue Wednesday, as John
Cole, editor of the "1,1 aine Times , presents his views on the pol
lution problem , beginning at 7;30 p.m . , in the Filene Room , Pet
tigrew Hall . A panel discussion \1ill be held Thursday among
faculty members and students, and Environmental Lawyer Uictor
Yannacone will conclude the program Saturday at 1:30 p . m.
The public is invited and urged by the sponsoring organiza
tions , to attend all sessions .
I·~arch
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r·1uch Different Outlook
On Pollution Seen

A totally different outlook on environmental pollution has
taken place ~nthin the last six months, Orlando Delogu of the Maine
Environmental Improvement Commission told members of the Andros
coggin Valley Regional Planning Commission at last night's regular
meeting .
Prof . De10gll. making a second apparance before the AVRPC , said
the time has corne "to get going" on pollution abatement woek . He
urged that critical conditions within the state be considered first
but that really there is no priority being given by the environmen
tal commission on projects . He observed that the change has been
rapid in the overall outlook on the environmental conditions in
Maine , that there notv' is a willingness on the part of people to
cooperate and that conservationists are changing from "the good
guys" to adopt the same tactics as have been utilized for years
by industrial lobbiests .
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Prof . Delogu spoke at considerable length on the Maine environ
mental scene , the changes that are taking place and then went still
further into the problem during an equally long question and answer
period .
He announced that \V'ithin about a week the Maine Environmental
Connnission t which now handles the much broader program to including
all pollution problems, will official announce some $18 million in
approved projects .
Speaking of new industry for Maine after he mentioned some of
the measures which some of the large industries have taken to con
trol pollution of Maine waters , Delogu said if an industry is worth
having in Maine it should be such as to withstand stringent controls .
He felt there, 1s little room left in Maine for margional industries
where, if proper pollution controls were applied, the industry
would probably go out of business .
He also said there no longer is room in Maine for the "either
or" type of a situation, whether the state wants payroll or pollu
tion .
Cities Delinquent
He declared, in speaking of the Maine paper industry, that the
industry is not delinquent in meeting the timetable on the pollution
abatement schedule for Maine rivers , that in most instances it is
the small polluter and the municipalities that are delinquent .
Delogu said .he would like to see a lot more citizen activities
to improve the 1':aine situation "to keep the heat on certain indus
tries causing pollution . " He said the last two sessions of the M
Maine legislature have seen conservationist much more active and
more conservation measures enacted than ever before.
According to the speaker, about four legislative sessions ago
there was little or no action on conservation bills . The mOle com
menced in the lOlst Legislature with a few measures taken up .
Then in the l02nd the state moved into a little "more favorable
posture" on pollution , and in the l03rd Legislature came the first
real action on pollution abatement and environmental control .
Then the entire field of pollution was thrown open, water and
air, and a great number of ideas were discussed . At the recent
special session came the general statewide concern, with the land
mark bills passed on oil and other industry.
Still rJIuch Need
The Speaker outlined numerous items which he said still must
be considered and in which not enough action has been taken . Among
these were solid waste disposal (the town dump)' mandatory land
use oontrols; forcing towns not to postpone deaiing with water pol
lution problems with the communities to meet their responsibilities
along with federal and state funds ! wildlands use regulations to
pertain to entire state and not just a small portion; higher degree
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of intergration of environmental agencies; timber taxation in a
more realistic manner; an effluent charge as an incentive to in
dustry not to pollute waterways; and enforcement agency supervis
ing the entire environmental problem .
Oelogu said the Maine Environmental Improvement Commission
now is better organized and more willing to tangle with any and all
types of pollution situations . He s .ld "lobbiest no longer control
it," He also added that the commission is going after all sources
of funds, federal and private, and has an attorney assigned directly
from the attorney general's office to handle environmental cases ,
"We are going into the courts more and more~ he said as he
urged citizens groups to engage in activities to improve the 1~ a1ne
environmental picture .
Delogu said that soon air quality regions are to be establish
ed and people will be "told what they can put up the chimney and
out the exhaust . "
The speaker in discussing court action; said he felt the clam
diggers on Maine's coast would have a cause for court action as
clam flats are closed by pollution .
l"'l ust Get GOing
or
of
he
on

Oelogu advised Androscoggin Valley communities "to get going
you will find a lot of people there ahead of you" as he told .
the cost sharing problems on pollution abatement . At present ,
said , the state is "putting its money where it can get the show
the road . "

On the question of what the citizens can do , Prof . Oelogu men
tioned court actions against industries and others causing pollu~
tion , new legislation activities and a continual increase in the
level of awareness on the part of the public .
"The big concern at present , " Prof . Delogu said. "is to get
going . There are a lot of ways to get at pollution . "
March 27 , 1970 - Caption under picture in Lewiston Daily Sun:
CAN POLLUTION BE HALTED? - A panel discussion at Bates College ,
based on too two basic premises , can pollution be halted , and if
so a t what price , pulled many different views together and re
sulted in the somewhat indefinite conclusion that pollution can
be halted technologically , but man suffer undetermined psychological
and philosophical problems as a result .
Comprising the panel were, left to right, Robert M. Chute ,
professor of biology and former president of the Maine Biological
Association; John M. Wilkes , class of ' 70; Sawyer F. Sylvester ,
professor of SOCiOlOgy Dr . Thomas Moser, moderator; Kempton J .
Coady , class of ' 70; A len D. Hyde , class of '72; and Lewis A.
Turlish , instructor of English .

1"
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Lewiston Evening Journal
Pollution Talks Held
At Bates College

Psychological and philosophical problems will come hand in
hand with attempts to control pollution , a panel of Bates College
students and faculty members concluded Thursday night .
Yes , pollution can be halted, it was stated , that part is
easy _ The problem itself has been largely created by science and
technology , but the problem itself is not part of technology .
A basic human need has been created "falsely created , " said
Dr . Thom~s Moser , panel moderator , by the American system of in
dustry , coupled with the Madison Avenue ethic which says people
must consume .
What this has created , Dr. Moser continued, is the speeding
of more money per year on cosmetics , than on all forms of educa
tion . Cars are designed to wear out within a few years , he said ,
so the consumer must buy another - therefore , more cars are pro
duced yearly and that lends to pollution .
"If we could do away with false advertising which creates
false needs , only then can we aohieve at least a reduction in
pollution , " he said .
What Dr . Moser described was a clean society with no candy,
therefore eliminating candy wrappers from the parks and roadsides
no bottled soft drinks , eliminating the empty bottles from these
areas , no cosmetics and fewer cars .
Asked if he would deny his own sons candy bars , or cars when
they ask for them, Dr . Moser replied , "No , I guess theytll have to
wallow in their own muck same as I am. " Hence the problem of sacri
ficing material possessions .
One of the students took an economic stand , and arrived at
the conclusion that "they just won ' t do (the cleanwup work) . It
won ' t be profitable . " He feels the American ethic is deeply im
bedded in profit gains , and in justifying all their actions on an
economic basis •
.Dr . Robert Chute, professor of biology, had a different ap
proach . Using a pyramid metaphor , he explained that as the quality
of life increases, population grows smaller and few people will
remain to enjoy the new quality .
"If I had to opt," he said , "I would opt for justice over
cleanliness . "
Members of the panel consisted of Chute , Lewis A. Turlish ,
instructor of English; Sapyer F. Syslester, assistant professor
of sociology; John M. Wilkes , class of ' 70; Allen D. Hyde , class
of ' 70; and Kempton J . Coady , class of '70. Dr . Moser of the
Speech Department, served as moderator.
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Lewiston Daily Sun
Action BEFORE Pollution

The U. S. Secretary of the Interior, Walter J . Hickel, has
shown commendable initiative in undertaking to protect a salt
water estuary near Beaufort, S.C . from pollution by a petro
chemical plant which is to be built there . In a sense , the Seore
tary 1s stretching his authority in the action he has taken, but
it is in a manner which is in the public interest.
A German concern plans to build a large complex on St. Helena's
Sound. Secretary Hickel is concerned that it may result in damage
to the unspoiled estuary and its marine life and that dredging for
ship channels and possible oil spills will cause still more damage .
In an unprecedented step, he has written to the Badisohe Analin
und Soda Fabrik concern expressing his fears and pointing out that
department scientists and engineers advise him that "it is tech
nically feasible to construct a plant with no effluent, that would
completely protect existing water quality in the area , " adding
that his department "would strenuously oppose any action which
would result in degradation of that water quality . "
Strictly speaking , the Secretary has no power to take action
against the firm unless and until it goes into operation and viol
ates federal water quality standards. But by serving notice to
the company in advance of construction, he is warning it of what
to expect if the anti-pollution measures are not built into the
oomplex. That is- fair both to the company and to the public.
Lewiston Daily Sun

March 30 , 1970
Bankers Code Barring Loans
to Potential Polluters Urged

PORTLAND (AP) - More than 100 financial institutions in environ
ment - conscious Maine have beenmked to adopt a Bankers Pollution
Code, pledging to take pollution control into account when consid
ering future loans.
The voluntary code , presently being circulated , provides that
environmental factors must be considered in deciding whether to
extend credit to finance new industries or expand existing ones .
The proposal is believed to be the first of its kind ever
submitted on a statewide basis and its supporters suggest that
bankers in other states be urged to adopt a similar self-regula
tory measure .
It was drafted by Halsey Smith , board chairman of Casoo Bank

& Trust Co ., who noted that Maine banks have in the past considered
environmental aspects of various development plans in deciding
whether to grant loans.
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The code has been approved by the executive committees of
the Maine Bankers Association , Maine Savings Banks Association
and the Savings and Loan League, representing virtually all of
the state's banks . It's now being ratified by individual institu
tions , through their boards of directors .
Signers of the code pledge to insure that their industrial
and commercial financing " ••• shall not encourage or abet pollution
of the air, land or water of the state of Maine . "
In addition, the code calls on its member banks to attempt
to persuade those customers which do pollute to curtail such prac 
tices, with additional credit offered as an inducement for abate
ment projects .
In implementing the code , bankers are advised to seek expert
opinion from the state Environmental Improvement Commission on the
effects of a particular industrial venture.
If the EIC determines that the enterprise would pollute , then
banks endorsing the code would "offer alternative programs or tech
niques to avoid such pollution and will stand ready to advance
amounts of credit additional to the original request to effect the
changes necessary to eliminate pollution , assuming such credit is
within the ability of both the customer and the institution . "
Smith said the code is not aimed at denying credit to anyone ,
but is intended as a set of guidelines that would serve the best
interests of the state .
At the very least, he said, it will make lending officers
aware that the loans they approved can have a bearing on Maine ' s
environment .
Lewi.ston Daily Sun

March 30, 1970

Sue Industry Environmental Lawyer Says
Litigation Only Way To
Secure Rights , Bates Speaker Says
By Alyce Bouchard
"On behalf of the people of the United States, not only of
this generation but of those yet unborn," militant environmental
lawyer Victor J. Yannacone Jr . is encouraging suits against the
major industrial polluters , who deny the citizens' individual
rights to a clean environment .
What Yannacone and his associates of the Environmental Defen
ders Inc . o.ffer is a legal way to control pollution - although the
industries are , as Yannacone says, protected by the laws of free
enterprise . The public he says, has "a fundamental , unenumerated
right to the cleanest environment, guaranteed by the Ninth Amendment
to the Constitution and protected by the due process and equal pro
tection clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the
Constitution .
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Yannacone was the concluding speaker of a four-program series
on "Mants Polluted Environment" at Bates College , sponsored by the
Student Advisory Council in conjunction with the Bates Campus
Association .
The Only Way
Litigation, says Yannacone, is the only non-violent civilized
way to secure immediate consideration of basic questions of human
rights "Litigation seems to be the only rational way to focus the
attention of our legislators on the basic problems of human exist
ence . The only way, that is , short of bloody revolution .
"The door of the courthouse must be held open, for if it is
closed , the door to the streets is opened . " he said .
He notes that most of the major changes which have come about
for the good of America had their basis in the fundamental consti
tutional ligitation . "Someone had to sue somebody before the legis
lature in enlightened self-interest, recognizing the public benefit ,
took action . "
The Long Island attorney maintains that the courtroom is "the
last arena where the individual citizen can meet mighty government
or big business and hope to survive . The environment - the very
breath of life - needs the protection of the trial bar . "
Real Issue
The cost for. restoring water and air to a healthy state,
Yannacone maintains, should not be borne by "some massive federal
or state or even municipal crash program but as a part of the cost
of doing business of the industry or individual" , responsible for
the polluting .
"There is no excuse for attempting to foist upon the taxpaying
public an enormous bureaucratic structure to clean up the effluent
of the affluent . The time has come to housebreak industry, before
the house is unfit for all to live in . "
Until recently, conservationists generally lacked standing in
the courts , and judges learned toward litigants only whose tan.gible
property rights were in danger . During the past two years , due to
the efforts of Yannacone and his associates, oourt cases are carving
new legal ground .
"The time has come for all of you who would protect the environ
ment to knock on the door of every court house in the land and es
tablish once and for all time that the natural resource treasures
of the nation are a public trust held by each generation for the
benefit , use and enjoyment of the next . " Yannacone exclaimed , and
pointing his finger at his large audience , added,"Dontt just sit
around and bemoan your fate. Sue somebody t
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Heavy Record
Iannacone has been instrumental in taking environmental issues
into the courtroom . In 1966, he successfully brought about an
injunction restraining the Suffolk County (New York) Mosquito Control
Commission from the continued use of DDT . In 1967 he brought action
against 56 Michigan Cities , resulting in their agreement to discon
tinue the use of DDT in the attempted control of Dutch Elm Disease .
In 1969 he successfully protected the Florissant fossil beds
from development by private landowners prior to the development of
a national monument at the Colorado site by an Act of Congress .
The action challenged the right of private landowners to disturb
the subsoil by mechanical means while the National Monument bill
was pending before the Congress .
Caption under picture in Lewiston Daily Sun, March )0, 1970 :
ADVOCATE FOR THE PEOPLE - Environmental attorney Victor J . Yannacone
Jr . (center) who bass his litigation on the fact that the public
has a constitutional night to a healthy environment , threw some
light on the dark dungeons of pollution as the concluding speaker
in a four-part program on pollution at Bates College . The militant
conservationists from Patchogue , N.Y . , is responsible for precedBt
setting cases against industry's major pollutants .
With Yannacone before the audience in the Filene Room of
Pettigrew Hall Saturday afternoon is Bates student Bruce P. Bates ,'70
March )0 , 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal
Yannacone Urges Suits Against
Large Industrial Polluters

Suits against the large industrial polluters which deny the
citizen's rights to a clean environment are encouraged by Victor
J . Yannacone, milit ant environmental lawyer .
Yannacone, an associate of Encironmenta1 Defenders Inc ., says
the public's right to the cleanest environment is guaranteed by
the Ninth Amendment and protected by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amen
dments to the Constitution .
Iannacone was the concluding speaker of a four-program serie
on WMan's Polluted Environment" at Bates College, sponsored by the
Student Advisory Council in conjunction with the Bates Campus
Association .
The Only Way
Litigation, says Yannacone, is the only non-violent civilized
way to secure immediate consider~tion of basic questions of human
rights ULitigation seems to be the only rational way to focus the
attention of our legislators on the basic problems of human exist
ence . The only way, that is, short of bloody revolution .
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"The door of the courthouse must be held open, for if it 1s
closed, the door to the streets is opened." he said . He notes
that most of the major changes which have come about for the good
of America had their basis in the fundamental constitutional lig
itation. "Someone had to sue somebody before the legislature in
enlightened self-interest, recognizing the public benefit, took
action,"
The Long Island attorney maintains that the courtroom is 'the
last arena where the individual citizen oan meet mighty government
or big business and hope to survive . The environment - the very
breath of life - needs the protection of the trial bar."
Real Issue
The cost for restoring water and air toa healthy state ,
Yannacone maintains, should not be borne by "some massive federal
or state or even municipal crash program bur as a part of the cost
of doing business of the industry or individual" , resnonsible for
the polluting .
"There is no excuse for attempting to foist upon the taxpaying
public an enormous bureaucratic structure to clean up the effluent
of the affluent . The time has come to housebreak industry, before
the house is unfit for all to live in. "
Until recently, conservationists generally lacked stand ng in
the courts , and judges learned toward litigants only whose tangible
property rights were in danger e During the past two years, due to
the efforts of Yannacone and his associates, court cases are carving
new legal ground .
"The time has come for all of you who would proteot the envir
onment to knock on the door of every court house in the land and
establish onoe and for all time that the natural resource treasures
of the nation are a publio trust held by each generation for the
benefit , use and enjoyment of the next," Yannacone exclaimed, and
pointing his finger at his large audience, added, "don't just sit
around and bemoan your fate. Sue somebody!
Lewiston Daily Sun

March 30, 1970
Action BEFORE Pollution

The U.S . Secretary of the Interior , Walter J. Hickel, has
shown oommendable initiative in undertaking to protect a salt
water estuary near Beaufort, S.C ., from pollution by a petro
chemical plant which is to be built there . In a sense, the Secre
tary is stretching his authority in the action he has taken , but
it 1s in a manner which is in the public interest .
A German concern plans to build a large complex on St . Helena 's
Sound . Secretary Hickel is concerned that it may result in damage
to the unspoiled estuary and its marine life and that dredging for
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ship channels and possible oil spills will cause still more damage .
In an unprecedented step , he has written to the Badische Analin
und Soda Fabrik concern expressing his fears and pointing out that
department scientists and engineers advise him that "it is tech
nically feasible to construct a plant with no effluent , that would
completely protect existing water quality in the area , " adding
that his department "would strenuously oppose any action which
would result in degradation of that water quality . "
Strictly speaking , the Secretary has no power to take action
against the firm unless and until it goes into operation and viola
tes federal water quality standards . But by serving notice to the
company in advance of construction , he is warning it of what to
expect if the anti~pollution measures are not built into the com
plex , That is fair both to the company and to the pUblic .
April 9, 1970

Lewiston Daily Sun

ERWIN DEFENDED IN POLLUTION ROW
PORTLAND (AP) - A former assistant defended Republican Atty .
Gen . James S. Erwin Wednesday against a charge that he had failed
to enforce pollution control laws .
Daniel G. Lilley , commenting on charges by Democratic State
Chairman Severin Beliveau , said in a prepared statement : "Beliveau
is wrong . With only two attorneys available for enforcement of
the po lution laws, the attorney generals ' department cannot real
istically prosecute (pollution) nuisances statewide . "
Erwin is a candidate for Republican nomination as governor
and Lilley is running for GOP nomination as oounty attorney of
Cumberland County .
April 11 , 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal
Curtis Says Effluent Charge
Not a Substitute for Pollution
Control Enforcement Machinery

AUGUSTA (AP) - Although he favors making industrial polluters
pay for disoharging harmful wastes into the environment , Gov .
Curtis says that an effluent charge "is not a substitute for exist
ing pollution control enforcement machinery . "
Curtis said Friday in Augusta that any effluent charge should
be complementary to existing pollution control laws . The Democratic
governor also said he was pleased that Republican gubernatorial
hopeful , James S. Erwin , "has recognized and endorsed the concept
of an effluent charge . "
In a Portland speech Thursday, the attorney general suggested
charging polluting industries five cents for every pound of waste
discharged from their plants .
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Curtis noted that the State Planning Office's w.Maine Water Resource
Plan" of February, 1969 recommended -the use of an effluent charge.
He said it is hoped that legislation will be introduced at the
next legislative session to implement the concept of effluent charge.
Another suggestion by Erwin also brought comment from the
Democratic camp . On Wednesday , the attorney general called for a
special session to appropriate more funds for school subsidies and
enact property tax relief for the elderly.
Friday, Rep. John Martin , D-Eagle Lake, added his voice to
that of Rep . Kathy Goodwin, D-Bath, in criticizing Erwin's sug
gestion . Both blamed Erwin for joining with other Republicans in
the last legislature to defeat similar school and t~ relief bills .
"In fact," Martin said, "Erwin's interference in the legisla
ture was so open and flagrant it drew the wrath of his own party
leaders and earned him a public rebuke from the president of the
Senate . "
Martin also said he was "astonished" that Erwin could make
such a proposal "to add another $ll.5 million to the state budget
that he said he would cut by $35-70 million" if elected.
Lewiston Daily Sun

April 14, 1970
Pollution Reports

Senator John Sparkman , D-Ala., would like to make pollution
reports as familiar as weather reports, not only in newspapers and
broadcast t but on the telephone .
Sparkman is pushing a bill to require the weather bureau in
each locality to give a oollution reading on the nearest body of
water , as well as the atmosphere, at the same time the weather
bulletins are issued .
Working behind the scenes, the senator from Alabama has been
collaring his friends on the key congressional committees and
using his winning drawl to bring them~ound on pollution .
Eventually, he wants the weather report to say where the
dirtiest and the cleanest air in the nation may be on any given
day , just as it now tells how hot it is in Death Valley or how
cold in Butte, Mont .
Sparkman's lobbying for a clean environment coincides with
"Earth Day," April 22 which is being celebrated throughout the
nation as sort of ecoiogical Independence Day,
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Lewiston Daily Sun
CURTIS LAUNCHES DRIVE
ON MUNICIPAL POLLUTION

AUGUSTA (AP) - Gov . Curtis announced Thursday the launching of a
two-year program costing $60 million to clean up more than a third
of municipal water pollution in Maine .
He told a news conference that approval of a %50 million pol
lution abatement bond issue by the voters last November is enabling
the Environmental Improvement Com~ ission to start now on attacking
water pollution problems .
The governor said , "I can't hide the fact this is going to
take large expenditures" and added that the voters will be asked
again to approve further bond issues to finance the cleaning up of
the statets waterways .
With members and staff of the EIC also on hand , Curtis told
newsmen that nearly $28 million will be spent in 1970 for construc 
tion of water pollution abatement plants . More than $30 million
is expected to be spent in 1971.
He said this is an especially significant step "because in
1965 we spent only $4. 1 and in 1969 $9 . 3 million in this field . "
The state's chief executive said the federal share of building
the facilities will be 55 per cent; the state share, 30 per cent;
and the loc al contribution , 15 per cent .
However Curtis said that since there is a lack of sufficient
federal funds at this time, the state is pre-funding 30 per cent
of the federal authorization from the $50 million bond issue .
"Completion of projects now under construction along with com
pletion of the first-year construction program , will clean up al 
most 310 miles of river and coastal shoreline and a good deal of
land will become more valuable , " he continued.
"Approximately 145 miles of waterfront will be cleaned up
during the second phase . " Curtis said . Pointing to three maps
prepared by the EIe, Curtis pointed out that 26 municipal pollution
abatement plants are now in existence and that 11 facilities are
under construction .
.
He listed 13 additional projects approved by the EIe for this
year . They are located in Berwick , Baileyville , Belfast , Fort
Fairfield , Houlton , VanBuren, Searsport , Bangor, Bingham , Madison
Anson , Skowhegan, Bath and Saco .
There are many reasons , some of them statutory, why particular
communities were chosen for this year's program, and all of these
considerations were weighed by the commission prior to their decis~
ion , " the governor said .
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Dr . Donaldson Keons , ErC , chairman, explained that Portland ,
Maine's largest city, was not included in the list because they
have not yet submitted thwir plans for pollution abatement plant .
The plans have to be drawn up by the local communities .
The 19 areas which have submitted application for considera
tion in participation in the second year program are: Augusta ,
Bangor , Belfast , Bethel, Brewer, Cape Elizabeth , Ellsworth , Farm~
ington, Gardiner, Jay (North), Machias, Mapleton, Northport, Old
Orchard , Old Town, South Portland , Topsham , Winterport and the
York Sewer District.
Koons said the two-year program will take care of less than
50 per cent of the state's polluted waters. Municipalities invol
ved in the project are small polluters, he commented,
Koons said industry is responsible for most of the water pol
lution nbut the major ones are complying with the timetable of
1976 to end their waste discharges into the rivers . "
April 17 , 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal
Editorials
Growth and Environment

Gov . Kenneth M. Curtis has been stressing his belief that
Maine must grow industrially if it is to survive in terms of
good economi~ health . We concur with the Governor in a general
sense . Strongly motivated as we are in the interest of clean air ,
clean water and undespoiled land , we have to recognize the fact
there must be industrial expansion in Maine if the people of the
state are to experience an overall improvement in their lot .
There are those who insist our state can prosper if it limits
its efforts at expansion to the business of tourism . This is an
entirely unrealistic approach . This type of business will not
bring a change of fortune to those who live in squalid tenement
blocks in our cities or in tar paper shacks on the back roads.
One reason perhaps why Maine people generally fail to realize
the state has a serious economic problem is the fact there are no
great cities , hence nm massive slum areas or racially-segregated
ghettos . Another is the fact that the worst of our state's rural
poverty is located on second and third class roads, hence the aver
age motorist doesn't witness this type of poverty on anything ap
proaching a mUltiple scale .
Yet there are plenty of families in Maine which are existing ,
and our use of the word is intentional, on a substandard level .
Children in these families are not getting the basic minimal food
requirements . Family members are poorly clothed, their dwelling
places are inadequately heated and sadly furnished .
The only way our state can reduce such situations to the low
est possible degree is through attraction of new industry and the
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expansion of existing industry. Governor Curtis has said on a
number of occasions that this can be accomplished with safety to
our environment . We agree with him . At the same time we would
stress and make e ~~hatically clear that from now on any new
jndustry planning to come to Maine or any current industry plan
ning expansion must be forced to undertake those safeguards which
will assure the full protection of the environment . Any industry
which cannot meet high , rigid standards on this score should simply
be told it is unacceptable .
Maine can have industrial growth and a wholesome environment ,
There is no necessity of making a choice .
April 19 , 1970

Lewiston Daily Sun
So Goes the Nation
Patriots' Day and Earth Day , 1970
By Edmund S. Musk1e
U.S . Senator

This year , Patriots' Day opens a week devoted to the revolution
against pollution . Sparked by students, millions of Americans are
participating in the teachings and public rallies which reach their
climax on Earth Day , April 22 . The patriots of 1775 would have a
difficult time recognizing their surroundings if they were to
return to the route of Paul Revere's ride, but I think they would
recognize the spirit of those who want a change in the world they
live in .
There are differences in the nature of the battle . In 1775
the enemy was clearly defined by the colonists as an alien power.
In 1970 , the American people are revolting against their own habits
and actions . It is possible to identify specific polluters and
to criticize particular sources of poll ution , but in the end the
whole society must share responsibility for the problem it has
created for itself .
That is not to say that we all share equal responsibility .
There are those who put private profit ahead of the public interest
in spite of the dangers their actions create for society. If this
were not the case we would not need to enact legislation providing
penalties for those who fail to meet public requirements for pol
lution control and abatement .
But , increasingly, the problems of pollution relate to our
careless use of land, air and water resources, caused by our desire
to produce more of the good life for more of us . More automobiles
mean more congested hi ghways and more polluted air . More air con
dition$rs and television sets mean more electric power demands ,
more power plants, and more pollution of the air and public waters .
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The list of our polluting activities is endless, and our
capacity to invent new ways of cluttering the landscape seems
infinite . I hope the focus of Earth Day will encourage effective
public support and pressure for effective national state and local
action to tighten laws against specific polluters and to develop
more effective barriers against the misuse of our resources.
That support, however, must be more than the product of what
Thomas Paine called "the summertime soldier and the sunshine
patriot." The war aga5.nst pollution will be a lonf!, one.
April 18, 1970

Lewiston Daily Sun
Governor's Anti-Pollution Plan

A stepped-up effort to deal with the problem of municipal pol
lution of ~aine waters was announced at a special news conference
by Gov . Kenneth M. Curtis this week. As outlined by the Governor ,
the $60 million program will extend over a period of two years and
take care of more than a third of the municipal water pollution in
the state .
In the past, industrial pollution has had the major attention .
and blame . Industry has been doing an increasingly better job of
reducing its pollutants and thus helping to upgrade the waters ,
both inland and coastal . Municipalities are taking action as the
realiz~tion has developed that sewage was becoming the major pol
lutant in many waters.
Using maps provided by the Environmental Improvement Commiss
ion, the Governor pointed out that there are 26 municipal pollu
tion abatement plants now in existance, with 11 others under con
struction . Thirteen additional projects are planned this year;
and 19 areas are to be included in the 1971 phase, according to
present plans.
Financing of the program will be a federal-state-local effort ,
the basis of 55. 30 and 15 per cent respectively. Due to the
scarcity of federal funds at this time, the state will advance 30
per cent of that share, using the money from a $50 million bond
issue approved by the voters last fall . The federal government
will refund.
The initiative being taken by Maine assures that the
lution program will not be stalled for la k of funds . It
that the huge job of cleaning up Maine inland and coastal
will be speeded up that much more, even though there is a
remaining to be done.

anti-pol
means
waters
lot
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SUBIJI IT PLANS FOR
APPROVAL OF SEWER WORK

Estimate Interceptor Lines in
Auburn to Cost Some $5-Million
By Gerald J . Reed
Auburn Sewerage District trustees have made application to
the Department of Housing and Urban Development for approval of
plans for the approximately 11 miles of sewer interceptor lines
which will direct Auburn sewerage to the proposed pollution treat 
ment plant to be located in Lewiston.
Earle A. Tarr Jr. , superintendent of the Auburn Water and
Sewerage Districts , said plans have been completed by the Carroll
E. Taylor Associates of Auburn , engineering firm, and this large
book of plans and specifications has been submitted for HUD approval .
Estimates have been unofficially made that the interceptor
project in Auburn will cost from $4 . 5 to $5 million with the Auburn
Sewerage District having to pick up the tab for approximately 15
per cent of the overall project .
Tarr said that the financing schedule calls for 55 per cent
to be paid from federal funds and 30 per cent from state funds .
The balance has to be the district's contribution.
The lv'Iaine environmental Improvement Commission has set a dead
line for completion of sewerage treatment plants on the Androscoggin
River for Oct . 1, 1976 . The treatment plant will be located on the
Lewiston side of the Androscoggin River and is to be of sufficient
size to handle the sewerage from both cities .
Tarr, who also is the chairman of the Lewiston and Auburn
Water Pollution Control Authority , the group which will construct
and operate the treatment plant , said he believes the federal
authorities will look on the Lewiston and Auburn interceptor pro
jects and the sewerage treatment plant as one interlocking project ,
and that one unit of the overall project will be somewhat worth
less without the overall.
Take Out 35 Outfalls
The interceptor system in Auburn will pick up some 35 out 
falls on the Androscoggin River, the Little Androscoggin River ,
Taylor Brook and the existing septic tank . All of these outfalls
are legal as of the present, said Tarr , and the district is not
in violation in any instance .
However , with the requirement for sewerage treatment and the
Oct. 1, 1976 deadline for completion of treatment systems , the
district and also Lewiston would be in violation if the system 1s
not in operation by that time .
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11 Miles of Pipe
Aocording to figures compiled by Supt. Tarr, the interceptor
lines in Auburn will measure 00re than 60,000 feet or some 11 miles .
The pipe will range in size from 12 inches at the far ends of the
lines to 54 inches in the downtown section where the huge volume
of waste will be flowing toward the treatment plant .
"Part only"
Lewiston Daily Sun

April 21, 1970
Expansion Project at Tall
Pines Nearing Completion

The giant 26-bui1ding expansion project at Tall Pines in
Lewiston, which will provide middle income housing for some 600
additional persons, is scheduled for completion in about a month .
Some of the work has been finished and 18 or 20 persons a1~
ready are living in the new facilities, construction supervisor
Nelson Newton said Monday night .
The project involves the construction of 156 new apartments
with a price tag of more than $2 million . It about doubles the
original apartment house complex at the site, which borders the
Androsciggin River, and brings the total investment to approximately
$5 million.
With the new project , started last September, the number of
apartments will be increased to 308. Newton doesn't antiCipate
any problems in fil1inf. the new apartments when the project is
completed. "We have a waiting list all the time," he said . "we
have probably 100 people on the waiting list at the present time . "
Finding the other 500 or so tenants for the new facilities won't
be difficult, he feels .
A courtyard is being provided for every three buildings .
There will be grass islands in the center of the courtyards and
trees will be planted on the islands.
The work is ' being done for Herman Brettman & Associates of
Salisbury, Mass ., under an arrangement with the Federal Housing
Administration . Plans call for the closing of Montello Street
Extension, the main entrance to the housing development. An ex
tension of Strawberry Avenue will be used as the main entrance ,
and a set of automatic traffic signals will be installed t the
railroad crossing.
April 21, 1970
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LUND URGES STATE TO TAKE
ITS TJPIE ON EFFLUENT TAX
FARMINGTON (AP) - State Rep . Jon Lund, R-Augusta, urged Monday
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night that conservationists go slow in endorsing the concept of
an effluent tax .
Lund, who has been the leading fighter for environmental pro
tection in the 104th legislature , told an audience at Farmington
State College the tax proposal could be "a pig in the poke for the
State of Maine . "
"We ought not to be trying to raise money by allowing pollu
tion - we should be looking for ways to stop it , " Lund said during
Environmental Week activities at the college .
The legislator urged an end to the grandfather provisions in
state law, "which allow the continued discharge of untreated sewage
into our waters . "Each polluter industrial or municipal , should
be required to meet similar requirements, regardless of how long
he has been discharging into our waters . "
Lund said the students should become activists to become
familiar with the environmental needs of their community , state
and nation and to support action to meet those needs .
Lewiston Daily Sun

April 22 , 1970
Earth Day

The nationwide observance of Earth Day today focusses speCial
attention and concern on the world we live in , the ir we breathe ,
the water we need for life itself and the resources we use so
wastefully .
Today , on college campuses and in school rooms, an entire
generation of Americans in learning more bout the human environment
and what can be done about it . Earth Day is much to be preferred
to the spring riots and demonstrations which have rocked the campus 
es of the nation in the past few years . It 1s a welcome turning
away from the violence and the destruction of the malcontents
and t he wreckers .
In the cities and towns around the country there will be
rallies and displays , all aimed at showing concern for the deter
iorating environment . The objectives of Earth Day are constructive
and meaningful . The meetings and discussions , the serious and
thoughtful study , all are in the American tradition and in the
American way _
But even as we endorse Earth Day, we must warn against raising
hopes too high, of expecting too much too soon . The pollution
which affects the land , the water and the air has accumulated over
the years . It cannot be corrected overnight .
Those who sincerely are concerned about the environment and
want to do something constructive about it must beware lest the
crackpots and revolutionaries transform peaceful meetings in orgies
of violence against real or imagined polluters ,
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Even if it were possible
in an instant , it still would
carelessness, thoughtlessness
Nature stands ready to do its

to end all pollution from all sources
be years before the effects of past
and exploitation would be overcome .
part. But it needs human cooperation .

Earth Day offers the opportunity for a new beginning of infor
med concern about our world, our country, our state and our city .
Meeting the challenge of environmental control is a great task which
must start with small beginnings . It can begin in the home and
neighborhood . It must extend to the community and nation .
Legislation will be helpful . But it must be realistic , An
aroused public must demand remedial action . But it must have the
patience to give it time to work , Earth Day cannot produce a
miracle , unless it is the miracle of realization that 1s bringing
young and old together for a common cause: A cleaner and better
world in which to live.
Lewiston Daily Sun
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Curtis Deolares His Full Backing
For "Earth Day"
By The Associated Press
Gov . Curtis has officially given his support to Wednesday ' s
observance of Earth Day, a day set aside to focus attention on
protection of our envjronment . In a proclamation issued from his
office Tuesday, Gov . Curtis asked citizens ~to join in this day
of dedication to the study and care of our environment;
"And , mindful of the complexity of our environmental problems,
to make this commitment a truly lasting one . "
In connection with the nationwide ecology moratorium , Maine ' S
deputy commissioner of education said Tuesday that the study of
environmental preservation should be part of the overall curricu
lum in Maine schools .
In a statement issued in Augusta , Kermit S. Nickerson said:
"Traditionally. schools have offered a forum for discussion of
large public issues .
"The youth of our state should have a direct involvement with
the preservation of the environment because the quality of their
living and even survival may depend on decisions they will soon
be called upon to make as citizens of Maine . "
At least 16 colleges and high schools have announced various
programs , including rallies, art exhibits and speeches . Getting
a head start on the rest was the University of Maine in Orono ,
which will cap a nearly month-long Environmental Teach-in with a
rally Wednesday .
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One of the teach- in speakers was former Interior Secretary
Stewart Udall, who visited the oampus Monday night . President
Einar A. Olson has asked Farmington State College students and
faculty to discuss in classes Wednesday the question : "Should
FSC adopt as its major educational theme the improvement of envir on
mental quality in Maine?

A two- hour rally will start at 11 a . m. in Portland's City Hall
Plaza . Billed as "An Earth Festival - One of the Last Maybe , " the
program will include speeohes by Atty. Gen . James S. Erwin, a can
didate for Republican nomination as governor; Mayor John W. Sturgis
and Prof . Orlando De1ogu. a member of the state Environmental Im
provement Commission .
Some other Earth Day projects t Students at St . Joseph ' s
College will undertake a major cleanup of the Standish campus .
Col by faculty and staff members living within a mile of the
campus have been asked to walk to and from work ,
April 23, 1970
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EARTH DAY DRAWS
FEWER THAN \'lAR

PORTLAND (AP) - An Earth Day rally in Portland City Hall Plaza
Wednesday attracted, by unofficial estimates , about one-tenth
the number of spectators as an antiwar gathering six months ago
in the same spot .
Both demonstrations , held on Wednesdays during the noon hour ,
drew a predominantly youthful audience .
Observers estimated the Earth Day audience at ' about 250 .
Vietnam Moratorium rally last Oct . 15 drew about 3, 000 .
April 29 , 1970
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Dr, Reynolds Cites Dangers Of Pollution
Dr . Thomas Hedley Reynolds, president of Bates College . warned
members of the Auburn-Lewiston YMCA of the dangers of pollution
at the organization's annual meeting last night .
Dr. Reynolds said in his speech that Maine does not have the
tremendous over- population found in other areas of the country ,
and therefore does not have the subsequent problems of slums , crime
air, ppllution, high taxes , over-crowdedness in housing, transpor
tation, and lack of adequate facilities. even though some degree
of underdevelopment does exist . He said Maine will find itself 1n
the same predicament within 10 to 25 years , unless something 1s
done to prevent it , . "It is easier , " he said , "to darn a stream
when it is a trickle , and not a flood . "
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He said that present population and business location trends
are toward rural areas, and that Maine would be a likely oandidate
for a major share of the inf~ux .
A large and sudden gain in population and businesses would
create a problem , he said , but instead of waiting for the inevitable
expansion to hit, Maine should be planning for it now. Instead
of having to undo problems that got out of hand, planning would
solve the problems and keep them under control .
Planning should include a long-range plan for "living" , he
said , adequate housing. education and reoreation for the people
who will be corning to Maine . Plans would have to be envisioned
to educate the people and raise the typical industrial community
standards up to a better standard .
Reynolds concluded that even though S7 per cent of the land
area in Maine is covered by forest and 70 per cent of the popula
tion 1s located in rural areas , river pollution is already well
advanced , and still only a glimpse of what will happen if the state ' s
expected expansion occurs at a high rate . Time , he said , is of the
essense and planning to keep the state from becoming a concrete and
foul - smelling jungle must take place now.
April 30 , 1970
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AVRP ELECTS Bl.ACKMORE
AS NEW CHAIRMAN
Discuss River Basin Plan and
Reviews at Annual Meeting
By Barbara Clune

Benjamin Blackmore of Auburn was elected chairman of the And
roscoggin Valley Regional Planning Commission Wednesday night at
its annual meeting at the commission offices, 181 Russell St . J Lew.
iston , He succeeds F. Howard Stimets of New Gloucester , chairman
the post two years .
Elected to serve with Blackmore were Olyde Pulsifer of Leeds ,
vice chairman; Leonard Schaff of Lisbon , secretary; and Mrs . Eleanor
Wigton of Lewiston, treasurer . The executive committee includes
Francis Perry of Mexico; Roland Berry of r.-iinot , Harry Moulton of
Livermore Falls and Charles Varney of Turner . Alternates are
Elliott Burns of Rumford , Ronald Therrien of Jay, Earle Tarr of
Auburn and John Telow of Le,.nston .
Preceding a review the eXisting AVRP projects, Mrs . Joan Cote
gave the auditing report during which she stated there was a cash
reserve of $21,039 . 13 for the programs .
Planner Stuart Cunningham explained to the representatives of
outlying towns involved in regional planning about what is considered
a region . He said the regional planning started with 13 communities
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in 1963 and bit by bit it has grown until last year it increased
tremendously . New members in 1970 were Rumford , Mexico, Minot and
Bethel. In addition Bridgton, Paris, Oxford , Dixfield and Peru
passed favorable articles at this year's town meeting and in the
process of becoming members .
He also stated that there is a population of some 70 . 000 in
Lewiston and Auburn but 150,000 is the true market figure for popu
lation . He discussed roughly the growth of the regional planning .
There is nothing north or west of the Twin Cities and plans seem
to be falling into place for all conserned .
Cunningham also discussed technical services which included
lighting codes and traffic codes for outlying towns . He spoke
briefly of the mapping program which has produced a number of town
maps with Buckfield as the first town to be mapped .
Studies Completed
During the year several major studies were completed and others
neared completion , The two-volume star report, "Regional Water
and Sewer Study , " was completed by Sunningham, as principal planner ,
with priorities and final program recommendations under active
commission consideration . A second report , "Housing Studies and
Initial Housing Element , " was produced by government administration
specialist Anthony L. Redington . They completed the earlier region ' s
land use study \~th the present Oxford County and Bridgton regional
studies in progress .
A study of the Little Androscoggin River was commissioned as
part of preparation of the overall water and sewer planning .
"Sewerage and Serage Treatment along the Little Androscoggin River
Mechanic Falls to Auburn , " was produced by Oarroll E. Taylor and
Associates of Auburn and presented to the commission in July 1969 .
River Basin
Future projects included a development program of the River
Basin plan which was explained by James Nesbit . The River Basin
program of the commission was launched with submission of an appli 
cation asking for federal support for a complete Androscoggin River
Basin development program and River Basin Authority organizational
effort . The grant program is under the auspices of the federal
Water Pollution Control Administration and the ultimate goal will
be a comprehensive development program for the entire basin from
the conference with t he Kennebec River in 'P-1errymeeting Bay up the
drainage area in Maine and New Hampshire to the sources in the
Rangeley Lakes district .
In telling of the program Nesbit said that pollution was
getting all wrapped up in terminology and said he would cut it
down to the term , biochemical demand . The oommission had drawn up
a map which included all of the waste which was introduced into the
Androscoggin River from Berlin N. H. t down through to the Lisbon
mills . The Brown Paper Co . scale 01" adding pollution ' was 90 , 000
pounds per dayt Oxford Paper Co . Mills in Rumford , 70 , 000 pounds ;
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International Paper Co ., Jay , 50 , 000 and 12 , 000 pounds per day from
the Lewiston area. which included the Bates mills . The marcel
Paper in Hechanic Falls also was mentioned .
Nesbit did note that by the time some of the pollution got to
this area, 60 percent of it is cleaned up leaving at least 40 per
cent in the river . The river. he said is now in the worst shape
it ever was due to expansion of the paper industry . which is , in
a way, a mixed blessing. He did note also the effort being made
by the paper company in doing a clean-up job . In a figure that
was determined by the commission it was estimated that it would
cost approximately three million dollars in investment for 500
pounds of BOD removal from the river . But he explained the sum
sould be considerable less if the companies would clean up the
pollution through the use of chemicals .
Project
Future projects included a report prepared by A. Tolman and
R, Morrison for the Regional Planning Commission . This deals with

the water sampling of Sabattus Pond , which contained their conolus
ion on the state of pollution in the pond , The report will be
studied by the connnission ,
It was reported that the 701 plan for Turner had been com
pleted . The progress of mapping scheduled and comprehensive plan
will be outlined and will be taken up with goals of the tovffi , and
the final plans will be worked up ~dth full cooperation of citizens
of Turner .
April 30. 1970
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Gov . Curtis Tells Senate
People Ready to Insist
Pollution Laws Be Enforced

WASHINGTON (AP) - ttl think the people of this country are pre
pared to insist that federal and state anti - pollution laws be
strictly enforced , Maine Gov . Kenneth M. Curtis told a Senate sub
oommittee here today.
Speaking before the subcommittee on air and water pollution
of which Sen . Edmund S. Muskie , D-Maine , 1s chairman - the Demo
cratie state official cited a need for nconsistency of policy , " in
administering environmental protection laws .
"Pollution control requires complex financial and administra
tive planning by states and by industries .
"Vacillations in federal policy may , even if they result in
small improvements , become self-defeating if local plans are upset
and confidence in the program is undermined , " Curtis said in remarks
prepared for the 5ubcorrunittee .
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"This is particularly true " he continued, "where prefunding
is involved and states have relIed heavily on federal promises of
eventual repayment . "
Curtis called for "the highest possible level of funding "
from the federal government. It will only ve when pollution laws
are uniformily enforced "that progressive states and companies will
not be penalized economically for their decision to clean up now .
"In short, law-<
a b1ding states, companies and private citizens
can only be fully protected when the federal government is willing
to apply to pollution control its frequently started policy of firm
law and administrative order," Curtis added.

The Maine governor was asked to testify before the sub-committee
on behalf of the National Governor's Conference . Also scheduled
to appear was Republican Gov . Nelson Rockefeller of Ne1rV York .
May 1, 1970
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IPCO ANNOUNCES PLANS
FOR A $4 , 000,000 PLANT
TO TREAT WASTE MATTER

JAY ~ International Paper Company announced plans Thursday to
start building secondary waste treatment facilities this fall at
its Androscoggin Mill, and to complete the project in 1972 . This
is substantially ahead of the schedule of construction required
by the State of Maine .
James E. Carpenter, Manager of the Mill, said that the Com
pany has approp iated $3 . 7 million to build secondary treatment
facilities at the mill .
The mu1ti-million-dollar project will provide biological
treatment of the Mill's wastes which will remove more than g5 per
cent of the oxygen-demanding materials in the liquid effluent .
The treatment will take place in a 27-acre lagoon which is to be
built adjacent to the mill's existing primary waste treatment plant .
. The six-day biological treatment period will duplicate the
cleansing and neutralizing action that takes place in nature , but
at a greater speed and under controlled conditions .
"With both treatment facilities in operation" Carpenter said ,
"We will be removing all settleable solids , 95 per cent of suspen
ded solids and more than 85 per cent of the BOD the factor in the
mill ' s effluent water that acts to reduce the oxygen that is
normally formed in rivers and streams . "
Representatives of the company visited officials of the State
Environmental Improvement Commission in Augusta recently and the
speedup of the construction was agreed upon . The accelerated
schedule indicates the company's concern about environmental matters
and its intention to do its share in improving the quality of the
environment in areas in which it operates , Carpenter said .
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International Paper Co . recently announced its polity con
cerning the environment in the following words;
"There is a growing realization that our natural environment
is being taxed beyond its inherent powers to restore itself . All
of us-individual citizens, industry, agriculture communities, state
and federal agencies-contribute to this burden .
"International Paper Company believes that the aspirations of
our society for a better life can be met, that the pollution of
our environment can be controlled, and that the vital quality of
the basic reasources we all share can be maintained within the
framework of our economy_ International Paper Company is dedicated
to do its part as an industrial citizen to achieve these goals .
"International Paper pledges to apply its technology, its
resources , and the efforts of its people to this end . "
International Paper's Androscoggin Iv:i11 is located on the
Androscoggin River at Jay Maine . The mill was completed in 1967 .
It employs approximately 930 men and women and has an annual pay
roll of ,$ . 5 million. Its three paper machines manufacture a
variety of papers for business, publishing and industry .
May 4, 1970
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Cleaner River Water

The International Paper Company 1s undertaking another step
to aid in the cleanup of the badly polluted Androscoggin River .
At a cost of nearly ~4 million , the firm will build a secondary
waste treatment plant for the large, new mill in Jay, thereby
removing more than g5 per cent of the oxygen-demanding materials
in the liquid effluent . In oombination with the present treat
ment plant , the facilities also will remove all settleable solids
and 95 per cent of susp ,nded solids .
A quarter century ago, pulp mill waste was the major pollu
tant of the river . International and the other companies have
reduced their pollution close to the vanishing point . The major
source of pollution today is human waste, municipal raw sewage .
The river cleanup will not be effective until towns and cities
along the Androscoggin match or surpass the efforts of the pulp
and paper industry . Cleaner water will not come cheaply, but it
is attainable .

May 5, 1970
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NEI'V KA. INE GROUP URGES

nmu ATRY POLLU T ION TAX
PORTLAND (AP) - A Brunswick-based conservation group announced
Monday it will mount a statewide petition campaign to initiate
legislation imposing a pollution tax on industries which dump
wastes in Maine's inland and tidal waters .
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Full compliance with water quality· standards set under Maine's

1976 deadline will remain "a pipe dream," said Myrick Freeman. co
chairman of the Clean Water Initiative Committee, "unless the pre
sent law is fundamentally reinforced by the addition of a system
of effluent charges."

Freeman emphasized that the fees in the committee's legisla
tive proposal, currently being drafted, will be set high enough so
that companies would be induced to reduce pollution rather than
pay the charge .
He told a news conference that CWIC anticipates no difficulty
in gathering the 35.000 signatures needed to present the bill to
the l05th Legislature in 1971. If lawmakers reject or amend the
proposal, it would go before the voters in a statewide referendum.
Freeman said figures !'rom the state Environmental Improvement
Commission show that industrial polluters are responsible for 90
per cent of the effluent in Haine's waters and "about 10 or 12
paper mills" are the principal offenders.
The Bowdoin College economist said it would be relatively easy
to measure organic pollutants in terms of bio-chemical oxygen demand
and mentioned a possible charge to industry of five cents a pound .
Such an assessment, he continued. would bring in almost $33
million a year, or about one-fifth of Maine's annual budget . The
charges, he said. would not produce widespread unemployment or
business dislocations, although some of the revenue from the levy
would be earmarked ••• "to assist workers and towns who might be
hurt where marginal firms choose to shut down rather than meet their
responsibilities for controllin~ pollution."
The paper mills, Freeman said, "are not in a position to move
elsewhere in search of an easier state."
Although the Republican State Convention last weekend rejected
an attempt to insert an effluent tax plank in its party platform ,
Freeman said the proposal will be presented at the Democratic con
vention later this month.
. He told newsmen, however, that Sen. Edmund S. Muskie's en
dorsement is essential in getting it into the final draft and the
Democratic leader "is not enthusiastic about the effluent charge . "
While industrial polluters would be taxed as so n as the legis
lation goes into effect , Freeman said, municipalities would be
given a two-year moratorium to give them time to build waste treat
ment plants, The effluent tax, he said, has these advantages:

-By offering a strong incentive for pollution control. it
would allow Maine to achieve its water quality standards before

1976 •

• It would be easier to administer the tax than to continue
the present pollution enforcement method of state-initiated court
action.
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... It would place the oleanup burden on the firms primarily
responsible for the pollution problem.
-It would provide the state with revenue to support municipal
waste treatment, administer and expand the Environmental Improve
ment Commission and assist towns and individuals hurt by plant
shutdowns .
May 6, 1970
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Muskie And His Albatross
By Holmes Alexander

WASHINGTON, D. C. - If Ted Kennedy quakes at the mere mention
of the word Chappaquiddick, his fellow Democrat, Edmund ~usk· e of
Maine, well could twitch when the river Prestile is named aloud.
Both waterways spell trouble for a presidential ambition.
Wben Senator Muskie spoke at three Earth Day celebrations on
April 22, he stayed out of his own state and was not asked about
Prestile River or his responsibility for its pollution . Perhaps
the young people at the Washington Monument here were more interes
ted 1n Pete Seeger's t~nes than the dreary story of a small river's
destruction. These partisans did not pose any awkward questions
to Muskie , the cele~rated crusader for clear water .
If the conservationists had been reading Barrons magazine or
the Congressional· Record of that same week, they might have known
about the Prestile River .
Reclassified
This northern Maine waterway was reclassified by the legisla
ture at the request of Muskte so that a confident and fund-raiser
of his , businessman Fred Vahlsing , Jr., could dump his potato waste
material into the unprotesting river . Vahlsing operates a large
potato processing plant .
As a result of the legislative action , the Prestile became so
foul and smelly that the usually easy going Canadians in Centerville,
New Brunswick, took offense and dammed up the filthy waters at the
border .
Even More So
If 1'-1usk1e 1s to blame for the present state of the Prestile
he is even more responsible for its decline in the 1950s when he
was governor and the river was first attacked by pollutants .
Under the Muskie governorship of 1955 to 1959. municipalities
were allowed to dump raw sewage and paper mills were permitted to
pour industrial wastes into the clean water .
In the dark
in old-fashioned
little attention
as they employed

age before Earth Day , politicians were interested
problems such as putting people to work and paid
to what businesses did with their sewage so long
local citizens and paid their taxes . Governor

12t!

Muskie was silent on ecological problems until he came to Washing
ton and had served several years as a Senator .
Ignored
He was largely ignored by the then Majority Leader Lyndon
Johnson and assigned to abscure committees where he languished for
years until he disoovered and fastened upon the environmental orisis
and became Mr . Clean .

As an enVironmentalist , Musk1e stoutly denies that he ever
polluted a stream . The Prestile was fouled by the likes of Fred
Fahlsing but not with his support or approval , he insists . But
the Senator's protestations of innocence somehow ring hollow to
those who must live on the banks of the putrid Prestile ~ They
know that he was in the Governor.s Mansion when the stream first
began to smell .
His Earth Day rhetoric may go over well in Washington, D. C.,
Philadelphia, and Cambridge , Mass ., but not along the Prestl1e ,
Lewiston Daily Sun
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Effluent Tax Unfair

The latest brainstorm of those who would attempt an instant
solution to the problem of water pollution is to levy an effluent
tax on all polluters , hitting first at industry and then at munici
palities . The th&orY is all right , except that there is no such
thing as ending pollution overnight because everyone contributes
to it . In practice , it would be particularly unfair to industry .
Pollution of rivers, lakes and coasted waters is not something
which has come up overnight . It has developed over a long period
of years . The trouble really dates back to the days when no thought
was given to the enVironment, when the jobs which industry would
provide were the chief consideration and when the ease of disposing
of sewage and other waste outweighed any desire for the preserva
tion of clean waters .
Now , more than a century later, we in Maine, like most other
Americans, are faced by a pollution blight which threatens the en
vironment . Once pure water rivers have become little more than
open sewers for industrial and human waste . Lakes and ponds , whose
sparkling waters made them jowels of nature , are being engulfed by
green scum . Even coastal waters suffer from the pollution which
pours into them from the land areas .
Placing the blame on industry and penalizing it with an efflu
ent tax would be totally unfair . Industry has been shouldering its
ahare of the burden of ending pollution ~ Few municipalities have
done as much .
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An effluent tax heavy enough to be a real deterrent to further
pollution also would be harsh enough to drive many industries out
of business . There is no instant solution to pollution . To require
industry to find an instant solution or die is unrealistic and dis
criminatory. What is needed is a broad effort on the part of in
dustry t government and the ganeral ~:>ublic I an effort undertaken in
the light of the best interests of all concerned . Economic cruci
fixion is not the answer .
May 15 , 1970
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IP Co . To Spend $101 Million
On Environmental Program

JAY - International Paper Company will spend $101 million
over the next four years to complete its program to control air
and water pollution at all of the company ' s U. S. mills and plants
Edward B. Hinman , president and chief executive officer . announced
Wednesday at the annual meeting of shareholders .
The company-wide program will provide every operating mill
with primary and secondary waste water treatment systems, utilize
the latest technology to remove from the air over 99 percent of
all particulate matter coming from its pulp and paper mills , and
adapt new technical developments to control mill odors .
Mr. Hinman pointed out that in the last five years the company
has spent more than $23 million at existing mills and plants on
facilities designed solely to improve water and air conditions .
Many other capital investments. for projects other than those
speoific for pollution control , have had related beneficial impact
on environmental conditions, he added . One such program, for ex
ample , involves the ' construction of a $76 million pulp and paper
mill in Ticonderoga . New York. to replace an old mill there .
The new Ticonderoga mill will include the most modern water
and air treatment facilities ever installed in North America .
Purified water from the treatment system will be diffused in Lake
Champlain in such a way that the biological and esthetic values
will not be altered . The mill 1s also expected to be virtually
odor-free . The old Ticonderoga pulp mill will shut down by the
end of 1970 as the new mill starts up! remaining operations at
the old mill will be phased out late in 1971 .
The company said that by 1974, highly efficient waste treat
ment systems will be installed at all of the company's operating
pulp and paper mills in the United States . These treatment systems
will remove all settleable solids from waste water and enable the
company to meet standards for biological oxygen demand . Water so
treated , does not adversely affeot the complicated life chain in
natural waters from bacteria to plankton to plants and fish life .
The company reported that projects totaling $33 million of the
$101 million program have actually been started . As . a result of
programs in past years, IP now haa primary water treatment at 12
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of its 19 mills and some form of secondary treatment at 6 mills .
Projects now under way include secondary treatment systems to be'
installed at IPmills in Georgetown , South Carolina, Panama City ,
Florida; Mobile , Alabama; Moss Point, Mississippi; Corinth, New
York; and Jay, Maine . A secondary water treatment system has
just been completed at the company's mill in Pine Bluff, Arkansas .
Programs related to air improvement to be started this year
will involve mills at Natchez, Mississippi; North Tonawanda, New
York; Panama City, Mobile; Georgetown and Jay .
Between 1971 and 1974 similar water and air treatment will
be installed or modernized at the other operating mills of the
company in the United States . Of the 101 million dollar program
announced today, the company expects that a total of $45 million
will have been invested in water treatment systems and that an
additional $56 million will have been invested in applying the
latest technological developments to the control of all emissions
to the air, including the pungent odor characteristic of kraft
paper mills .
Mr . Hinman told shareholders today , ~All of these activities
are part of your company t s commitment to a cleaner, better America .
Our program is not designed merely to meet the requirements of ex
isting legislation - this is a program to do what is right as
industrial citizens in our communities and our nation - in keeping
with our stated policy . We believe that we can complete this pro
gram for a better environment without interrupting our planned
growth or adversely affecting achievement of our profit objectives . "
In discussing IP's programs in support of the national search
for a quality environment, Mr . Hinman also noted that the company
was deeply involved in environment and ecology in its role as
owner and manager of millions of acres of timberland .

He said that the company has a staff of professional forest 
ers who are trained ecologists and conservationists . "Good forest
management, which is their job t is good environmental practice,"
Mr . Hinman said . "Well managed tree farms in addition to produc
ing the continuous crops of trees essential to our business , pro
vide many environmental benefits as well . Under our programs of
mUltiple use many of the benefits of the managed forest are avail
able to be shared by th e public . tt
Among the benefits he listed are: the role of the forest in
preventing erosion, collecting rainfall for later release as pure
water into streams and lakesj the food and shelter provided by
young , growing forests for wildlife; the road systems built and
maintained by the oompany , ~m1ch provide forest access for recrea
tionists as well as protection against forest fires; the natural
beauty of the company ' s widespread forest areas , and the lesser
known function of a forest in its normal growth process of absorb
ing oarbon dioxide from the air and releasing oxygen.
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Caption under picture tor this article: VIEW SEEN BY FEW 
These two ponds located in a wooded rural area of Lewiston are
familiar mostly to migrating ducks, some sea gulls, an occasional
plane pilot, and city officials, yet they sefve a major role in
the treatment of raw sewage in a large section of Lewiston .
The ponds, with a small brick building not seen in the picture
make up the Randall Road Pumping Station complex which handles
sewage for homes and businesses located east of Thorne's Corner .
A purifioation process employing oxygen permits the water which
remains up to several months in the lagoons, to be discharged into
a near-by brook, and eventually into the Androscoggin River. The
Randall Road is located out of sight at the bottom of photo .

SURPRISED?

Thousands Of Gallons Of
Lewiston Sewage Treated
By Paul Pare

Water pollution has only recently been recognized, generally ;
as the threat to the earth and its inhabitants that it truly is ,
and so, many Lewiston-area residents would probably be surprised
to know that Lewiston is already - and has been for almost five
years - treating a substantial portion of its sewage.
The "treatment plant," although it isn't called that, is
located off the Randall Road -'a small brick building and two
good-sized stabilization ponds . the facility officially called the
Randall Road Pumping Station.
Here, an average of 3 , 500 gallons of raw sewage, daily, is
pumped to the ponds where it is purified, before proceeding on its
way to the river.
The ponds, which combined cover an area of eight acres, are
located well off the road and very few know of their existence .
All that is Visible from Randall Road is the brick building housing
the pumping equipment and automated machinery.
At the Randa.ll Road station. the sewa.ge is pumped into large
underground tanks and then forced through a shredding machine which
liquifies all solid waste. At this point, the wastes are pumped
over a distance of several yards to the two lagoons where the puri
fication process takes place .
Aeoording to City Engineer Harland Hatch! the purification
process 1s a natural one, with oxygen the pur~fication agent . He
explained that the sewerage water remains in the lagoons for a
varying period of time and is then discharged into the No Name
Pond Brook which passes nearby , and eventually reaches the Andros
coggin .
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Up To Snuff
When the water is discharged into the brook meets state stand
ards, says Hatch
The treatment facility was constructed in 1965
66 at a cost of 42g , OOO . The federal government paid $128 , 000
of the construction and engineering costs .
Public Works Department offioials way the facility was built
to handle sewerage from a large area east of Thorne's Corner, at
Sabattus Street. The normal flow in the area is away from the And.
roscoggin River, so all sewerage had to be pumped in the opposite
direction,
Didn't Work
At one time the effluent was p~~ped to a nrimitive treatment
plant located off North Temple Street , and city officials agree
that the operation there was never a success .
The plant was abandoned a few years ago when the new plant on
the Randall Road went into operation . A pumping station at the
old site was blasted with dynamite this spring by the PWD , as a
hazard. The ponds are fenced off for safety reasons and the area
has a park-like atmosphere with noticeable absence of odor , The
ponds have even been known to attract some migrating water-foul ,
it is said.
The remainder of the city's sewage is dumped directly into
the river, in its raw state, but a sewage treatment plant is on
the drawing 1/8 tagle and construction is expected to get underway
next year.
The large plant will do pretty much the same work as the Ran
dall Road facility but the process will be a chemical one, offi
cials say.
Long-range planning calls for the sewage from the present
Randall Road plan to be piped to the new plant, for further
treatment.
Caption under another picture for the same article: RANDALL ROAD
PUMPING STATION - This small bridk building located off the Rand 
all Road, Lewiston, houses pumps. machinery and other sophis 1cated
equipment used in connection with the sewage treatment ponds located
nearby. The buildings was constructed with local and federal funds
in 1965 . The machinery it houses is totally automated.
May 20, 1970

Lewiston Daily Sun
Cleaner Water and Air

Maine 1s one of several states which will gain cleaner water
and air as a result of the new anti-pollytion program announced
by the International Paper Company for its mills allover the United
States. The giant concern has invested $23 million on facilities
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designed solely to improve water and air conditions in the
past five years . In the next four years, it will spend an addi~
tional $101 million to complete its program to control pollutants .
That means expenditures at the rate of more than $2 million a
month !
International has a large, modern mill at Jay, the Androscog
gin Mill . There already is in operation a primary treatment plant
for water discharges from the manufacturing processes . The new
program will provide this mill with a secondary treatment plant
which will result in the removal of all settleable solids from
waste water and meet standards for biological oxygen demand . The
Jay project and similar ones in IP mills in four other states al
ready are underway .
The portion of the nationwide program devoted to reducing pol~
lution of the air will require $56 million of the overall invest
ment . It will apply the latest technological developments to the
control of all emissions to the air , including the pungent odor
oharacteristic of kraft paper mills, The latter is of special
intrest to local residents, since the odor emanating from the tall
chimmey at Jay drifts downricer to the Twin Cities , when air move
ment is in that direction, and it is offensive. The air improve
ment program at Jay is to begin this year , as well as those in
four other states .
Significantly, IP is going beyond the requirements of the laws
against water and air pollution , "to do what is right as industrial
citizens. in our c.ammunities and our nation~ in the words of Edward
B. Hinman . president of IP . The good citizenship being demonstrated
by the firm should encourage other polluting industries to do their
part toward a better human environment .
Lewiston Daily Suh

May 26, 1970
House Passes Hathaway Bill
on Environmental Committee

The U. S. House of Representatives passed Monday and sent to
the Senate a legislative proposal co sponsored by Maine Rep . Wil
liam D. Hathaway, which calls for the creation of a joint Congres
sional Committee of the Environment .
The bill is designed to empower a 40-man panel made up of 21
House members and 19 senators to conduct a continuing study of the
effects of future environmental and technological changes on such
things as national growth . community planning and the adequate pro·
vision of required goods and services .
Called the Committee on Environment and Technology , the joint
panel would be charged with the responsibility of formulating
policy recommendations which would then be forwarded to the admin
istration and the respective houses of Congress for appropriate ad
ministrative and legislative action .
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Hathaway said 6ne of the major areas of committee activity
would be in the development of policies aimed at enoouraging maxi
mum private investment in new methods of environmental protection
and preservation . The proposed committee would also review a
presidential recommendation concerning environmental policy and
encourage financial and technical assistance for environment re
lated project which exhibit special promise he said.
The congressman remarked that his reason far sponsoring the
House approved bill is two-fold: "There is, first of all, the
great general need for progressive aotion of all kinds in the en
vironmental area, The proposed committee would serve this end by
providing a forum for the suggestion, discussion and full consider
ation of possible solutions.
~ore importantly, however, the committee could solve the
problem of diffused congressional responsibility in the area of
the environment by providing a unified voice of leadership for the
tremendous task of attacking pollution and other forms of environ
mental abuse on a broad front," Hathaway commented.

Lewiston Daily Sun

May 29, 1970
New Odor Treatment System
Scheduled for Mill at IPC

JAY - A target date of July 1 has been selected for the start
of construction of a new odor treatment system at the Androscoggin
Mill of International Paper Company according to an announcement
Wednesday by James E. Carpenter, Mill Manager .
Included in the program will be the construction of a new
strong black liquor oxidation system at a cost of $225 ,000 . In
addition , a black liquor oxidation system, which has operated ever
since the mill was built, will be completely overhauled at a cost
of some $30,000 . The two systems will operate in conjunction with
one another .
It 1s anticipated that the two systems will offer a consider
able reduction in hydrogen sulphide and meroaptan gas odors which
come from the kraft pulping process.
This program is part of $5,500 , 000 appropriation recently
announced by International Paper to alleviate air and water pro
blems at the Androscoggin Mill . A secondary waste water treatment
plant will also be built under this appropriation .
Lewiston Daily Sun

May 29, 1970
Mobil Oil Fined $2 , 500
for Spill in the Kennebec

PORTLAND (AP)- Mobil Oil Co . was fined the maximum $2 , 500 in U. S.
District Court here Thursday for an oil spill in the Kennebec
River May 7.
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Mobil pleaded guilty last week to violating an 1899 federal
refuse act by spilling the oil from its terminal at Hallowell .
Judge Frank M. Coffin awarded $625 each to two Mobil employes be~
cause the 1899 law requires half the fine be given to the person
reporting the spill.
The money went to Robert F. Cressey of Augusta, manager of
the plant, and Nelson Hood of Augusta, a truck driver.
U.S. Atty . Peter l-Ulls told the court Hood opened the drain
age pipe that allowed the oil to flow into the river. He said the
valve was left open for several hours before Hood returned and dis
covered the liquid he drained into the river was not rain water .
Judge Coffin said the conduct of the two employes "wasn't
that good but I can't say their dereliction led to the trouble , "
The judge noted that Hood notified Cressey immediately after real
izing it was 011 flowing into the river .
Last November, Judge Coffin fined Mobil $750 when an estimated
600 gallons of gasoline spilled into Portland Harbor when a storage
tank valve was left open at the company's South Portland facility .
Judge Coffin was assigned the case after District Court Judge
Edward T. Gignoux disqualified himself because he wons 1-!obil stocks .
June 6, 1970
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Oxford Gives No Comment
On Nader Probe Report

Rm~FORD - "The Oxford Paper Company has no statement · to make at
this time , " Fred A. Clough, head of public relations , said Friday
relative to published reports that the so-called Nader's Raiders
will direct an investigation of operations here .

Ralph Nader, consumer advocate lawyer, stated earlier that a
student task force would be detailed to a Maine investigation this
summer. In Washington, Thursday, sources said this would be direct
ed to Rumford, home town of Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, chairman of the
Senatefs Air and Water Pollution subcommittee and a crusader in
pollution control legi slation. Nader has s aid he would make an
announcement, Monday, in Portland, about a force being detailed
to Maine.
Clough said published reports, Friday morning, were "too vague"
to require a statement. Perhaps something might be forthcoming
next week if it were said the force would be directed at Oxford .

1)6
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Proposes "Anti- Pollution"
Department for the County

Creation of a special county agency for environmental matters
was proposed Friday by Paul A. Couture of Lewiston, Democratic can
didate for county commissioner.
The lakes in the immediate area should get immediate attention
so they always can provide recreational opportunities for citizens
of the county, he said in a campaign statement.
"For nearly 15 full years Sabattus Lake has been battered
about as a political football in mamy attempts to resolve their bad
problem of aquatic growth and pollution, with very little result .
Sabattus Lake 1s within the boundaries of Androscoggin County and
should deserve some attention from county government , " he said ,
"This fine recreational area numbers as its occupants hundreds
of our area citizens. These people have practically exhausted
their thoughts as to how to best resolve the:i.r problem with no
true official help pushing with them . They are now launching a
big drive through their association and attorney to attempt to
find a solution to this big issue .

"It would appear clear to me that the next county budget
should entertain legislation to set up some agency on environment ,
with funds , to help these groups in their efforts . For that matter
many others are in the same position in the Poland Spring area . I
mention this because problems have been discllssed in legislative
halls .
~~y thinking is, that with such a county agency setup, some
financial relief in the area'of planning and legal work could give
relief to these solid groups , and the general cost spread over a
countywide basis would be small," Couture said .

Lewiston Daily Sun

June 9 , 1970
Nader Group to Probe
lv1aine Paper Industry

PORTLAND (AP) .. Consumer advocate Ralph Nader announced Monday that
a team of student investigators will embark on a summer study of
the pulp and paper industry in Maine and attempt to analyze its
impact on the public interest .
Nader told a news conference that the nine law students will
explore the industryts impact on the environment , the tax structure
and relevant laws and administration .
He expressed hope that pulp and paper companies will cooperate
with the students as they conduct interViews, make on- site obser
vations and study documents and other published materials .
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The Pulp and Paper Industry Committee, through Executive
Secretary John T. Gould, pledged its cooperation and suggested a
meeting with Nader. s project director "to rev:i.ew your objectives
and seek ways to assist you in meeting them."
Explaining that his student investigations must extend to the
state and local level, Nader said the Maine study is one of three
to be conducted this summer. The others , he said, deal with land
use policies in California and Dollution of the Savannah River
basin in Georgia.
The Maine investigation was conceived because the paper in
dustry 1s a major polluter throughout the nation and that state
has a large number of pulp mills, the Harvard educated lawyer said .
He emphasized that the problem was in no way prompted by a re
cent ttNaderts Raiders" report that criticized Sen . Edmund S. Muskle's
role in drart1ng air pollution control legislation and charged the
Maine Democrat with tailoring the statue to industry's needs .
Muskie, in a sharp denial of the charges, had hinted that
Nader had personal reasons for his attack but declined to elaborate .
(Muskie was born and reared in the western Maine town of Rumford .
site of the Oxford Paper Co . one of the state's largeB pulp-paper
mills,)
Nader told the news conference that the 196~ vice presidential
candidate has "made a mountain out of a molehill" and should learn
from some of his Senate colleagues how to respond to criticism .
Non-Partisan Studies
The intense, 35-year old public interest lawyer, whose targets
have included the automobile , meat packing and mining industr~es ,
maintained that his studies have been non-partisan and have "crit
icized Democrats, Republicans and independents alike . "
The study, conducted under the auspices of the Center for
Study of Responsive Law in Washington , will cost about $7 , 1000 or
$8,000 Nader said, with the bulk of the money earmarked for student
living expenses, travel and telephone calls.
He said the State Biologists Association, a Maine conserva
tion group, has pledged $2 , 000 and attempts will be made to obtain
funds from other rJlaine organizations, as well as out...of-state
foundations . The idea of investigating the Maine paper industry ,
Nader recalled! came during a soeaking engagement at the University
of Maine Schoo of Law.
Six of the student investigators, including Project Director
William S. Broderick, attend the state law school . The adviser
will be Prof . Orlando E. Delogu of the law school .

"Pretty Startling"
For those who think of the state as a vast wilderness . Nader
remarked, "seeing ' some of the pollution in l¥1aine is pretty start
ling . " The study . Nader said, should be helpful to l-laine industry ,
communities and citizens. Because of the reputedly proud history
of the paper industry he added, "there is no reason to suppose
that they will not weicome an examination of their past, present
and projected ste'\olardship of Maine's most valuable resource."
Initial overtures to the paper mills, requesting their coopera
tion, will be made shortly, he said. He referred specifically to
Scott Paper Co" St . Regis, International and Oxford . While the
report is scheduled for publication at the end of the year, Nader
said that any discoveries of "imminent perils ••• will be released
immediately."
He said he will lend his personal guidance to the project and
said the students would welcome any helpful information from in
terested individuals and groups .

June 9, 1970
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NADER DENIES TALK
OF 1972 AMBITIONS
PORTLAND (AP) - Consumer champion Ralph Nader took issue
Monday with a rep,o rt published in r-1aine that he has designs on
the 1972 Democratic vice presidential nomination .
Disclaiming any such ambition, Nader told a news conference:
"I really resent being inflicted with such delisions of grandeur . "
As to the report's source, he added: "Maybe it was inspired by
Senator (Edmund S.) ~uskie .n
A recent Nader report criticized the r-.-:aine Democrat's role in
drafting air pollution legislation . The story about Naderts re 
ported political ambitions appeared recently in the 1·1aine Sunday
Telegram .

Nader said it was "larded with anonymous, so-called sources
close to myself" and nominated the author Jim Brunelle, for "an
award for journalistic fiction of the first order."
June 9, 1970

Lewisto~

Evening Journal

Pulp and Paper Industry
Says It Wants to Aid Nader
With Probe o£ Industry
PORTLAND (AP) - The Pulp and Paper Industry Committee says
it wants to assiet consumer watchdog Ralph Nader with his investi.
gation th:ts summer of t he pulp and paper industry in Maine .
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John T. Gould , executive secretary of the committee , said
Monday his organization would cooperate with Nader ' s team of nine
law students . Gould suggested a meeting with Nader's project
director "to regiew your objections and seek ways to assist you
in meeting them . "
At a Portland news conference Monday , Nader announced that
his team plans to explore the industry's impact on the environ
ment , the tax structure and relevant laws and administration . The
investigation, Nader explained, will involve interviews, on-site
observations and the study of documents and other published mater
ials .
The Maine investigation was conceived because the paper in
dustry is a major polluter throughout the nation and that state
has a large number of pulp mills , the 35- year old Harvard educated
lawyer said .
Nader emphasized that the investigation was in no way prompted
by a recent "Nader's Raiders" report criticizing Sen. Edmund S.
Muskie , D-Maine, for his role in drafting air pollution control
legislation . The report charged Muskie with tailoring the statutes
to industry's needs . Muskie sharply denied the charp;es.
The consumer champion said the Maine study, conducted under
the auspices of the Center for Study of Responsive Law in Washing
ton, will cost $7,000 to $8 ,000. He said the State Biologists
Association, a Maine conservation group , has pledged $2 .000 and
attempts will be made to get funds from other Maine or out-of
state groups .
Six of the student investigators, including Project Director
\'lilliam S. Brodrick , attend the University of Maine Law School ,
The group's advisor will be Prof . Orlando E. Delogu of the law
school .

On another matter. Nader denied a report published in Maine
that he has designs on the 1972 Democratic vice presidential no 
mination . The story appeared recently in the Maine Sunday Tele...
gram . Nader said the s tory was "larded ,,'11th anonymous, so-called
sources close to myself" and he nominated the author, Jim Brunelle ,
for "an award for journalistic fiction of the first order . tf
June 10, 1970
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Pollution? Or Muskie?

An
effefts
doesn't
it , and

investigation of Maine 's pulp and paper industry . and its
on the environment , among other things, could - if politics
read its ugly head - be worth every hour of work put into
every dollar expended .

The study t announced l1Ionday by Ralph Nader, has been interpret
ed by some, however, as an indirect effort to diminish the national
stature of Maine Senator Edmund S. r,luskie. whose home town , Rumford
is also the home of the Oxford Paper Co .
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Sen . } ~ uskie , you must be aware , has chosen the environment
and its protection as a major area of concern , and were Mr . Nader
so inclined, he could probably make things a bit uncomfortable
for Maine's junior senator, on occasion .

***
Nader says that his only thought is that the paper industry
is one of the nation's major polluters , and since ~aine has a few ,
what finer place to look? (Studies by the way, are also to be con
ducted in California and Georgia . )
We hope the study here, to be carried out by a team of nine
law students, is completely free of political play, and are pleased
to see that the Maine Pulp and Paper Industry Committee has pledged
its cooperation, and suggested that industry representatives and
committee members get together to discuss the project, and perhaps
make it as obstacle-free as is possible.
No pulp and paper industry spokesman will deny that the indus
try has contributed its share and then some of pollution to Haine 's
rivers over the decades .
It must be noted , however, that anti-pollution is nm'/ a per
manent part of the industry's planning . The International Paper
Co . just this week, in full page ads in the Journal and several
other newspapers , for instance , announced a four-year program
designed to uplift the environment which will cost an estimated
$101 ,000,000. This is great •••
:«

**

Mr . Nader has said that Sen . Muskie ts air pollution control
legislation is not as effective as it could, or should, be . He
has accused the Maine senator of fitting the law to the industry 's
need . The senator, of course, has said it isn't true .
It's a campaign year ••• a year in which Sen . Muskie must return
to the folks back home, ask how they enjoy the affluent life, and
win their approval for another six years of hard labor .

Nr. Nader has achieved great results, and won a reputation un
matched, as a crusader for consumers, short and tall . As such , he
is welcome in Maine, and so are his "Raiders." If pollution is
his enemy, fine . It it is Ed Huskie , Nader may leave the Pine
Tree State with his armor somewhat tarnished .
Lewiston Daily Sun

June 11 , 1970
A Cause or a Muskie?

Ralph Nader, self-apnointed protector of the American public
whose success in battling for safer automobiles transformed him
into a reformer , will be in Ivlaine this coming summer . But whether
he will be here for a cause or for a Musk1e is not auite clear .
It DOES look very much like a "fishing" trip!
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The publicly announced purpose of the Nader visit will be to
have a team of nine law students study the pulp and paper industry
in the state , its impact on the environment , the tax structure and
relevant laws and administration .
If the team and Mr . Nader stick to those objectives , they may
turn up Bome useful information . But if the real purpose of the
Nader Raiders is to get at U. S . Senator Edmund S . Muskie , who is
running for re - election this year , then their efforts will not be
welcome , Maine people never have taken kindly to outside attempts
to influence their elections .
We have to admit that fishing in Maine is rightly famous . And,
of course , Ed Muskie has become a truly big fish in the political
pond . But Mr . Nader will do well to remember that there is no
open season on Muskie in Maine . Maine people never would tolerate
one ,
It will come as no surprise if the Nader Raiders find that the
pulp and paper industry has been polluting Maine waters , The in
dustry was established at a time when the water supply was considered
inexhaustible , when even the best informed people felt that there
was no limit to the amount of pollution which the waterways could
handle , The overriding considerations were the jobs and the tax
money which the industry meant to Maine communities .
Since pollution has become an issue , as Maine people realized
that there IS a limit to how much waste water and air can handle
safely , the pulp and paper industry has undertaken cleanup programs
costing many millions of dollars . Few polluters can match the
efforts of the pulp and paper industry to restore clean waters and
to alleviate air pollution .
It is interesting that the study of the industry should take
place this summer, when Sen . Muskls , a native of Rumford , home of
the large Oxford Paper Co ., is running for re-election . PreVious
attacks on the senator by Nader make his prospective study suspect ,
to say the least .
June 13 , 1970
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AT BATES SEMINAR
Panel Probes Environment
By Paul Pare

The roles of industry , government and the public in the pre
servation and restoration of man's environment were analyzed this
morning by a panel of experts p r t ioipating in a seminar at Bates
College .
The seminar , entitled "Ecology , Economics and Public Policy :
oan they be united?" was held as part of the Bates College Alumni
Reunion program for this week-end at the Lewiston campus . The key
note address of the seminar was delivered last night by Russell

14-2

E_ Train of Washington, D. C., chairman of the Presudebt&s ¢ouncil
on Environmental Quality .
This morning's session brought a panel of five members before
a large audience at the Bates' little Theater . There were two
representatives of large industry , paper and oil , two attorneys
invOlved in conservation groups i- and a conservation-minded newspaper...
man on the panel .
Serving as moderator was Dr . Erwin D. Canham of Boston, editor
in chief of the Christian Science Monitor .
The Panel
The participants were John N. Cole , editor of the Maine Times
and a crusader for conservation in Maine; Attorney Clinton B. Town
send of Skowhegan , president of the Natural Resources Co ncil of
Maine; Robert A, G. Monks of Cape Elizabeth , president of Atlantic
World Port Inc .; Attorney Horace A. Hildreth Jr ., of Falmouth ,
Chairman of the Coastal Resources Action Committee and environment
attorney for citizen groups; and Ward I . Arnold , Glens Falls , New
York , Director of Air and Water Management , for International Paper
Co .
Attorney Townsend opened the discussion . He said that ecology,
economics and public policy can be united and that "they have to
be or we ' re all going down the drain .
Touching on .problems of pollution , the Skowhegan attorney said
that "here in Maine, we . still have the opportunity to do something
about it, we have the chance to direct the inevitable changes which
will come upon us .
He commented on the role of state government in formulating
criteria of pollution control .
Arnold
The paper company representative , Mr . Arnold , then addressed
the audience saying that industry hopes that "public policy will
take into account the ecology but also the economics . ~tWe only
wish that the public take a look at all sides of the problem , " he
stated .
He added that the subject of environmental protection had be
come an emotional one "which appeals to poets, musicians and psychia
trists who spread doom , gloom and hysteria . " "we should heed the
words of the true ecologists only , " he pointed out .

In response to a question from the moderator , Arnold said that
it was up to the university community to tell the difference between
the "true" ecologist and the "emotional" ecologist .
The Last
John Cole , the next speaker , said the Maine is "the last green
place in one of the 00st populated areas of the world . "
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He stated that the state is the object of pressures from in
dustry which is causing the state to have "convulsions . " He took
issue with Arnold's previous statement that time tested methods
of combatting pollution will do the job by saying that "we need
new radical methods , because the old one haven't worked elsewhere . "
The ' controversial editor made a few verbal attacks on the
leaders of the oil industry . Referring to the suit filed recently
by the major oil companies against Maine ' s new law on oil convery
ance . Cole said the oilments attitude was "we don't like your law,
we don't care about your coast and we want your law suspended while
we do what we want to your coast . "
Oilmen
An oilman, Robert Monks , president of Atlantic World Bort Inc .
which has expressed interest in the Machiasport area was next in
line at the speakers stand .
"Maine is the one institution in today's world that can work ,
he said . "It can work for the simple reason that its people are
willing to try to solve its environmental problems," he added .
The company executive said that the state will have to cope
with the reality of pertroleum . He asked that the same risk of
danger be applied to the oil industry as is applied to air trans
portation .
Attorney Hildreth stated that in time the three aspects , ecology
economics and public policy will be united but he pOinted out it
was doubtful if they could be united soon enough to prevent a major
disaster .
The Difference
The attorney pointed out the eeonomic disparity between large
industry and the small groups of conservationisis , stating that
the former had large resources of funds to hire attorneys and lob
byists while the latter could do very little in this field .
Among the several interesting points made by the panelists
and members of the audience were the following .
. The possibility of returning to the public the large land
holdings of the timber and paper industries which own 51 per cent
of Mainets land ~ John Cole .
The nationalization of the 011 industry sometime in the future
since the industry has proven itself environmentally irr~sponsible
- Atty. Townsend .
The internal combustion engine is the major cause of pollution
today - a member of the audience , a professor of zoology at the
University of Illinois who said he did not walk to attend the
seminar .
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The paper industry recognizes the problem , secondary treat
ment plant is now under construction in one of Maine t s paper mills ,
industry also is working on the elimination of odors and the in·
dustry hopes that public pressure can let it get the job done 
IP ' s Arnold .
We can 't prevent industry f rom expanding when its payrolls
are needed to fight poverty - a member of the audience .

We can have both industry with its payroll and protection of
the environment - Atty . Hildreth.
Caption under picture that went with this article: BATES COLLEGE
SEMINAR ON ECOLOGY - These representatives of industry and conser
vation this morning as part of the 1970 Alumni Reunion Seminar
which this year is focused on ecology .
The speakers were from left to right , Ward I . Arnold for
International Paper Co .; Robert A. G. Monks , presjdent of Atlantic
World Port Inc . ; Horace A. Hildreth Jr ., chairman of the Coastal
Resources Action Committee; Dr . Erwin D. Canham, editor-in- chief
of the Christian Science Monitor , standing , who served as panel
moderator; Clinton B. Townsend , president of the Natural Resources
Council of Maine; and John N. Cole , editor of the Maine Times .
June 20 , 1970
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To Cut Island Down to One
Foot Below The Water Level

By nightfall Saturday it is enticipated that there will be
very little of Sheriff's Island showing above the Androscoggin
River water level . About one day's work remains to remove the
rock and gravel which constitute the island ~
R. Lewis Bone, executive director of the Auburn Urban Renewal
Authority, said Friday that the island level will be taken down
to a grade of one foot below the present water level of the river .
So far a frontend loader and large truck have to be utilized to
load and haul away the top rock layer and considerable gravel off
the island . Bone said that the next cut will take the island
level down another two feet which will put it below water level .
Before any of the good material from the island could be
eight truckloads of debris and driftwood were hauled
away _ The pace of removing the island will be stepped up Sat
urday if the project is not completed Saturday , then it will be
finished Monday .
utilize~

The material is going into the rip-rap along the river bank
and Bone said considerable progress is being made on this .
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Aocording to Bone , the H. E. Sargent firm is hauling , leveling
and compacting the gravel fill in the Great Falls URA project area
for 99 cents a cubic yard _ The gravel some 250 , 000 or more cubic
yards, has come from the city ' s pit on Gracelawn Road .
Bone said that while a fast pace has been maintained bringing
the fill and placing the operation now goes into a harder phase as
the grading area is considerably larger .
While at first only the very low spots were filled and the
big trench left for the Penley Brook sewer main line, now the grad
ing is over a very large area and the deep trench must be filled .
Bone said it is expected the work will probably take more than a
month to complete .
The fill is being compacted at each foot level with a vibrating
compactor and Bone said tests showed a compaction of from 9~ to 98
per cent .
Once the fill has been completed and the stone rip- rap in place
along the river bank, work will be started on building a park area
along the river bank , Bone said that plans call for removal of the
present Casco Bank & Trust Co . building and when this 1s done there
will be no structures left between North Maine Street and the river .
The nearest building will be the Auburn Savings Bank building , the
only one to be left standing in the area , This will open up a
fine view of the falls , with Sheriff ' s Island out of the way .
Bone said that he was surprised Friday , when he visiting the
island , to notice a large school of small fish swimming nearby .
He said it would appear that headway apparently is being made in
pollution control so that at least the river now will support some
fish l i fe . He said he had noticed earlier some species of rough
fish in the river .
June 25 , 1970

Lewiston Daily Sun
Pollution is Topic of
Editor's Remarks at Bates Symposium

John Cole t editor of the Maine Times , appeared at a symposium
Wednesday with high school students attending the Bates College
Summer Institute in Debate . Cole spoke with the students about the
topic which they are studying . resolved : That the federal govern
ment should establish and administer programs to control air and
water pollution .
He pointed out that in the State of Maine 90 per cent of the
pollution is caused by private industries . He went on to say that
this pollution could be cleared up without costing the government
anything by instituting an "affluent charge" which would tax the
polluting industries for each unit of pollution . At this pOint a
student asked. "wouldn't these industries merely pass the cost
along to consumers?" He agreed that they would but also said that
ultimately that is the source of the problem and we must be willing
to change our styles .
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In reference to the paper industry in Maine he said , "they
make a big splash everytime they do something about pollution but
of all the annual reports Itve seen none spends more than one per
cent of their expenditures on clearing up the atmosphere and water."
When asked how to keep the oil refineries out of the Maine coast ,
the editor replied , "it would be by developing the coast in other
areas . The water is tremendously productive, but nobody is using
it . "

July $ , 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal
IP Co . Warned Court Order
Will Be Sought If They Fail
To Meet Antipollution Standards

TICONDEROGA , N.Y . (AP) - International Paper Co . has been
warned that a court order will be sought to stop their operations
it they fail to meet antipollution standards by December .
Despite the warning Tuesday, state environmental conservation
Commissioner Henry L. Diamond said he thought the company would
comply with the Dec . 1 deadline .
He said that the Lake Champlain Pollution Control Commission
will issue recommendations on the separate problem of sludge ac ~
cumulation in Lake Champlain by July 25 .
Diamond. whO took office a week ago, commented after a meeting
with officials of the company , whose plant is located at Lake Cham
~lain .
He noted that the existing plant is to be replaced by a
'76 million paper production facility under construction about 10
miles north of here .
The new plant would meet pollution standards of New York , Ver
mont and the federal government, each of which has representatives
on the Lake Champlain Pollution Control Commission . Roscoe C.
Masterman, general manager for the five plants in the company's
northern diVision, said that "if a court order is issued we will
do everything we can to comply . "
Under New York Standards, water must be returned to its source
90 per cent pure . Turning to the sludge-bed , Diamond said: ttTh1s
is a more difficult problem . There are no state or federal models
to help in finding a solution."
Once the recommendations are in from the pollution control
oommission , Diamond said , the state will propose its plan to elim
inate the sludge . He said there are two basic alternatives: to
dredge the sludge from the lake bottom, or to cover it with sand .
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Site Clearing for Waste
Treatment Plant Underway
Work has begun on clearing a site for the secondary industrial
waste treatment plant at International Paper Co ., Jay . according
to Dr. Walter A. Lawrance , Androscoggin rivermaster.
Dr. Lawrance said that it is hoped the secondary plant will
be in operation by 1972 . The lagoon of the system will cover about
27 aores, he said, and the installation will be "the most modern
that can be designed ."
He explained that it is a long range project and that it will
take the rest of this year to clear the site and the best part of
next year to get the piping in and the buildings constructed .
Among other work in the process to clean up the river are the
plana of the Oxford Paper Co" Rumford . Dr . Lawrance said that the
primary and secondary treatment plants there are praetically com
pleted. The original plan for a plant in Berlin. N.H., which would
be both industrial and domestic, called for a cost of more than
$50 million, he said.
The cost was so high, he reported, that the matter was sent
back to the consultants for further study . A new plan is about to
be finalized , he said. The method of operation with respect to
the towns is still to be asttled, he said.
This year th~ aerators are again being operated at Gulf Island
Dam, and Dr. Lawrance reported that they are contributing "a small
but significant amount of oxygen to the water." In addition, the
usual tests are being made by crews up and down the river .
The river is currently classified as "0" and a deadline of
1976 has been set for attaining a classification of "C" which would
mean that the river would be suitable for fish and wild life habitat
and for recreational boating.
July 9, 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal

'IT DIDN'T DIE EASILY'
Our Beloved Androscoggin,
As It Is Viewed by Others
The July issue of Newsletter. a monthly publication prepared
by the Maine Audubon Society, at Portland . has an article entitled
"A Look At Our Androscoggin . "
The item conoerns the Androscoggin fs pollution problems, and
the article cought the attention of Auburn City Manager Woodbury
E. Brackett , who noted that Lewiston-Auburn residents hould become
more aware of the mounting pollution .

The editorial, written by Richard B. Anderson , is as follows :
"Writhe Its Way"
"From Berlin to Brunswick, from Livermore to Lewiston , the
fetid Androscoggin writhes its way to the sea, there to deposit
the unwanted byproducts of the most affluent society in the world . "
"The Androscoggin's banks are liberally sprinkled with other
evidence of man's lack of consideration of God-given gifts: chutes
extending from porches overhanging the river; where the daily ac
cumulation of household solid wastes is matter of factly deposited
into the swirling gray-black waters, rusting carcasses of unwanted
horseless carriages han@ precariously from eroding banks or, like
some prehistoric turtle, raise their rusty heads from the murky
blackness , from every nook and cranny . where otters and mink once
pla~d and raised their young , the ubiquitous household sewer pipe
pokes its ugly head and spews forth its burden of human wastes into
a mass of the same material already floating below.
"Paper companies located along the river add tremendous vo1
umnes of oxygen-demanding materials to an already oxygen-depleted
wateroourse . A number of other industries add the1.r contribution
to the reeking fluid . Even the Little Androscoggin collects filth
along its journey from Albany to Auburn and ~ives it up to its
larger brother .
"And over it all hangs a pall of fetid smoke. "This is not
the River of the Damned . It is the Industrialized Androscoggin .
"It hasn't been easy to kill the Androscoggin . It took the combined
effort of thousands of people about 100 years to do the job . We
cannot look with pride at our accomplishment . "
Lewiston Daily Sun

July 15, 1970
Maine Is One of 17
STATES URGED TO NOVE
ON MERCURY IN RIVERS

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of the Interior Walter J . Hickel
threatened quick legal action Tuesday against industries discharg
ing mercury, a poisonous metal , into waterways - unless states
move quickly to stop the pollution themselves .
Hickel gave no indications how long he would wait , but aides
indicated it would not be long . "The administration is developing
hard evidence" for use in court , Hickel said . He added that a
team of specialists is pinpointing areas where mercury is a threat
and laying the groundwork for its control .
Incidents of mercury poisoning have been rare in the United
States , posing a threat mainly to people who work with it in in~
dustry .
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But once added to the environment , mercury persists for many
years and oan build up with each input. Hickel said there are in
dications "that the presence of mercury in much of our nationts
water constitutes an imminent health hazard . "
He sent telegrams urging immediate action to the governors of
17 states: Alabama , Delaware, Georgia, Kentucky , Louisiana , Maine ,
Massachusetts, Michigan,North Carolina , New York , Ohio , Tennessee ,
Texas, Virginia, and Washington, West Virginia and Wisconsin .
Each telegram advised the governor of "preliminary firms in
your state are discharging mercury into waterways . "r am prepared
to pursue federal legal act jon if this proves to be the case and
if prompt corrective action is not taken" the telegrams added .
They urged governors to find out which meroury users are discharg
ing mercury into waterways and to start abatement action at once .
Asked how long Hickel would wait for state action an aide com
mented , "when he says now, he means now. "
Officials refused to disclose at present which waterways and
which industries were under suspicion . The Geological Survey has
begun studies to determine natural levels of mercury compounds in
the nation's air and water. This would provide a basis for judging
how much mercury is added by industry .
Mercury . the shiny liquid metal seen in thermometers, occurs
naturally in chemical compounds found in rocks and soil, dissolved
in water or carried in water as silt . Even at relatively low
levels in water, mercury compounds tend to concentrate in the flesh
of fish and can become a danger to those eating such fish .
There have been no reported cases of mercury poisoning from
fish in the United States . But authorities are concerned that dis 
charges of mercury in industrial wastes may build up mercury con·
centrations to dangerous levels in certain areas, either in drink
ing water , or in fish .
Water treatment facilities do not remove mercury from drink
ing water , officials say. and the only protection is to keep meroury
out of water sources in the first place .
Lewiston Daily Sun

July 15, 1970
Environmental Troika

Implementation of President Richard M. Nixon's proposal for
the creation of two new agencies for environmental activities will
be a step forward, but it falls short of concentrating the federal
government's work in that field under a single agency . Actually .
the new agencies would be working with the Presidential Council
on Environmental Quality, thus forming a troika . It is the Presi
dent's hope that the three agencies will pull together as a team .
each aiding the other .
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Congress has the final "-lOrd on whether it will allow the
Presidentts proposal for creation of a National Oceanic and Atmos
pheric Administration to take effect . If it does , the Environ ~
mental Protection Agency would come into being 60 days later . It
would be an independent office under the President .
Environmental work, from anti-pollution to conservation, now
is in the hands of a variety of officials in several federal depart 
ments . The Seeretary of the Interior , Walter J . Hickel, hoped to
coordinate all such work in a Department of Natural Resources and
Environment, but he has been unable to sell it to the President ,
as evidenoed by the presidential recommendation to Congress .
Concern for the environment is not a passin~ fancy nor simply
an issue for the national elections . It is a real and lasting
development in government at all levels .
Lewiston Evening Journal

July 15 , 1970
Mercury in Maine

Maine has been given the word along with 16 other states to
bring a halt to pollution of waterways by industries which are
discharging mercury into the water. Secretary of Interior Walter
J . Hickel has sent warnings to the governors of 17 states advising
that the federal government will not wait for any extensive length
of time for the states to undertake correftive action .
Mercury is a poisonous metal with a long life expectancy.
When it is introduced in quantity in any waterway it tends to con
centrate in the flesh of fish . \1hile there has been no reported
instance of a human being having been poisoned by eating fish .
Hickel's message to the governors indicates his desire to see to
it that no case of this type can develop . It is understood that
in some areas there is concern about sources of drinking water .
As a state which prides itself on the overall quality of its
water , even though there are a number of seriously polluted rivers
and streams , it comes as somewhat of a chock to realize Maine is
one of 17 involved in mercury pollution . Federal officials are
not disclosing the names of waterways or the industries that are
under suspicion to the general public, but presumably the findings
of federal scientists in each state will be disclosed to the appro
priate authorities in those states .
We assume Gov . Kenneth M. Curtis will take prompt action on
the mercury pollution issue insofar as it concerns Maine .
July 16, 1970

Le'\'Tiston Daily Sun

Androscoggin River Probed for Mercury Contamination
AUGUSTA (AP) ~ The chief engineer of the Environmental Improvement
Commission said Wednesday that water samples from the Androscoggin
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and Penobscot Rivers were being analyzed for possible mercury con
tamination .
Raeburn W. l~acDonald said the samples were being sent to
federal laboratories in Cincinnati and Denver and final reports
would probably be received some time next week . The river sections
being tested , MacDonald said, were the upper Androscoggin below
Rumford and the tidal area of the Penobscot ,
The ErC , he explained, "is trying to find out if there are
any levels of mercury in either river that would be cause for eon
cern ~ "
Asked what industries in Maine might be a source of mer
cury, MacDonald replied: "The example that comes to my mind first
would be the pulp and paper industry . " Both areas being tested
are located near a pulp mill .
Maine and 16 other states had recently received telegrams
from Interior Secretary Walter J . Hickel , reporting that preliminary
investigations "leave me to conclude that certain firms in your
state are discharging mercury into waterways . "
Hickel warned that his agency was prepared to pursue legal
acti on if mercury was being discharged and the states failed to
take prompt corrective action. Neither his telegram nor a subse
quent statement by Gov . Curtis pinpointed possible sources of
mercury within Maine .
John T. Gould, Jr ., executive director of the Paper Industry
Information Office , said that in the past, mercury has been used
by paper manufacturers to clean their machines . Gould added that
most paper makers have discontinued the use of mercury cleaning
agents , although they may still be employed in "a few isolated
cases."
One of the dangers of mercury MacDonald said, is its accumu
lation as sediment . He said the ETC has not yet determined which
firms in Maine use the poisonous metal . In his statement , Curtis
said initial studies suggest that there are several sources of
mercury discharge in gaine and once the necessary infonnation has
been gathered, the EIC will take prompt action " • • • to assure that
acceptable health standards are observed."
Lewiston Daily Sun

July 16 , 1970
One Place
Little Mercury Is Being
Dumped into Androscoggin
By Richard Kisonak

Apparently very little mercury is being discharged into the
rambling Androscoggin River . When U. S. Secretary of the Interior
Walter J . Hickel sent that get-tough telegram to Maine Gov . Kenneth
Curtis the other day , threatening quick legal action against in
dustries discharging the poisonous metal into waterways, the
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secretary probably wasn ' t pointing a hard finger at the Androscog
gin . Similar telegrams went out to the governors of 16 other
states and while none of the waterways involved 1n the mercury
menace has been publicly identified, it seems the Androscoggin ,
although polluted by other means, rates pretty clean when it comes
to the damaging mercury .
One Area
A man who knows the river like the back of his hand . Dr . Walter
A. Lawrance of Lewiston, said Wednesday that only a small amount
of mercury is being discharged into the Androscoggin . Dr . Lawrance
is the court-appointed rivermaster and for years has been on top
of pollution and clean-up activities along its winding course to
the sea .
"There ' s probably one area , " he reported, "but the concentra....
tion is extremely low. " Dr. Lawrance preferred not to pinpoint
the location.
Mercury compounds tend to concentrate in the flesh of fish ,
and eating fish contaminated with the metal can be dangerous .
"But there are no fish at this place worth mentioning," the river
master pointed out .
Samples
The poisonous metal also contaminates drinking water but again
that poses no apparent problem with the murky Androscoggin . "There 's
just one area involved and the amount is relatively small , " he
repeated. It's n.o t in Lewiston-Auburn , " "I don't think downstream
we'd be able to find it, it's that small . "
There's no question that the matter is being investigated .
Quite recently water samples were taken from the river but the
results haven't been received as yet , the rivermaster noted . The
tests were taken for the Food and Drug Administration .
A member of the State Environmental Improvement Commission ,
Orlando E. Delogu of Portland , reported he hasn't seen the substance
of Secretary Hickel's letter, but hopes the contents will be avail
able at a meeting of the co~~ission July 24 . Gov . Curtis couldn 't
be reached for comment .
Rugged
Hickel , in the telegrams to the governors, reported that un
less the states moved rapidly to stop this pollution themselves ,
the federal government will move in. He reported that investiga
tions have indicated that some firms are discharging mercury into
water"\l-lays .
A tough metal. mercury persists for years when added to the
environment and it can build up substantially with each input .
Water treatment facilities can't remove mercury , a poison , from
drinking water . Keeping it out in the first place is the only
protection .
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Lewiston Evening Journal
Oxford Paper Pledges
Complete Cooperation
With River Test Program

Rm~RD (AP) - An executive of Oxfdrd Paper Co . says that firm
has pledged complete cooperation with state and federal officials
testing the Androscoggin River for possible mercury contamination .

Stuart Cooper, pollution abatement director for Oxford , said
today that the plant does use mercury in its electro-chemical pro
cess. But Cooper said the mercury losses "are relatively low in
terms of pounds per day . "
"We don ' t feel mercury losses are causing much of a problem , "
he said , pointing out that the high cost of mercury (about $6 a
pound) is a big factor in keeping loss or discharge to a minimum ~
Raeburn W. MacDonald , chief engjneer of the Maine Environmental
Improvement Commission , said Wednesday that water samples from the
Androscoggin and Penobscot Rivers were being analyzed for possible
mercury contaminatioh . The testing was prompted by statement from
Interior Secretary Walter J . Hickel , indicating that Maine and 16
other states have plants that are discharging mercury into water
ways .
lt1acDonald said the river sections being tested were the upper
Androscoggin below Rumford and the tidal area of the Penobscot .
Test samples will be sent to federal laboratories in Cincinnati and
Denver, he said , and final reports would probably be received some
time next week .
Asked what industrjes in Maine might be a source of mercury .
MacDonald replied: "The ,example that comes to my mind first would
be the pulp and paper industry. " Cooper said he did not believe
any other paper companies in the state used a electro-chemical pro~
cess and mercury .
John T. Gould, Jr ., executive director of the Paper Industry
Information Office , said Wednesday most paper makers have discon
t inued using mercury as a cleaning agent , although there may sti ll
be "a few isolated ~ses . »
Cooper said Oxford formerly used mercury slimeicides to kill
bacteria in paper machine systems, but he pointed out that this
process had been dropped about eight years ago . The pollution
abatement director also noted that testing waterways for mercury
pollution "is a very recent thing . tt
Lewiston Daily Sun

July 20 , 1970
Mercury Pollution

Mercury has become the latest villain in the battle against
water pollution . The U. S. Secretary of the Interior , Walter J .
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Hickel , has become sufficiently excited about it to send telegrams
to the governors of 17 states, including Maine , advising them that
"certain firms" in their states are discharging mercury into water
ways and if corrective action is not taken promptly, he is "pre
pared to pursue federal legal action ."
It is difficult to understand why 5 uch a threa.t should be
justified . At the very lea~t, the governors should have been given
time to look into the matter before being threatened with a law
suit .
Secretary Hickel's sudden phobia against mercury stems from
the f~ct that the shiny, liquid metal is a strong pollutant and a
poison . When mercury is present in water, it tends to accumulate
in fish . Persons eating such fish can be poisoned . Mercury buil d
up also can render drinking water dangerous, and the normal methods
of treating drinking water supplies do not remove mercury .
Despite the poisonous nature of mercury, there have been no
reported cases of mercury poisoning from fish in the United States;
and incidents of merc .1ry poisoning, even among people "fho work with
metal, are rare .
1

Oddly , the Hickel panic about mercury comes at a time when
nearly all pulp and paper companies have discontinued the use of
mercury as a special cleaning agent . The St . Regis Paper Co . in
Bucksport , which still uses a process with mercury, is planning to
discontinue it soon . There has been no public di~closure of other
industries whose . waste may contain mercury..
Lewiston Daily Sun

July 25, 1970
Oxford Paper Co . Facing
aov't Suit on Mercury Waste

Action to Charge Pollution of Androscoggin R.
By Mark Brown
WAffi INaroN (AP) - The government moved Friday to curb mercury pol
lution under a law that has been on the books since IS99 . Atty .
Ge~ . John N. l·Utchell said U. S. attorneys in seven states will seek
court injunctions against dumping of the sometimes lethal mineral
by 10 industrial plants located on lakes or rivers from Georgia
to Maine and Washington .
Mitchell said the action results from complaints received by
the Justice Department this week from Secretary of the Interior
Walter J . Hickel . The 71-year old Refuse Act, which proscribes
dumping of any matter except sewage into nearly all U. S. waters ,
provides criminal penalties of $2 , 500 fines and one-year jail sen
tences . But a Justice Department spokesman said the government be
lieves more can be accomplished through court tnjunctions .
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"Very Serious Matter"
"Because mercury pollution is avery serious matter, civil
injunction proceedings are being authorized instead of the usual
criminal action under the Refuse Act, where the penalty is relative 
ly light , " said Asst . Atty . Gen. Shiro Kashiwa, head of the Land
Natural Resources Division .
The department last week authorized similar actions against
six firms and the city of Bridgeport, Conn . Those cases did not
involve mercury pollution . Firms listed by the Justice Department
as alleged polluters included paper-making companies . chemical
firms and battery manufacturers.
Mercury pollution, a metter that has only recently come to
the attention of the federal government . has caused waters in
Alabama and Wisconsin to be declared of limits for commercial , and
in some cases sport fishing . Canada this spring ordered a halt
to commercial fishin g in Lake Erie and Lake St . Clair because of
mercury pollution .
Health and Safety Threat
Hickel two weeks ago sent telegrams to governors of 19 states
informing them that mercury pollution of some streams and lakes in
their states had become "an intolerable threat to the health and
safety of Americans . "
Hickel sent names of firms considered to be the worst mercury
polluters and those who had not acted to mitigate the problem to
the Justice Depaitment Monday . Department spokesmen said the civil
suits were authorized against every firm named by Hickel .
The civil suits ask for injunctions "to stop the discharge of
mercury and to require the companies to take steps to remedy the
effects of past pollution," the department said .
Firms that violate the court orders, if the injunctions are
granted, could be subject to fines or imprisonment of their officers
for contempt of court . Mercury poisoning can cause partial brain
damage, blindness, kidney disease and even death .
Federal officials recently have found fish and shellfish with
traces of t he mineral in two Georgia rivers, and one Food and Drug
Administration official remarked: "We are only seeing the beginn
ing of this problem . "
The Justice Department said suits were authorized against
these firms and plants at which the alleged pollution is occurting :
Georgia-Pacific of Bellingham, Wash ., Puget Sound; Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corp . of Nia.gara Falls, N. Y., Niagrara River; Olin Mathie
son of Augusta, Ga . , Savannah River; Oxford Paper Co . , of Rumford,
r~ aineJ Androscoggin River; Weyerhauser Co. of Longview Wash., Col..
umbia River; Djamond Shamrock Corp . of Delaware City, Del . Delaware
River; Diamond Shamrock of Muscle Shoals, Ala . , Pond Creek ,s tribu
tary of the Tennessee River; Allied Chemical Co . of Solvay, N.Y.,
Onondaga Lake; International r:;ining and Chemical Co ., ehlor-Alkali
Division of Orrington, Maine , Penobscot River; and Pennwalt Chem
ical Co ., of Calvert City , Ky ., Tennessee River.
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A spokesman from U. S, Atty. Peter Mills ' office in Portland
said Friday that his office had been in contact on the m€rcury
pollution issue withmpresentatives of the U. S, Attorney General
in Washington .
~~e haven ' t taken any action at this point," the spokesman
said . He added that his office would be receiving reports from
federal agencies about the situdtion. In a statement released
Friday , Oxford. Paper Co . in Rumford said , "We are shocked and con
fused by the sudden announcement which we learned about only indir
ectly today . "

The statement said the company had not been officially informed
of the federal action , but had learned of it through news reports .
"The company will continue its close cooperation with appropriate
state and federal~encie9 to correct whatever problem exists , " the
statement concluded .
The Interna tional l~ ining and Chemical Co . Cholor-Alkali Divis
ion declined comment on the matter .
Several Protest
Several of the firms mentioned protested that they have made
much progress in cleaning up the problem . W. A. Oppold, Olin Corp .
vice president. said the government didn't even know of the problem
until 1-1arch , and he added: "since then Olin has had under way a
crash program that spared neither manpower nor expense •• , If the
government is interested in the sincerity, intensity and progress
made by a company. along these lines, Olin should not be included
in these actions . "
A Georgia-Pacific spokesman said a new water recirculation
system re~ently installed will eliminate completely the dischar ge
of mercury . Similarly, a Weyerhauser spokesman said a new device
installed in a chlorine plant will cut down the demand for water
so that the amount needed can be reused, rather than being discharged .
Arthur B. Tillman , Diamond Shamrock executive vice president ,
said : "We have already taken action which has substantially re
duced the mercury effluent entering lakes and streams near our
plants, and we are doing everything we can to reduce the mercury
content of the effluent from our plants to the lowest possible
level."
July 25 , 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal
Injunction Approach Sound

A 71-year-old law "fhieh states that no waste shall be dumped
into inland waters except sewage is being relied upon by the fede ral
government as a means of ending mercury pollution. The Justice
Department is moving along the civil rather than the criminal phase
of the law, since utilization of court injunctions will prove more
effective than seeking conviction under criminal penalities that
call for $2 , 500 fines and one-year jail sentences .
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Had the 1~99 Refuse Act been upheld in earlier years the
nation's many polluted rivers, lakes and ponds might have been
spared a great deal of the filth that has been poured into them .
Had this act been enforced Americans might not today be facing the
multi-billion dollar , massive clean-up that confronts it . At least
the move by the Justice Department against specific companies
charged with introducing mercury pollutants into inland waters is
an appropriate one .
The account of the attaok originated by Secretary of the Inter
ior Walter J . Hickel against mercury pollution is of special in
terest to Maine residents along the Androscoggin River valley , since
the Oxford Paper Co . is one of those against which federal action
is contemplated . An Oxford official expressed shock over the an
nounoement, explaining the first information the company had of the
development was through news accounts . He concluded by saying that
"the company will continue its elose cooperation with appropriate
state and federal agencies to oorrect whatever problem exists . "
We certainly must commend Hickelts dedicated effort to put a
halt to the dumping of mercury into U. S. waters. We feel equally
strong about the pouring of other untreated pollutants into our
waterways . The time has eome when pollution of our enVironment ,
whether it be air , land or water must stop .
Perhaps the Justice Department has erred in terms of procedure
insofar as notification of the individual industries who are in
line to be enjoined from introducing meroury to inland waters . Cer
tainly Oxford Paper should have been informed of the action at
least no later than the governmentfs announcement to the press .
Yet in mattera of this importance , we must observe that procedural
details are far less significant than carrying through the basie
objective which, in this instanoe , is to halt mercury pollution .
Certainly the use of the court injunction in these instances
makes sense . It affords a much greater amount of leverage for the
government than would reliance upon the criminal penalties avail
able under the 1899 Refuse Act .
Lewiston Daily Sun

July 28 , 1970
Recovery of Meroury Waste for
a Profit Is Reported

LAWRENCE Mass . (AP) - A state chemist said Monday he has developed
a simple process to screen out 99 per cent of the mercury from
chemical wastes - and make money too .
Chemist Ray J . Donlan, chief of the water laboratory at the
Public Health Department experiment station , said the process has
been used for more than four months successfully at the station .
Dolan t s comments came three days after the U.'S ~ Justice De
partment announced it will file suits to require 10 companies to
end discharge of mercury into navigable lakes and rivers .

l5S
Donlan said the process he developed involves placing a few scraps
of aluminum into a mercury bearing solution and leaving them there
overnight .
The mercury precipitates out and can be recovered and sold ,
in impure form , for about $4. 50 a pound , he said . Purified, it is
worth around $)0 a pound . Donlan said he think~ "every chemist is
aware of the process," but he believes his lab is the first to
make use of it.
'~e discharge our wastes into the Lawrence sewage system ,
which flows into the Merrimac River , so we thought we should do a
little housekeeping ourselves , he aid .

Donlan said the Lawrence lab began trying the process months
ago , long before the discovery of potentially dangerous mercury
concentrations in some fish.
"It seemed like a good idea to recover the mercury , " Donlan
added , "rather than just dump it . "
Donlan said he wasn't sure what problems might crop up in
applying the process to large industrial users that discharge much
greater quantities of mercury waste . The expirement station uses
only about 10 pounds of mercury per year, and some industries have
been accused of discharging more than that amount in one day .
Donlan said there are two difficulties in using the process .
The solution being treated must be acid or basic . A neutral solution
containing mercury would have to be adjusted . Donlan said that
changing acidity level however, would not be difficult .
The second problem , said Donlan , is that precipitating out
the mercury produces hydrogen gas , which is highly explosive . The
gas , he said , would have to be ventilated •

•

The department of Public Health is to issue a newsletter this
week recommending that laboratories and mercury disgributors im
plement the process . And , added Donlan, HI think it would pay for
itself . "
July 29 , 1970

Lewiston Daily Sun
Mercury Pollution Suits

Secretary of the Interior Walter J . Hickel lost no time in
calling upon the Justice Department to file s~its against companies
accused of dumping mercury residues into rivers and lakes . Ten
firms , two of them in Maine, face presecution in federal court .
The sudden haste is mystifying . The law under which federa l
action is being sought has been on the books for 71 years . Mercury
has been in use in 'various manufacturing processes , especially
paper making and chemical manufacture , for years . In fact , the
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pulp and paper industry' has been
cess which uses mercury , so that
Why was there no action when the
greater? Wasn ' t the danger that

doing away with the cleaning pro
little of it is utilized now.
volume of pollution was so much
much greater then?

The suddenness with which the governors of 18 states , includ
ing Maine ; were notified three weeks ago that mercury pollution
posed "an intolerable threat to the health and safety of Americans"
then told that unless immediate remedial action was taken , the
federal government would prosecute, was high handed to say the
least .
There barely has been time for the states fully to acquaint
themselves with the problem . Yet , individual firms already have
been singled out for punitive action, among them the Oxford Paper
Co . of Rumford , on the Androscoggin River; and the International
Mining and Chemical Co ., Chlor- A1ka1i Division . Orrington , on the
Penobscot River ~
It is true that pollution of the water by industry has been
going on for a long time . But the general public cannot es cape a
large share of the blame . It willingly exchanged clean water for
jobs , Now that the pollution problem has become severe , the value
of clean water is being recognized . The objective is desirable and
commendable . But the process by whieh it is secured should be
fair and reasonable , not hasty and punitive .
Lewiston Daily Sun

July 30 , 1970
Timely Discovery

A state chemist in Massachusetts has come up with a timely
discovery: How to recover mercury from chemical waste easily and
cheaply!
Chemist Ray J . Donlan , chief of the water laboratory at the
Public Health Department experiment station in Lawrence , Mass . ,
disclosed that for several months , his laboratory has been recover
ing 99 per cent of the mercury in chemical ' waste . Previously , the
mercury was dumped into the Merrimac River , along with the other
chemical waste .
The scientist pointed out that "every chemist is aware of the
process" , by which scraps of aluminum are added to a chemical mix
ture containing mercury , causing the latter to precipitate out .
But his laboratory is the first to make praotical use of the pro
cess , he feels . The amount of mercury used in the laboratory con
trolled by Dr . Donlan is only ten pounds a year . He is not sure
whether additional ' problems would arise in the recovery of larger
amounts of mercury , such as are used in some manufacturing processes .
The mercury recovery process comes at a time when the federal
government has filed civil suits against ten firms in the country ,
two of them in Maine. charging them with duWping poisonous mercury
into rivers and lakes .
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The Donlan discovery was not inspired by the government ' s
protest earlier this month, nor by the threat of legal action
against polluters . It was made as a "housekeeping" chore after
the experimental laboratory director decided that it was a shame
to dump the poisonous metal into the sewerage system and thence to
the river . The process likely will pay for itself, Chemist Donlan
believes, since the recovered mercury , in impure form , is worth
$4.50 a pound and purified , it is worth $30 a pound .
The continuing battle against water and air pollution is
providing an extra dividend in the greater utilization of our
natural resources .
July 31 , 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal
Antipollution Problems

The New England River Basins Commission has issued a report
which states in effect that Maine must alter its traditional policy
of permissiveness with respect to industrial pollution of water
ways if it ever hopes to clean them up . The report says the state
must give top priority to funding the construction of municipal
waste treatment plants; to aiding industry to find solution to the
high cost of pollution control and to establishing an effective
monitoring network with respect to determining progress toward sat
isfactory water quality standards .
The matter of municipal treatment plants represents the most
optimistic situation at the moment . The $60 million two- year pro
gram made possible by a $50 million bond issue enacted by the state
to assist until such time as federal funding is adequate to support
municipal waste treatment plants will do much toward improving
water quality . Yet the prime pollution emanates from industry ,
and the problem here is that industries find the cost of pollution
oontrol difficult to absorb all at once .
Nevertheless , we believe it is imperative for the state to
make clear that action must be taken; that postponement of any
action from year to year will not be acceptable . Too many indus
tries in our state have been glib with promises and short on per
formance .
There is a middle road to pollution control . If it is unreal
istic to say to an industry that it must end all of its pollution
contribution tomorrow, it is equally unrealistic to allow industries
to go on polluting water-ways for years and years . Maine has been
relatively lenient on this score .
Citizens residing in the Twin City area know of many places
which were virtually free of serious pollution a quarter of half
century ago that today are badly polluted . One of the glaring ex
amples is the Little Androscoggin River . This river which dumps
into the Big Androscoggin in Auburn once was fit for swimming as
recently as 25 or 20 years ago . You take a look at it now as it
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flows under the bridge at Minot Corner , breathe the odor it exudes ,
and you wouldntt think of even going in a boat . Its color is a
muddy indiscriminate brownish- grey while the stench is overpowing .
There may be hope ahead . Some members of the federal Congress
are talking about giving industries some kind of tax break for in
stalling antipollution equipment. This is only in the talk stage
at t he moment . :r.~eanwhile, Maine must press forward in its effort
to curb pollution and to restore state waters everywhere to a
respectable quality level .
August 6, 1970

Lewiston Daily Sun
Judge Bars Restrainer
OXFORD PAPER DECLARES
MERCURY USE WILL END

PORTLAND (AP) - Oxford Paper Co . agreed Wednesday to stop using
mercury at Rumford by Aug . 15 .
So U. S. District Court Judge Edward T. Gignoux refused to
order a temporary restrainer against discharge of the poisonous
element into the Androscoggin River. Gignoux also continued
until as soon after Sept. 8 as practical the government's suit for
an injunction .
Oxford's president , C. Raymond Hailey , said the electro-chem
ical plant at Rumford, which has been using mercury , will be closed .
He said it was regrettable that 17 jobs with an annual payroll of
$147 ,000 would be eliminated because of what he called "precipitous
action" by Secretary of the Interior Walter J . Hickel .
The decision was made , Hailey said "in keeping with our pub
licly announced pledge to cooperate fully in solving any problem
that might exist . " Both Oxford and federal agencies involved had
agreed that "to the extent known, any mercury discharges were the
result of the electrochemical process carried on at the mill in
Rumford . "
Hailey said the process had been used 55 years without "a
known case of death or illness stemming from mercury contamination . "
The federal Justice Department filed suits against both Oxford and
!MC Chlor Alkali Corp . , which allegedly discharged mercury into
the Penobscot River .
No temporary restrainer was sought against !MC because it had
said it would halt mercury dumping before year ' s end . !MC makes
chlorine and alkali for the paper industry . The IMC suit also is
pending before Gignoux .
Oxford ' s electrochemical plant makes two compounds - caustic
and chlorine - used in the paper-making process . It is one of a
relatively few paper companies , one of its attorneys said, which
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still manufacture those compounds .
other manufacturers , such as ]MC .

They oan be purchased from

Hailey said Hickel's "precipitous action" left Oxford no al
ternative but to close the electrochemical plant. Hickel sent tele
grams July 14 to governors of 17 states including Maine, urging
action against industries discharging mercury. Oxford and ]MC were
the only Maine industries he listed .
Oxford said it immediately pledged cooperation in solving what
ever problem there was on July 23 was told by a state agency - the
Environmental Improvement Commission - that it had received no in
formation Trom the federal government and hence could give Oxford
no guidelines .
The next day, the Oxford statement said, it learned through
the news media it would be sued by the federal government . Oxford
also said that on June 30 it learned from EIC that fish samples
taken from the river showed mercury content of . 23 parts per mill
ion - "substantially less" than the federal Food and Drug Adminis 
tration's standard of .5 parts.
August 7, 1970

Lewiston Daily Sun
Oxford Declares Mercury Division
Is Already Ended

RUMFORD (AP) . - The Oxford Paper Co . electrochemical plant ,
the only part of its mill complex here using mercury , already has
closed. The company, charged by the federal Justice Department
with discharging mercury into the Androscoggin River , told U. S.
District Court Judge Edward T. Gignoux in Portland Wednesday that
it would shut down the plant by Aug. 15 .
Gignoux , saying he didn't think there'd be any grave menace
to public health before that date, then dismissed the government ' s
motion for a temporary restrainer and said he'd hear the petition
for permanent injunctive relief as soon after Sept. g as convenient
for all parties .
Oxford was one of the few paper companies still manufacturing
its own caustic and chlorine - processes in which mercury is used .
An Oxford spokesman said Thursday that it stopped the manufacture
to experiment with use of purchased caustic and chlorine . The ex
periment seems to be working out well , he said , so it was decided
not to reopen the electro chemical division .
President C. Raymond Hailey said Wednesday the closing means
loss of 17 jobs with an annual payroll of $147 , 000 and he thinks
it's regrettable because in 55 years the use of mercury has not
produced "a known case of death or illness . tt
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Record High Temperature
Recorded in Androscoggin

An all-time high temperature for the murky waters of the And
roscoggin River was recorded within the past few days but is now
receeding , according to Dr. Walter A. Lawrance of Lewiston , river
master of the Androscoggin River .
Dr . Lawrance said Friday night that a record high temperature
of ~2 degrees was recorded a short time ago but that the tempera
ture is now slowly decending.
He said that somewhat higher temperatures have been recorded
in some of the sandy bays in the Androscoggin pool; but that the
g2-d~gree reading is the highest recorded in the general body of
water .
Dr . Lawrance said that his usual program has been running
this summer , with testing continuing and aereators operating at
Gulf Island Dam. There has been a low intensity odor confined
mostly to the area of the dam, he said , but that he is hopeful
that the odor will dissipate within a few days as the temperature
of the water decreases .
Not since 1960 , Dr . Lawrence said Friday night, has it been
necessary to add chemicals to the river in the battle against
river odor . The .recent hot weather is having an effect on the
dissolved oxygen content . As the temperature of the water rises ,
the solubility of oxygen in the water is decreased and the bacteria
in the water then become more active .
Turning to the recent federal government action against Oxford
Paper Co. at Rumford , Dr . Lawrance said a federal government group
managed to "catch a few fish ft just below the Oxford Paper co . mi l l
at Rumford and their analysis , which he said became available a
few days ago, disclosed a finding of 0 . 25 parts of mercury per
million . Dr . Lawrance said the legal permissible limit is twice
that amount of 0 . 5 parts per million .
He said that as far as t he fish situation is concerned , the
finding was about half the legal allowable maximum . Dr . Lawrance
said he coubted if any mercury content could be found in the river
in the Lewiston area .
Lewiston Daily Sun

August g , 1970
Pollution and Jobs

The close relationship between water pollution and jobs is
brought into sharp foous as a result of the federal suit brought
against the Oxford· Paper Co . of Rumford to stop it from discharging
mercury into the Androscoggin River . The company willingly is
closing down the process which has been using mercury . But it
means a reduction in jobs and a drop in payroll .
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The demand by Secretary of the Interior Walter J . Hickel that
the discharge of mercury in industrial waste be terminated at
once gave the company no choice . The process using mercury . an
electro-chemical method of producing chlorine and alkali for paper
making, has been in operation in Rumford for 55 years. Signifi
cantly, there has not been a single known case of illness or death
stemming from mercury contamination in all those ye ars.
Oxford Paper was brought into federal court in Portland . The
company advised U. S. District Court Judge Edward T. Gignoux that
the electro-chemical plant would be closed by August 15. As a
result, the judge refused to order a temporary restrainer, as sought
by the government .
Later, the Oxford Company president, C. Raymond Hailey, bran
ded the anti..mercury campaign of Secretary Hickel "precipitous"
but added that uin keeping with our publicly announced pledge to
cooperate fully in solving any problem that might exist , " the com
pany was closing its chemical plant. He xplained that it will
mean the termination of 17 jobs and the loss of a payroll amounting
to ~ l47 , OOO a year . The plant now has been closed .
If the state of Maine, had undertaken to clean up the Andros 
coggin River overnight, in the Secreta ry Hickel manner, there
wouldn't be a pulp and paper industry in the valley today. The
water would be a lot cleaner but the ghost towns on the banks of
the river would have few people to enjoy it .
August 14, 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal
Some Won't Be Answered

Students looking into the Maine pulp and paper industry , and
pollution , will not get some of the information that they have re
quested from the Maine firms .
The cooperation pledged at the start of
Ralph Nader's aides does not include certain
tional data public disclosure of which might
firm's competitive position in the industry ,
sely affect Maine as a pulp and paper state .

the investigation by
financial and opera
harm an individual
and might eV8n adver

That's the word from industry spokesman John T. Gould Jr . ,
executive secretary of the Paper Industry Information Office at
Augusta .
Some of the questions asked by the Nader team just can't be
answered because they involve matters "which any sound business
must regard as confidential , " Gould told newsmen . Many queries
have been answered , on the other hand , by the 13 firms cooperating
in the study, and representatives of those concerns will meet with
the study group again to determine if further assistance can be
given.

We are not surprised that the industry found itself unable to
frankly reply to all questions . Some business matters must be con
fidential, nor will we be surprised if the students handling the
investigation turn out to be somewhat unhappy about the refusal .
It is impossible , not having seen the questions , for someone
on the outside to know whether or not the answers asked for could
prove detrimental . It may be that the questions asked were unneces
sary to the success of the probe . It could be that the refusal of
the paper companies to answer just one , on the other hand , would
suffice to stall the entire study .
Of one thing we may be certain , if Mr . Nader feels the paper
making firms have been less than 100 per cent cooperative in this
undertaking, he'll let us all know •••
August 14 , 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal
Nader Group Given Information
From 13 Pulp Companies

AUGUSTA - Thirteen Maine pulp and paper companies have presen
ted a portfolio of information on the industry to the Maine Pulp
and Paper Industry Study.
The study is being conducted under the sponsorship of Ralph
Nader ' s Center for the Study of Responsive Law Washington , D. C.
Several students .from the University of Maine School of Law, Port
land , are active in the study .
The information provided is in answer to a questionnaire sub
mitted to the industry in July following a pledge from the Paper
Industry Information Office , Augusta, to cooperate with the summer
study . The Industry Office is sponsored by the companies and is
active in many of their information programs .
JoPn T. Gould Jr ., executive secretary of the Office , stated
that information for some of the questions has not been provided .
"These questions deal with operating and financial matters
which any sound business must regard as confidential . Not only
would public disclosure of such information affect an individual
company's competitive position in the industry but it could affect
Maine's position as a pulp and paper state . " Gould said .
He pointed out that Maine ranks eighth in the nation as a
producer of pulp and paper products and cannot overlook the ever
increasing competitive nature of the industry .
For answers to some questions , the Nader group has been re
ferred to appropriate state agencies for information . "It seems
only proper that certain information be obtained from impartial
sources" , Gould said , "especially when these sources are in the
business of gathering such in.formation . "
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The Industry Office has referr ed the group to the Maine For
estry Department , Maine Employment Security Commission , Department
of Labor and Industry, Environmental Improvement Commission and
the Department of Economic Development .
Gould said that representatives of many companies have already
met with representatives of the study group and provided mill and
woodland tours as requested . He said a great deal of information
has been provided to the group during these conferences .
"As soon as the students have had an opportunity to review the
information provided by the questionnaire and the personal visits ,
we shall meet with them to review the answers and determine if
further assistance can be given , " Gould said .
He said the industry survey shows that the 13 companies employ
17 ,655 persons and pay an annual payroll of $150 ,109 , 254 . Ten of
the companies own timberlands for a total acerage of 6, 596 , 747 .
The survey also showed that the companies pay $12 , 257 ,613 in
municipal taxes and that sales tax payments to the State of Maine
for 1969 totalled $3 , 072 , g4g .
The 13 partic i pating in the survey are: Pejepscot Paper
Company, St, Regis Paper Company , International Paper Company ,
Kennebec River Pulp and Paper Company , Great Northern Paper Company ,
Penobscot Company and Diamond International Corporation , Oxford
Paper Company , Keyes Fibre Company , S. D. Warren Company, a division
of Scott Paper Company , Georgia-Pacific Corporation , Scott Paper
Company , Fraser Paper, Ltd . and Lincoln Pulp and Paper Company .
August 17 , 1970

Lewiston Daily Sun
Holding Back Information

The pulp and paper industry in Maine is not answering all of
the questions posed by the student probers of Ralph Nader and it
freely admits that some information is being withheld . But the
industry fully is within its rights , and wisely told the public
about it.
The Nader team is investigating the impact of the huge indus
tryon the various aspects of Maine , life , although from the begin
ning , there has been the suspicion that this state was chosen chief
ly because it is the home of U. S. Senator Edmund S. Muskie and his
native town , Rumford, has a large pulp and paper mill . Nader has
no love for Sen . Muskie and would lose no sleep if the senator ,
nationally known as Mr . Clean for his antipollution work should
be embarrassed by conditions in his home community and state , to
say the least .
From the outset, the large pulp and paper companies said they
would cooperate with the Nader team . But the industry balked at
portions of a lengthy questionnaire which asked about operating
and financial matters which the firms regarded as confidential .
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As John T. Gould Jr ., executive secretary of the Paper Industry
Information Office , said: "Not only would public disclosure of
such information affect an individual company ' s competitive posi
tion in the industry, but it could affect Maine 's position as a
pulp and paper state . "
It is important to remember that Nader's team has no official
status . It is not a government agency or connected with one , It
is self anointed for its task .
The pulp and paper industry would be witjin its rights to
hesitate to give financial and operating facts even to a legisla
tive committee, if the information were to be made public. It is
doubly within its rights to refuse to hand over to a private group
information which could prove embarrassing or damaging from a bus
iness standpoint . This is one instance in which holding back in
formation is proper. Nader's probers are sticking their fingers
where they do not belong .
Lewiston Daily Sun

August 18, 1970

Letters to the Editor of The Sun
Clean Air , Water
To the Editor:
Pollution or· to pollute as defined by Webster's New College
_Dictionary is "To make or render unclean; to defile; desecrate;
profane . " These terms reflect a trend in this country, or for the
more specific purposes of this letter , in this state for the last
humdred years or so . The problem of pollution in this state is
very much on my mind these days, as it is also very much on the
minds of many others, or at least I hope this is so. A hundred
years ago nobody could possibly have known the far-reaching effects
and consequences of environmental pollution , and it seems that not
enough people , by far , know very much about them today. The people
of this state have ever so blindly fallen into a pattern of accept
ance of pollution as a necessary, if ugly, evil that is as much a
part of industrial growth and economic development as a shell is
part of an egg. This , however , is not the case . Pollution should
not be accepted under any circumstances . Breathing clean air and
drinking clean water are human rights which can be denied no one.
1 think this is even covered in the Constitution of the United
States when our founding fathers said something about life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness .
Well, I for one am far from happy when I see the Oxford Paper
Companyt s sewers dumping untold (to the public anyway) tons of
paper making wastes into the Androscoggin River 24 hours a day,
and I thought it very ironic last week when Oxford announced the
phasing out of its ancient Electro-Chemical Bleach plant because
the plant was too obsolete to warrant the construction of a new
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mercury recovery system . What about the other wastes the Oxford
and other mills continuously dump into the Androscoggin? What is
one pound of mercury or 100 tons of mercury to a river already so
vile that seagulls sometimes look as if they are going to fall
from ' the skies while in flight over this twisting, flowing cess
pool , once clean and clear , now a legacy of big business and
puppet politicians; because of the fumes emitted from years of
acoumulation of unestimable tons of industrial wastes and raw
sewage .
There is much talk today of such enticing things as projected
sewage treatment and waste disposal plants . When can I take a
tour through the new sewage treatment plant at Rumford? Next month,
next year, or ten years from now . There is also such a thing as
projected suicide from continuous long-term exposure to exotic
chemical and organic effluents in our air and water .
Something has to be done in the not too distant future . Today
would be a good day to start , and maybe in a couple of years you 'll
be able to go out and get a long full of pure air and a mouth full
of clean water, even in Rumford .
Douglas Johnson
22 Prospect Ave .
Rumford
Lewiston Daily Sun

August 21, 1970
Oxford Paper Rated Third
in the Dumping of Mercury

Of the 10 plants named by the government in its drive against
the dumping of toxic mercury into public waters, Oxford Paper Co .
of Rumford ranked third in the amount being discharged, according
to figures contained in the Aug . 1 edition of Conservation News ,
a publication of the National Wild life Federation .
The publication reports the Oxford Paper Co. daily discharge
into the Androscoggin River was 26 . 2 pounds.
International Mining and Chemical Co . of Orrington in Maine
had a daily discharge of 2. 6 pounds into the Penobscot River .
Topping the list was Georgia Pacific Corp . of Bellingham,
Wash ., with 41 . 5 pounds of mercury being discharged daily into
Puget Sound .
In second place was Olin Chemical Corp ., whose Niagara Falls ,
N, Y., plant was di s charging 26 . 6 pounds into the NiagaTa River .
A plant at Atlanta was discharging 8.7 to 12 . 9 pounds . Other dis
dharged as reported by the pUblication: Diamond Shamrock Corp .,
Delaware City, Del . , 11 . 5 pounds into Delaware River; Allied Chem
ical Co., Solvay , N. Y., 4. 4 pounds into Lake Onodaga, and at the
Muscle Shoals, Ala., plant, 0.5 to 8. 6 pounds into Pond Creek;
Pennwalt Chemical Co ., Calvert City , Ky ., 1, 54 pounds into Ten
nessee River; Weyerhauser Co ., Longview , Wash ., 15 . 1 pounds into
Columbia River.
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Lewiston Daily Sun
SCIENTIST FINDS MERCURY
IN FISH FROM N. H. RIVERS

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - A scientist testing for mercury contam
ination in fish for the state Water Supply and Pollution Control
Board said Friday his week's work revealed "much the same picture
we showed last week . "
The sCientist, Francis Houghton , assigned the task on instruc 
tions from Gov . Walter Peterson after Vermont found contamination
in fish in its waters, said seven of 64 fish from the Connecticut ,
Merrimack and Androscoggin rivers contained more than the . 5 parts
per million danger limit set by the Federal Food and Drug Adminis
tration .
He said the highest contamination , 1.1 ppm, was found in a
fish from the Androscoggin. The results ran the total of New
Hampshire ' s test to 126 samples with 25 over the federal contamina
tion limit,
Houghton sai.d the contamination rate
perch seems to be the highest .

amon~

pickerel and yellow

He said he expects the average rate of contamination to drop
when samples from New Hampshire ' s lakes are tested since most of
the industry which contributes to mercury contamination is located
on rivers . He said lake testing would dominate his work next week .
Houghton declined to speculate on whether any health warnings
would be issued on the basis of his tests . He said that would be
left to health officials who receive his reports .
Top officials in the state Health Department were not immedi
ately available for comment on the report .
Lewiston Daily Sun

August 25 , 1970
Your Money ' s Worth

Federal Anti-Pollution Laws and Agencies
By Sylvia Porter
So polluted is the Potomac that one observer calls our capital ' s
river a "pestilential sink" - and as a result of the fact that for
years metropolitan Washin~ton has Doured untold totals of sewage
into the river, its plight is indeed hideous .
Now numerous compar~tively innocent bystanders are suffering .
For instance. Prentice. Hall says that housing developers in nearby
Maryland and Virginia "are losing their shirts because of curtailed
construction . " Even federal financing of horne building is being
withheld until sewer systems are approved by the Federal Water
Quality Administration . The "domino" effeft has rarely been so
clearly demonstrated .
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The LEAST you must do at this late stage is learn what laws
already are on our books, what fede r al legislation is pending ,
what pollution ageneiew will be consolidated into the new Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA) when it comes into existence in mid
November . So here goes .
The Air Quality Act of 1967, Title 1 covers Air Pollution and
Control, provides for the designation of control regions where two
or more communities share a common air pollution problem .
By the end of this summer, 90 regions are expected; these
are supposed to set air quality standards and to prescribe limits
on the amount of pollutants from stack emissions . To find out how
this affects you, write to the National Air Pollution Control Ad
ministration, Dept , HEW, Rockville, Maryland 20852.
Title 2 covers air pollution from automoviles (National Emis 
sion Standards Act) . This authorizes HEW to test prototype cars
of manufacturers to see if they meet federal emmission standards
(California is exempt, has its own more restrictive standards) .
Clean Air Act Amendment of 1970 , has passed the House , should
beoome law this year . This will authorize testing of any new car ,
establishment of standards for fuel and fuel additives, state in
spections of cars in use, etc.
Water Quality Act of 1965. This gives states and territories
the option to set water quality standards or have the federal gov
ernment do it for. them. Although all states have standards, the
standards of only 17 and the District of Columbia have been approved
by Interior .
Clean Water Restoration Act of 1966 . This greatly increases
money grants to states , Cities , etc . for (1) development of improved
methods of waste treatment, water purification , sewer design and
(2) construction of waste treatment plants e It has done some good ,
but need for improved facilities is far, far ahead of funds now
available .
Water Quality Improvement Aot of 1970 . This toughens water
pollution laws , particularly pollution by oil and hazardous mater
ials and requires installation of marine sanitation degioes to
control sewage from vessels . The law also imposes stiff penalties
for noncompliance.
The Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965 . This authorizes a
development program for improved methods of economical disposal of
such solid waste as trash, garbage, paper, scrap metal and technical
assistance to state and local governments involved in solid waste
disposal programs . Congress is scheduled to tighten this vital
law this year .
On top of these major federal laws are important state laws .
Under separate ligislation, California's Air Resources Board on
Aug . 1 revised its test prooedures for new automobiles and estab.
Ii shed new emission standards. The likelihood is that all states
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will be forced in the future to adopt California t s procedures , and
Prentice- Hall urges businessmen to check now on California's ex
periences . This past June, Illinois passed a pollution control
act which its governor claims is the most comprehensive in the
nation; again , businessmen should check . Also 1v1ienigan a couple
of weeks ago put on the books an unprecedented law which allows
private individuals to bring court actions against any public
agency or private industry they think is damaging our environment;
this law WILL spread .
Fuzzy as it may seem, the battle between the polluters and
the protectors is being joined in this summer of '70. So, if you
asked, "What might THAT cost?" I would answer, "Choose your own
figure . " For all the estimates are wjld guesses and anyone who
knows what he is talking about freely admits he doesn't know what
he is talking about .
August 28 , 1970

Lewjston Evening Journal
Dead Fish Are Reported In River

Auburn police received a report this morning of thousands of
dead or dying fish floating on the surface of the Little Andros
coggin River near the Hotel Road .
Reserve Police Officer Al Leber, who resides on the Hotel
Road, called headquarters at 9:26 a.m . and said he spotted about
25 dead fish in the River . At 9: 40 a . m. the reserve officer called
again and said he had walked further along the riverbank and saw
thousands of dead and dyine fish .
The information was turned over to the Auburn Health Department.
AUgU3t 28 , 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal

Says Reason for Fish Contamination
May Be Found In Remote Lakes and Ponds
CONCORD, N. H. (AP) - A New Hampshire soientist conducting
tests for mercury contamination in fish says he may have discovered
the reason for contamination found in remote lakes and ponds .
Fr ancis Houghton of the state Water Supply and Pollution Con
trol Commission said Thursday that answer may be traced to 30 years
ago after the violent 1939 hurricane when a federal program was
set up to save many acres of trees blown by the storm .
He said that during 1939 and 1940 , softwood trees mowed down
by high winds were chopped into eight- foot logs and treated with
ethyl mercury phosphate to keep them from rotting when they were
dumped into lakes and ponds .
He said mercury may persist in liouid form at normal tempera
tures for a long as 100 years .
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He said the timber operation was "sloppy" and the logs were
saturated with the solution.
tfItm surprised Vermont hasn't come up with this yet , " he said .
Vermont officials have been searching for the sources of mercury
contamination in that state's waters .
August 2S, 1970

Lewiston Evening Journal
Rivermaster Says Several
Factors in New Fish Kill

Dr. Walter A. Lawrance of Lewiston, Androscoggin rivermaster ,
said Friday night he suspected that several factors cohtributed to
the fish kill in the Little Androscoggin River .
He said that while he had not made an on-the-spot evaluation
he presumed that contributing to the situation were a lack of
oxygen in the river water, the low water level and the recent high
temperatures .
Dr. Lawrance said that there is a sufficiency of oxygen in
the main river, as has been shown through samplings , but in the
Little Androscoggin River he felt that there had been a lack of
sufficient flow for aeriation .
The retired Bates College chemistry professor has had consider
able experience w·ith the Androscoggin River in his position as the
oourt-appointed rivermaster.
Alfred F. Leber of the Hotel Road , an Auburn police reserve
officer , notified p~lice headquarters at 9: 26 a . m. Friday that he
noticed a quantity of dead fish in the Little Androscoggin River
and then a few minutes later he called again to report seeing a
much larger number of fish, many of them dead and the others at
the surface gasping. Auburn police notified the Auburn Health
D~partment •
This is the second incident within the last two weeks of dead
fish . The other incident took place during low water on Taylor
brook .
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Big Buildup of Detergent
Foam Covers River and Canal

The Androscoggin River , and especially the Lewiston Canal
system was covered Thursday with a detergent foam and the situation
became worse in the cooler night air .
Dr. Walter A. Lawrance , the rivermaster said it was his
opinion that part of the trouble was of locai origin and part from
upriver . The foam appeared worse on the canal than on the main
river . Dr . Lawrance said he noticed oonsiderable foam at the foot
of the falls northerly of North Bridge , around the outfall just
bel ow the bridge , also around the W. S. Libbey Co . mill outfall
and in the South Bridge area .
The canal which runs under Lincoln Street was so covered with
foam Thursday night that it was piling up against that bridge and
spilling over onto the walkway , This attracted a considerable
crowd to the area. According to Dr . Lawrance , the foam has been
building the last few days . He said he did not know the exact
reason for the build- up but said it was a detergent foam .
The rivermaster said he was amazed at the amount of foam ,
espeCially at the amount that stayed at the foot of the Great Falls .
He explained the foam as being trapped air . Certain types of
detergents , he sa.id , form a tenacious film which traps the air and
that this tends to build up more in the cooler night air than dur
ing the daytime . He s id the warm sunshine tends to cause the air
to expand and break the film thereby releasing the air and reducing
the amount of foam .
This film is built up of various compounds but apparently
detergents of various types used both commercially and in private
homes and poured eventually in the river , is the basis for the foam .
Caption under pioture in Lewiston Daily Sun September 11 , 1970 .
FOAM PILES UP AGAINST BRIDGE - The Lincoln street bridge over
the canal w~s being covered Thursday night by foam piling up and
Dr . W. A. Lawrance , the Androsooggin Rivermaster, said the foam
apparently was caused by both local and upriver conditions . The
foam started forming earlier this week on the river and on Thursday
was very evident on the canal . It covered a footbridge near the
Androscoggin Mill property and the situation got worse with the
cooler air of night . Dr . Lawrance said detergents apparently were
part of the cause . At the left , the photo is looking toward Main
Street on Lincoln Street, and at the right is the great mass of
foam backing up against the Lincoln Street bridge .
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RCA Offers Facilities to
Help on Pollution Problems

Two representations of RCA offered the services of that large
corporation ' s laboratories to the Androscoggin Valley Regional
Planning Comission , Wednesday night, in the comission's work on
polution in the Androscoggin Valley region . The offer was made by
Dr . Frank Stinson of the company, who attended the meeting with
Ted Roy.
Dr . Stinson said that RCA is anxious that it be considered as
part of the local community and that he personally has done some
work on pollution in other communities where the large firm has
branches . He said the laboratory facilities of RCA will be avail
able to the planning commission to help handle situations as they
may arise and for any technical work which RCA can handle .
After the meeting, Dr. Stinson conferred informally with AVRPC
commissioners , A lot of the meeting pertained to pollution and
priorities and George C. Gormley, supervising engineer , of municipal
and industrial services under the Maine Environmental Improvement
Commission , spoke concerning the method utilized by AlC in setting
priorities. Part of his talk concerned planning and grants pro
grams for Maine and deadlines to be met under federal funding in
order not to lose the federal funds . He said planning , as carried
on under various programs is on the basin concept , with others on
the regional and metropolitan area .
According to Gormley , high priority is given to community and
district problems and direct order programs then come nuisance con
ditions , treaty projects , the protection on public waters, fish
life , and in fifth place priority is the Kennebec River , the first
so classified . Then comes the necessity to meet legal requirements
and in this category is the Androscoggin River on which specific
deadlines have been established . The Penobscot River is rated in
seventh place . Way down in ninth place priority is the maintenance
of water quality .
, Gormley said that the 1971 program which Congress has passed
includes $1 billion. Under the ratio setup , Gormley said this
would mean about $6. 1 million for Maine , and this is small when
it is considered that the Lewiston- Auburn treatment plant is estima
ted at $7. 5 million .
On the programs waere 50 per cent federal money is set up ,
this means a $12 million construction program. But to make the
federal funds extend further the AlC is working on the 20 per cent
basis .
On a motion by Earle A. Tarr Jr . of Auburn , the commission
tabled for further study by the executive committee and by the com
mission as a whole the question of any alternatives to the recommen
ded sewerage abatement facility construction priority list . The
commission has until Oct . 31 to establish such a priority list and
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there are meetings of both the AVRPC executive committee and the
commissioners before that date .
Announcement was made of the Sept . 30 meeting at the Steckino
Restaurant in Lewiston of the Statewide Executive Committee Coordin
ating Organization (E . C. C.O . ) The AVRPC will be host to the meet
ing .
Attending the Wednesday night meeting were commissioners and
planning board members from Auburn,Lewiston , Bridgton , Durham,
Webster , Livermore , Livermore Falls , Minot , New Gloucester, Turner ,
Oxford, Jay , Rumford and Mexico .
Lewiston Daily Sun

September 29 , 1970
Punteri Would Reactivate
Pollution Control Panel

Lewiston mayoralty candidate Nicholas Punteri said Monday that
he will reactivate the Pollution Control Committee if he wins in
November .
He said a local committee should be the firat step in meeting
this vital environmental problem . Alderman Punteri issued the
following statement :
"There is a strong need for reactivating the Lewiston Pollut
ion Control Co~ittee established during the tenure of Donia Girard
and serving both him and roland L. Marcotte as chief magistrates
of our city and if elected mayor I would reactivate this committee .
"If the struggle for improved environment is to be won , it must
be won at the local level where the battleground really is .
"Citizens of Lewiston know by bitter personal experience through
the years the vast economic and social losses attending a foul and
filthy river along with contaminated air stifling progress , " he
said .
"To be sure. there are federal , state and local laws aimed at 
protecting and preserving our precious natural blessings . However,
laws in themselves are not bulwarks assuring the discontinuance of
abuses .
"Survival in this case relies on citizen vigelance , participa
tion , and insistance . The job must be done step-by-step on the
functional level .
"A local ~ommitteet leeping constantly on top of the problem,
gathering and releasing information , is our best assurance for com
bating the death and stagnation which is a real menace of the times .
"Environmental clean-up demands community effort throughout
the country, and we in Lewiston are missing the boat if we ne*lect
our part , since we have a vital personal stake in the matter ,
Punteri declared.

